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"The South's Inciependent Weekly"




Memphis Saddened In Deaths Of Entertainers
UNCF Donations Above
The $11,585 Mark Now
The United Negro College .
Fund campaign in the Memphis'
area was given a big boost
last week by volunteer workers
who reported $1,849.50. Total'
raised to date is $11,585.71.
The drive will be brought to
a close the end of this month.
General workers reporting last
week were: Miss Naomi Gordon,
$392; Mrs. Gladys Reed, $95;
Elder Blair T. Hunt; $35; Dr.
Dr. Walter Gibson, $25; Dr.
Peter Cooper, $25; Mrs. Mae
I. Fitzgerald, $10, and Howard
Sims, $.5. Miss Gordon is
soliciting taiversal Life Insu-
rance Co. personnel, clubs and
orgaoizations, and Mrs. Reed
is assigned to physicians and
surgeons.
County School Teachers Divi-
sion. headed by R J Roddy,
reported additional gifts of
$10 from Barret's Chapel for a
total of $80.50, and $5 from
Shadowlawn for at total of $70.
City School Teachers Division,
headed by Charles J. Patterson
Jr., had another big night, re-
porting $1,247.50 for an over-
all total of $3,836.75. Reporting
were Lester High, $27; Carpen-
ter, $20; Stafford. $53.50- Booker I
T. Washington, $176; Cummings
$50; Walker, an additional
$44.50 for a total of $106.50;
Porter, an additional $132 for a
total of $219; Douglass High,
$100; Corry, $86; Lester Ele-
mentary, an additional $5 for
a total of $46.50; Kansas, an
additional $223 for a total of
$848; Magnolia, $239, and Ham-
ilton Elementary, $92.
D.C. Mayor Finds
Going 'Rough' In T„t
Nation's Capital
By ETHEL L. PAYNE of alleged police brutality
something which is a commonWASHINGTON — Mayor Wal- complaint of most minority
ter E. Washington is a man groups and is too often the fuse!
who never shrinks from work. that lights the dynamite of
In fact, he wades into action racial fury. At first, the city
as though he were going surf- council, brand new and not
ing; but even he is finding .quite sure of its authority,
the going rough and with his
hands full.
First, there are the nagging
detractors in Congress who
want to tie his hands behind his
back while he is trying to get
a job done. Only an even temp-
ered person like Washington
could remain unruffled in the
face of the machinations of
such members of Congress as
Congressman Joel Broyhill of
Virginia and Senator Robert
Byrd of West Virginia.
They want the Mayor to re-
port to them every time he
wants to hire a Grade 4 Secre-
tary and to get their approval
before he purchases a ream of
paper.
President Johns on was
breathing down his neck last
week. Alarmed about the latest
figures showing the rising
crime rate in the District of
Columbia, he summ oned
Washington and his deputy,
Thomas Fletcher to the White
House and told them to come
up with some plans for the
way by this week.
He promised to give them
whatever they needed to get
the job done. That meant that
the Mayor probably ate his
Thanksgiving dinner with one
hand while he scribbled notes
on a pad with the other.
There was an ugly incident
plionist. Others from left
are Ben Canley, Trnmpter;
Ronnie Caldwell, organist;
Carl Cunningham, drummer;
Jimmy King, Leader; and
James Alexander, bass.
Cauley survived In the crash
of the twin engine plane,
which carried the pilot and
singer Otis Redding, Jr., to
their deaths. Alexander was
not aboard the plane. but
flew is Madison, Wis., on
a commercial plane.
Redding, 4 Bar-Kays
Killed In Plane Crash
Harry Winfield, band director
at Porter Junior High school,
was out of class on Monday
on a sad mission: to comfort
the parents of members of the
Bar-Kay Combo who were
killed last Sunday afternoon
when the private plane carry-
ing them into Madison, Wis.,
dropped into Lake Monona,
killing four of the Bar-Kays,
the pilot of the plane, the Bar-
Kays' valet, and Otis Redding,
Jr., i n ternationally famous
"soul music” singer.
The Bar-Kays started out as
a junior high school combo,
playing for special occasions
at Porter Junior High school
in 1961, and skyrocketed to
fame last year with "Soul
finger." Harry Winfield ‘,N as
their teacher.
Members of the Bar-Kays
killed in the crash were Jimmy
King. 18, of 1408 S. Lauderdale.
leader of the combo, whose
body was recovered shortly
after the crash: Phelan Jones.
19, of 575 S. Lauderdale,
tenor saxophonist; Ronnie Cald-
well, 19, white, of 2216 S.
Parkway East, Apt 14. organ-
ist; and Carl Cunningham, 18,
of 2934 Hoskin rd., drummer
The other victims were Rich-
ard Fraser, 26, of Warner-Rob-
bins. Ga., the pilot, whose
body was also recovered, and
Matthew Kelly, 17, of 910 E.
McLemore, who was the valet
for the Bar-Kays.
One member of the Bar-
Kays, James Alexander. 18, a
senior at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school, flew to Madi-
Ison on a commercial plane
— and is one of the combo's
itwo survivors.
I Mr. Winfield. who was mana-
ger and supervisof of the Bar-
Kays, said he used to travel
with the combo up until last
summer, when they started
playing with Otis Redding.
All but two of the Bar-Kays
were in school, and in order to
cut down on the time consumed
• in going from one engagement
by car to another and because
they believed it would be less
People are , hazardous, Otis Redding Enter-
phis Area Project South, corn. ragged get clothes; those prises bought the Twin Beech
boiling point between Police who are hungry get food. And i recently.monly known as MAP South,
Chief John Layton and the they get it right away. After having appeared inrealized that many people in
Council Co mmittee, Mayor The organization is known Nashville on Friday night, in




ingclotfhroinmg as Humanity's Helping Hand, Cleveland on Saturday night,
charge. Over the strong objec-1 The announcement of the aP-,Committee has done sound Rev. C. M. Lee is the director, and in Madison Sunday night,while agencies set up to help
tions of some Council members 1 pointment was made by Victor planning, and Meharry has the poor allow cases to pile and Mrs. Maeola Killebrew the group was due back in
he turned the investigation of S. Johnson, Jr., president of just completed one of its best up without doing anything the executive secretary. Memphis on Monday, where
the officer back to the police' the board and head of Aladdinlyears," he said, of an emergency nature, they "We try to fill their im- Jones was slated to attenddepartment which satisfied them Industries, Inc. Dr. Elam, who took his decided to do something unique. 
mediate needs," Charles Greg- classes at Owen College. where
Mr. Johnson said, "I am specialty training in psychiatry In the basement of a church 
ory, a social worker with he was a freshman, and thebut not the people of Southeast.
The Mayor did say that he was
extremely pleased to announce at the University of Chicago book store at 481 E. McLemore, 
MAP South, explained. "Un- others would be going to high
ordering new guidelines drawn
and who is a graduate of the an area was set up where
who need help can getUniversity of Washington (Seat- people
it at once, and without anytie) medical school, came to
Meharry in 1961 as chairman -- --
atry which he organized. 
of the Department of Psychi- FallFrom Top
gation of the situation in-
volving a white police private
who was charged with using
ILL•FATED GROUP — Pic-
tared here, at the start of
their climb to fame, are
the six members of the Bar-
Kays, a group which started
out as a combo in junior
high in 1961 and which had
gone to international fame
with their recording last
year of "Soul Finger," and
was ended last ileinr4nY
afternoon with the death of
four of the players. In front
Is Phalen Jones, tenor saxo-
tried conducting 
an investi- I Psychiatrist Is Named
insulting racial epithets and un- President Of Meharrynecessary force on citizens in
Southeast Washington.
' When the case reached the Dr. Lloyd Charles Elam' has size and effectiveness is cer-
' been named president of Me-
harry Medical College at the
semi-annual meeting of the
up for future cases like this.
He also halted an independent
investigation by the District
Council on Human Relations.
The brutal killing of another
policeman as he sought to ques-
tion two suspects in a stolen
car caused a ripple of uneasi-
ness to run through the city
and left Washington with yet
another problem of equal ap-
plication of the law.
Added to all of this was the
resignation of Rufus Mayfield,
the leader of Pride Incorporate
the youth group from the ghet-
to which gained nation-wide at-
tention last summer with a rat-
killing and clean-up program.
the appointment of Dr. Lloyd
C. Elam to the presidency of
Meharry M e d ical College.
"This appointment, brings to
a close an intensive search by
the board which has spanned
some 13 months."
Dr. Elam, 40 former head
of Meharry's Department of
Psychiatry and recently interim
dean of the School of Medi-
cine, in accepting the appoint-
ment said: "I feel greatly
pleased to be associated with
Meharry in any way at this
point in its development. To
have a leadership role in this
great institution at a time
when it is slated to increase its
NEEDY—The Vanguard
Letter Carriers club makes
contributions to orgaisiza-
Dons engaged in projects
to help the poor each year,
and at the club's recent
semi formal dance at Club
Rosewood, check* were
presented to repremealadees
for the Grant Scheel Better
Breakfast club and the
Prospect Day Care Center.
From left are Henry Slum,
president of the club, pre-
senting a check to Mrs.
Exam en behalf of Prospect
Day Care Center: and Miss
Alice Fay Harmon of Grant
School Reiter Breakfast
dub accepting a cheek from
Leon Knowles. (McChrigton
Photo
tainly an opportunity which
happens only once in a life-
time.
A native of Little Rock, Dr.
Elam attended public school
in Arkansas and received his
Bachelor of Science degree in
1950 from Roosevelt University
in Chicago. He served his
internship at the University of
Illinois.
Since he organized the De-
partment of Psychiatry, it has
grown to include an outpatient
(See Page 2)
A New Center For Poor
Is Set Up On Mclemore
When workers in the Mem•
Floor Is Fatal
To Man, 30
red tape s ho
like many organizations, we
are not trying to just help
(See Page 2)
The death of Ben Lenzie
Puryear at a rooming house
lat 707 Pontotoc on Saturday
Inight has been ruled accidental
!by Police.
I Mr. Puryear, who lived in
the building in Apartment 12,
lost his key and was asked by
other residents of the building
to keep quiet when he created
a disturbance.
Officers said an investigation
showed that the victim tumbled
over the railings of stairs on
the second floor and struck his
head on a concrete walkway.
His neck was broken in the
fall, and he was pronounced
dead on arrival at John Gas-
ton hospital.
Mr. Puryear had been drink-
ing heavily before the accident
school classes at Booker T.
Washington High school.
The T r i - State Defender
talked to officials of the Madi-
son (Wis. )Police department
on Monday afternoon, and was
told that the plane had been
located, and blankets were
being carried to the lake to
cover the bodies expected to
be taken from the wreckage.
Mr. Winfield said he orga-
nized the Bar-Kays in 1961
with three students from the
concert marching band. The
original members were James
Alexander, bassis t; Phelan
I Jones, who played alto saxo-
phone at the time, and Steve
Holt, no longer with the group
but playing now with the band
at Club Paradise.
The other members were
later added, and the group re-
mained together during high
school and college days.
"That was one of the agree-
ments we made," Mr. Winfield
said. "They were to remain
in school, and go on to college."
The young men were receiv-
ing very sizable checks each
(See Page 2)
OTIS REDDING, JR., 26,
recognized as the world's top
"Soul" singer, four members
of the Bar-Kays combo and
the group's valet died in the
crash of their two-engine
plane on Sunday afternoon
at Madison, Wis. The plane
disappeared in some 35 feet
of water in Lake Monona,
three miles south of the
runway as they were coming




VIETNAM — Marine Private
First Class Larry E. Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Johnson of 4852 Ortie Drive,
Memphis, is serving in Viet-
nam with the Eleventh Marine
Regiment, a unit of the First
Marine Division.
Primary mission of the regi-
ment is to provide artillery sup-
port fire for the infantry units
of the division engaged in com-
bat action with enemy forces.
A graduate of Manassas High
School In Memphis. Private
First Class Johnson entered the
service in April 1967.
Redding's Death Shocks HHH, Aretha
By DAVE POTTER
Celebrities from Vice Presi- •
dent Hubert H. Humphrey to
rhythm and blues singer Are-
tha Franklin reacted yesterday
to the violent death of Otis
Redding, acknowleged "King of
the Memphis Sound."
Redding and six others were
killed Sunday when the blues
star's light plane crashed into
Lake Monona three miles from
a Madison, Wis. airport which
the craft was approaching. The
Redding entourage was headed
for an engagement at Madison's
new Factory night club.
Sole survivor of the ill-fated1
flight from Cleveland, was:
Ben Cauley, 20, of Memphis,'
who was admitted to Madison's I
Methodist Hospital suffering
from lacerations of the face
and exposure. Cauley — one
of thme Bar-Kays, the group
which backed Redding — was
found floating in the lake,
clutching a pillow.
Besides Redding. 26, the
other dead were listed as Ron-
nie Caldwell, 19. Memphis:
Mathew Kelly, 17, Memphis;
Carl Cunningham. IS. Memphis,
Star's Body Recovered From Icy Crypt
and Phalen Jones, 19, Mem•,
The bodies of Jimmy King,
18, also of Memphis, and Rich-
ard Fraser, 26, of Macon, Ga.,
the pilot, were recovered late
Sunday.
Redding. one of the Volt Re-
cording C o mpany's hottest
properties, war eulogized by
Vice President Humphrey, ac-
cording to a spokesman in his
office.
The Vice President was quct-
ed as saying that he "deeply
regrets the untimely death of
Mr Otis Redding. His death




In a special "stay-in-school"
record album as part of his
"Icgacy which will inspire
youths to remain in school
and graduate, because educa-
tion is a necessary key, not
only to a successful entertain-
phis.
er, but to everyone."
Mr. Humphrey wrote the
liner notes for the album,
which was distributed to the
nation's school libraries and
similar places — without cost
— as part of the Vice Presi-
dent's youth program.
Meanwhile in New York, the
Daily Defender learned that
Aretha Franklin was "stop-
ped" upon learning of the death
of Redding, who was one of
her closest friends
Though Miss Franklin could
not be reached for comment,
her sentiments were conveyed
to the Daily Defender by Ruth
Bowen, director of the Queen
Booking Agency in New York,
and one of the blues queen's
confidants.
"I have nothing but respect
for her because she has a
rare and unique vocal talent
equaled by few." It was Red-
ding, however, who first record-
ed the tune in 1965
In Chicago, WVOI:I, disc jock. 
theDaily Defender that he
learned from Atlantic Rec-
ords executive Jerry Wexler
that Redding was being groom-
ed to "become another Ray
Charles."
"Aretha is at NBC taping a
'Kraft Music Ball' show for
next year," Miss Bowen said.
"But she was visibly shaken
when she heard the news about
Redding's death.
"We here were very shocked
when the news was broad
The executives there firmly
:believed that Redding was
the man.
"Though Otis' records were
never super smash hits, theyey Herb "Cool Gent" Kent told
were well liked," Kent con-
tinued. "I am saddened by
his death because he was a
very talented person and a
true soul man — a true soul
brother." -
Redding was considering tak-
ing a troupe to entertain sol-
diers in Vietnam sometime
in the spring, said his publicist,
Detroit-based Al Abrams. "Ile
very much wanted to go there
with a 'Soul Troupe,' but this
will never be."
cast," Mrs. Bowen who w a s Though not commonly known,
also manager of the late Dinah the Dawson, Ga. born Redding
Washington, added, was married and was the fa-
Redding was closely associ- ther of three children, Otis, Jr.,
ated with Miss Franklin since Dexter and Carla. His daught,
she made a solid hit of his er was named for his label-
original tune — "Respect." mate, singer Carla Thomas.
When the song reached the Redding and Miss Thomas
zenith of the nation's record came here last August to ap-
charts, Redding said: pear in the 38th annual Bud
"Ever since Charles left At. Billiken Parade. He flew hero
'antic Records stable," Kent in the same twin-engine Beech-
said, "the firm has been look- craft plane in which he died,
ing for an apt replecememt. (For Related Illory, Se Page s)
ATLANTA, Ga. — While Ne.
groes of the Atlanta Summit
Leadership Conference here are
readying a drive to get 120.000
names of eligible voters on a
petition to force a recall vote
on the Atlanta Board of Edu-
cation which has refused de-
mands of the group for changes
in the school system, the name
of Mrs. Coretta King, wife of
Dr. Martin Luther King is being  Giveproposed for nomination to the Postal Wor ers
school board.
She would replace the late
Dr. Rufus E. Clement, former
head of Atlanta University, a
Negro who was a board mem-
ber but who died recently. Dr.
Clement's successor will, by
law be chosen by the remain-
ing members of the school
board, which Negroes are try-
ing to replace.
Another Negro being support-
ed for the same is R. 0.
Sutton, a vice president of the
Citizens Trust Co. He is being
backed by several persons in-
cluding C. A. Scott, publisher :
of the Atlanta Daily World.
Page 2
VESPER FEATURE . . .
The Rooker T. Washington
High School Senior Glee
Club will be presented in
the school's initial Christ-
mas Vesper, Sunday, Dec.
17, 1967 at 4 p.m. in the
Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium.
The group is directed .by
, veteran music teacher, E. L.
Pender, shown in white robe
on the extreme left. The
Mrs. M. L. King Mentioned
For Atlanta School Post
held by Clement and by another
Negro member. Dr. Horace Atlanta Alderman Q. V. Wil-
Tate. jliamson and insurance ex-
Printing of 6,000 petitions,jcutive Jesse Hill are in charge
with space for 20 names apiece of recall-petition strategy.
The petition being readied by to be circulated by over 100
Negroes will demand a corn- workers in key spots throughout
plete revamping of the board. the school district was begunIt would have included the seats recently.
The Mallory Knights Chari-
table Organization, Inc., was
given a big boost recently when
the National Federation of Mo-
tor Vehicle Employees, Local
45 presented it with a check
for $100 at its third Annual
Pre-Christmas Dance held at
the Club Paradise, last Friday.
The NFMVE Local 45 chose
the Mallory Knights because of
its program of alleviating the
conditions of poverty.
Harry L. Strong, General
Director of the Mallory Knights
Charitable Organization said
in receiving the check; "This







Polyester and combed cot-
ton plaids and solids that
iron themselves while
tumble drying! Choose
regular or button down
collar, short or long
sleeves. Great colors! Sizes
6-16.







S. M, L, XL
They're handsome sleepwear
buys! Super warm 100% cot-
ton flannel coat style pajamas
cut for comfort and tailored for
appearance. Pre-shrunk, fancy
prints, long sleeves, pockets,
boxer waist. Tern& values at
these prices!
Conveniently Yours at Kress
IFIRESS :
VARIETY FAIR
Mon. g Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 510
9 NO. MAIN STREET
in the organization hope will
continue to be manif(sted by
concerned citizens of Memphis
and the entire Mid-South." He
added that "because of the
efforts of our Organization,
many Negroes have been given
another chance to capture the
freedoms which are guaranteed
by our National constitution
yet these freedoms cannot be
realized until the bonds of
poverty which enslave many
of our people are totally re-
moved.
"Through the efforts of such
organizations as the National
Federation of Motor Vehicle
Employees, Local 45, we see
these bonds being removed for
our people, and not only for
our people, but for the entire
populace of '.he . Memphis
Metropolitan area, he ex-
plained.
Rev. D. E. Herring, Jr.,
president of the Organization
said when notified of the con-
tribution: "I am sure that such
gifts as these will make Christ-
mas more meaningful for the
under-privileged and unfortu-
nate at Christmas time.
'Through the efforts of the
Mallory Knights and the finan-
cial and moral support given
the organization by concerned
individuals and organizations of
the Memphis Area, we are able
to make Christmas have its
tcue meaning to all individuals
and then we can all join the
Angelic choir of old singing.
"Peace on Earth, goodwill
toward men." Contributions
may be sent directly to the
Mallory Knights Charitable Or-
ganization. 2 8 0 H e rnando
Street, Memphis, Tennessee.
38126.
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sold more than a million copies.
They have an album which is
due for release.
Although the plane crash
killing the boys was a severe
blow to him as their former
teacher, manager and super-
visor, Mr. Winfield said he
went from home to home Sun-
day and Monday trying to com-
fort the boys' parents. He said
the musicians were from small
families, and two or three of
them were the parent's only
child.
Mr. Redding. married and the
father of three, moved to Mem-
phis in 1962, and was billed
as "king of the Memphis
sound." His first big hit was
"These Arms Are Mine."
which disc jockeys played on
Monday as a memorial to him.
Other big hits that helped
him climb to the top on the
"soul" music field were "Re-
spect," "Try a Little Tender-
ness." and with Carla Thomas,
"Tramp."
It was estimated that his
recordings are now grossing
more than a million dollars
each year.
Just recently, Vice President
:Hubert H. Humphrey had asked
'Mr. Redding to go to Vietnam




Remember the old days
when the telephone
looked like this?





'Those days are gone
forever. And nowadays
more and more people are
enjoying the convenience
of an extension phone in
their kitchen. Or living
room. Or bedroom. Or
family room. Remember,
if you want an extension
phone.. .just call your
Southern Bell business
office. What else that
costs so little gives you SO
much value?
Center Psychiatrist
(Continued From Page 1)
people at Christmas thee.1
Ours is a year-round program.
In the free business for some
six weeks, the organization has,
helped scores of families, andj
has outfitted a number of
young people about to leave the
city for training with the Job
Corps.
Humanity's Helping Hand'
depends upon individuals and
organizations to keep its store
house filed with clothing and
food. Recent donations have
been brought in by fraternities
and sororities on the Memphis
State University campus, the
Memphis Federation of Repub-
lican Women, and John Brat-
cher and students at Douglass
High school who collected food
and clothings by homerooms.
A story in a newspaper about
the organization was read by
a prison inmate, and he has
asked the organization to do





will see that poor families get
a Christmas dinner and toys
where there are small children.
The organization's food sup-
ply has run low, and carolers
will be out next Monday and
.Tuesday nights from 5 to
7:30 in the East Memphis. Or-
chid Homes and Lakeview Gar-
!dens communities. While some




group will feature excerpts
from Hanciel's "The Mes-
siah" in Sunday's program.
Redding
(Continued From Page 1)
week, he said, but none was
using the money to buy fancy'
automobiles
"I told them to save the
money for college or buy
homes for their families. Since
they had come from poor
homes, I thought this would be
the best investment for them
to start," Mr. Winfield ex-
plained.
After playing for various lo-
cal social functions for the past
two years, the Bar-Kays re-
ceived a record contract in
1966. Last year they recorded
"Soulfinger," which reportedly Annual Meeting
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP held its annual meet-
ing at the Mount Olive CME
Cathedral at Linden and Lau-
derdale on Sunday Dec. 7 at
4 p.m.
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, execu-
tive secretary of the local
branch, gave a report on ac-
tivity for the year.
All members and friends of
the organization attended. Jes-
se H. Turner is president.
(Continued From Page 1)
Mental Health Clinic (1962), a
day hospital (1964), a resi-
dency program. (1965) and a
strong research and teaching
section supported by the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health
in 1966.
tablish an instructional pro-
gram in community and so-
cial psychiatry under the dip
rection of the department.
Dr. Elam also taught at the
University of Chicago. He is a
member of the American
Psychiatric Association. Ameri-
can Medical Association. Nash-
ville Mental Health Association,
Council of Community Ser-
vices, the Governor's Corn-
Recently a $194,800 grant mission on Alcoholism and the
from the Maurice Falk Medical Group for the Advancement of
Fund was appropriated to es-.Psychiatry.
Tick-tock...tick-tock...
the Bourbon that


























BankArnericard's such a helpful thing
to have around this time of year.
It's an open sesame to thousands of
fine shops in the Mid-South and else-
where. And your BankAmericard can
be used to charge any gift any heart
could desire. It's the today way to
wrap up all your gift shopping in one
easy-to-handle package.
More names on your list than
dollars in the till? Don't let it spoil your
holiday.With BankAmericard you
always get a choice between taking 25
days to pay, at no added cost or, for a
small fee, taking months longer.
Honestly now, wouldn't Uncle
Henry look simply elegant in that rose-
colored dressing gown?
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS *
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Postmaster Announces
Schedule For Holiday
Holiday post office schedules December 11-15
were announced today by Act-
ing Postmaster Lydel Sims.
Last Saturday, December 9
and again on Saturday, Decem-
ber 16, all post office stations
and branches will be open from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. so that cus-
tomers may purchase stamps
and mail their cards and pack- 25. Therefore it is doubly im-
ages. portant that mailers get their
The Monday through Friday holiday greetings in the mail
schedule during the weeks of as soon as possible.
and 18-22, will
be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m
Post Offices will
usual at noon on
December 23.
Since Christmas Day falls
on Monday, there will be no
mail delivery, except special
delivery and perishable articles








classic suits in brisk
new colors. Fine new













• $26" and $2995
w No Charge For
W• ALTERATIONS
1.!











Lamar. S. Third •
'Lamar-Airways ' Southgate •




JUDGE SPEAKS AT DIN-
NER — A benefit dinner
was given by the Shadow-
lawn Home Demonstration
club at the cafetorium of
the Shadowlawn Elemen-
tary school recently, and
the guest speaker vas
Criminal Court Judge Hi.
Hooks, seen here address-
ing group. He was intro-
DEFENDER
duced by Edward Gray,
principal of the s choo I,
seated behind the speaker.
Ernest Brazzle was toast-




COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY 
THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
• "NICK" BONNETTE
• J.. P. (JAY) GUIDI
• BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS
OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT YOUR NO. I OLDSMOBILE DEALER
ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE



















For Hew Long: The number of
months speri ed.
What Sears Will De: 10 ex-
change for the tire, replace it.
charging the current regular
lling price plus Federal Ex-
rine T.. low the following al-
hiwance
Mouths Geareereed Aliewser•
12 to 21 log
27 to 39
40 Silent Guard 25%




Guaranteed Ageism, All fail-
ures of the tire resulting from
normal road hazards or defects
in material or workmanship.
Fee Hew Leas: For the life of
the original tread.
nail punctures at no charge.
What SAWS Win Do: Repair
•I n case of failure5 in whereto
for the tire, replete it. charging
only the proporelim of current
rainier welling price phis Fed-
eral Excise Tax dist represents
tread used.
.The Silent Guard Sealant end
the Silent Guard will be re-
placed at no charge if failure
occurs during firm 20 months.
If tire (Bikaner this period,
It will he replaced. charging
only the proportion of current
regular selling price plus Fed-












Gives 36% longer mileage than the
average of new car tires. -Its tread
design is 15% deeper and PM wi-
der than the average of new car
tires. • In addition, the Silent
Guardsman tire is 28% he
and stronger than the new car tire s.
On Sears Easy Payment
WHITEHAVEN POPLAR CROSSTOWN ,
1200 Southland Mall 4570 Poplar 495 N. Crotoitown
396-5151 • 682-1511 276-0411
Tires also available at Sears Frayser, Vest Memphis,
Third Street, Collierville and Millington
Plan
Taliaferro Will Lead
In Heart Fund Drive
J. Lewis Taliaferro, Attorney,
will serve as campaign chair-
man of the 1968 Heart Fund
Campaign in Memphis and
Shelby County, it was announc-
ed this week by George H.
Hettinger, Director of Displays
at Goldsmith's, Chairman of
the Board of the Memphis
Heart Association. The cam-
paign w ill be conducted
throughout February and will
have a goal of. $120,015.12.
Mr. Taliaferro, in accepting
the appointment said "Heart
Fund Contributions will sup-
port Research, Education and
Community Heart programs
of the Memphis Heart Associa-
tion. The Heart Fund is the
la r gest non-governmental
source of Cardiovascular Re-
search support. Next comes
education.
"We not only are trying to
get people to reduce their risk
, of heart attack, but we are also
bringing to doctors in this com-
munity the newest research
and clinical findings, so he
may apply them for your bene-
fit and mine. Lastly, with re-
spect to Community Heart pro-
grams, there's the everpresent
need to carry forward rehabili-
tation and rheumatic fever
prevention programs," he add-.
ed.
1
He is 46 years of age, is a
partner in the law firm of
Hoffman, Taliaferro, Hughes
& Williams, is a graduate of
the University of Virginia Law
School, is married to the for-
mer Bettye Frances Knox, has
three daughters and resides at














Not a loan Company
No Co-Signers or Security Needed
KEEP A GOOD CREDIT RATING.
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2902-100 NO. MAIN BLDG.
free Parking 
WONDER BREAD
In the new &a-Fresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't sere a fresher tast-
ing bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's Sta-
Fresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actu-
ally airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good House-
keeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assur-





baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children devel-
op in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious




IP helps build strong bodies 12 ways.
*46




BTU KING AND QUEEN—
During a recent Youth Tal-
ent Program sponsored by
the Baptist Training Union
of Tree of Life Baptist
church, these two young
people were crowned king
and queen. They are John
Harris, son of Mrs. Willie
Fletche r, and Angela Par-
rish, daughter of Mr. and ,
Mrs. Andrew Parrish. The
king is a student at Kansas
Elementary school, and the
queen attends the Ford
Road Elementary School.
Mrs. Alder Anderson is di-
rector, S. L. Henderson
associate director, and Miss
Barbara Hardy secretary.
Rev. I. Rowser is pastor of
Tree of Life Baptist church
at 407 E. McLemore.
'Black Market Medicine'
Is Subject For Review
-Black Market Medicine,"
by Margaret Kreig, will be re-
viewed this Thursday noon,
Dec. 14, on Cossitt Library's
"Lunching with Books"
program by Grover Bowles, Jr.
director of pharmacy in the
Baptist M e morial hospital.
As stated on its jacket, the
book is about -the counter-
feiting of life-saving medi-
cations dispensed by the na-
tions pharmacies and physician
— a courageous 'undercover
documentary on a lethal threat
to your health."
A writer in the field of
medicine for many years,
Margaret Kreig has also work-
ed as an undercover agent for
the Food and Drug Administra-
tion. The review is at 12:15,
noon. Thursday.
"Black Market Medicine"
is largely based upon hundreds
of taped recordings made on
the scenes. The book docu-
ments the fact that counter-
feiters make a wide variety
of capsules and tablets that
look like authentic trade mark-
ed ones.
They are often substandard,
adulterated, and contaminated
by other drugs and filth, the
author charges, and so are an
insidious threat to every pre-
scription holder. She asks for
more stringent drug laws and
a hardening of our attitude to-
ward crim in als who treat
these laws with contempt.
A Wall Of Prejudice
Faces Negro In Arts
The struggle of the young by Negro and white boldly
Negro creative person to break dominate the magazine, which
through the white monopoly of regularly features creative'
the arts in the United States is w
told with authoritative candor 
orks by college students. Not
in the November—January 
is- only are unknowns spotlighted
sue of READERS & WRITERS 
in the magazine, but also the
magazine. 
late Langston Hughes, one of
A Negro playwright and a Ne-
the best-known American Ne-
gro dancer are joined by a 
gro writers. His first short
story, which was found by
white film reviewer in describ- 
ing Ise disheartening wall of 
READERS & WRITERS in an
artistic prejudice and indiffer-
obscure Harlem newspaper of
once, as well as the void that,
the 1920s, is reprinted in Fam-
exists where the Negro 
artisls Authors' Firsts, a regular
,feature. The story is accom-
-The Negro Experience in; 
should be. palsied by a critical analysis by
Professor James A. Emanuel,
the Arts" is the theme of this
latest issue of READERS &
!who teaches Negro poetry in
WRITERS, which circulates on 
the College of New York.
campeses in 50 Am erica n READERS & WRITERS is
states, and off campus and the only professional magazine
overseas in the United States dedicated
A young Negro Howard Uni primarily to publishing on a
versity student who was at regular basis the best creative
home in Detroit during the work of talented college stu-,
riots there last summer tells dents and faculty and also
. to featuring the outstandingin a series of letters her re
actions to the violence,and herwork of off-campus people.
firm opinions as to its causes' n this way, R&W serves as a
nsand the potential for removingcom rn unicatio link between'
them. campuses so that students and
She has also contributed a faculty can see what is done
and discussed by their contem-set of short poems in the form
of church litany, entitled -Ghet-
to Service." Students from
Yale, Univ. of Michigan, Univ.
of California, New York Univ., R&W magazine is available
Columbia, Boston U., and other as well as off-campus book.
schools also present their per- stores and newsstards all over
sonal experiences and views, the country. A year's sub-
Origianl paintings, poetry, scription of six issues is only
short stories, a play. and essays $1.50.
Hiawatha Club Members
Are Feted At Breakfast
Mrs. Mauddean Seward, Miss
Annie Thompson and Mrs. An-
nie Mitchell were the hostesses
at a recent breakfast for mem-
bers of the Hiawatha Art and
Social club and their guests
The breakfast was held in
the Olympic room of the Shera-
ton Motor Inn, and guests and
members enjoyed the fellow- •
ship.
During the business session,
Mrs. Zana Ward gave a report
on the plans of the City Federa-
tion. The date for the Christ-
mas Party was also announced.
The first handbook of the
City Federation er- -- distributed
and met with thc ap -sroval of
those present.
Guests present were Mrs.
P. F. Carruthers of the Annie
U. Brown Health club, Mrs.
R. C. Lewis of Camden, Ark.,
a member of the Twentieth
Century Ladies club. and Mrs.
Evelyn Stuart of New Rochelle,
N.Y.
Members a tt e nding the
breakfast were Miss Maggie
G. Newsom, Mrs. Addie Owen,
Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, Mrs.
Earl Green, Mrs. Lettie L.
Poston, Mrs. Winnie Hill, Mrs.
Earnestine Martin, Mrs. Mil-
dred Crawford, Mrs. Doris
Social Club Plans
Christmas. Dinner
The South Memphis Social
club will hold its annual
Christmas Dinner on Saturday
night, Dec. 16, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Nance
of 175 Swift, and friends of the
club are invited.
Bodden. Mrs. Eleanor Ogles-
by, Mrs. Willa Brisco, Mrs
Ethyl Venson, Mrs. Zana Ward.





The Memphis and Shelby
Couty Health Department open-
ed a third family planning
clinic at Wellington Health Cen-
ter, 451 Linden Ave., Monday
evening, December 11. It was
announced by Dr. William H.
Armes, Jr., director of mater-
nal and child health.
poraries throughout the coun-
try. R&W is in its second year
of publication,
More Needy In State
Get Help From USDA
ATLANTA, Ga. — U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture food
programs aided 118,102 needy
Tennesseans during October.
This was 1,401 persons more
than the number that received
food aid during September.
USDA's Consumer and Mar-
keting Service said that 25,179
persons in 19 counties took part
in its commodity distribution
program and that 92,923 per-
sons in 50 counties took part in
its food stamp program.
In Tennessee, the commodity
distribution program is admin-
istered by the Tennessee De-
i partment of Agriculture, and
,the food stamp program is
administered by the Tennessee
Department of Welfare, both in
cooperation with the Consumer
and Marketing Service.
Commodities distributed dur-
ing October to the Tennessee
families had an estimated
wholesale value of $179,697.
The clinic will be in operation'
each Monday from 5.30 to 7:30
p.m. Mothers of one or more
eligible for service.
Dr. Armes states that the
clinic is being opened to allevi-
ate the overcrowding of two
other clinics now in operation
on Tuesday and Thursday even-
ings at Wellington Health Cen-
ter.
The Health Department open-
ed its first family planning
cline' in November 1966. The
second one was opened in June
1967.
The clinics serve approxi-
mately 50 patients per evening
and have provided family plan-
ning services for about 1100
patients in the past two years.
-
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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A meeting will be hele. al
.t.e Avery Chapel courch at
883 E. Trigg ave. on Sundas
'ice 17, at 6 p.m. for
pastors., y ot t h direc- arl
members of Methodist churches
It is le rg sponia,.e.1 by
the Methofist Christia i Youth
Fellowship tor the p se .!
drawing a closer relation-
ship between young people at
the African Methodist Epis-
copal, and Christian Methodist
Episcopal churches.
Augustus Ballard is chair.
c. an of I i relatio is for •t,e
group.
These foods included dry beans,
corn meal, flour, grits, lard,
shortening, margaine, butter,
chopped meat, dried milk, pea-
nut butter, dried split peas,
raisins, rice, cheese and rolled
oats.
Low-income families taking
part in the food stamp program
during 0 c to b er swapped
$677,060 of their own money
for $1,334,944 worth of USDA
food coupons. This means the
families received $657,884 worth
of free, bonus coupons to in-
crease their food buying power
at local grocery stores. This
also represents a boost to the
overall economy of the food
stamp communities.
IN MARINE CORPS—Ma-
rine Private First Class
011ie L. Benson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Ben-
son ot 2323 Dexter ave.,
has completed two weeks
of training under simulated
combat conditions at Camp
LeJeune, N.C. He will now
go on to advance training
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80TH BIRTHDAY — Mrs. Snow B. Jones prepares to cut
the cake during a party given for her on Nov. 14, marking
her 80th birthday anniversary. It was given in the home of
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Currie
of 2220 Stovall. There to help her celebrate were Mr. and
Mrs. Well Golden, daughter and son-in-law; Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Jones, son and daughter-in-4,w; Miss Nazorine
Jones, a granddaughter; Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Hollings-
worth, Mrs. Julia Starks, Mrs. Carrie Bland and Mrs.
Louise Hayes. . .
•••••Esumm••••••••••••••••••••
• I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC ••
:CAR WASH $ 25
Effective Nevember 29 t96 5
8 A.M.-6 P.M.• 
•




• SUMMER AVE • CAR WASH "
• 3 100 Summer at Baltic
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GED Test To Be Given
At Tech, Washington
For those people who wish to
complete their high school
education, the Division of
Guidance and Testing will
administer the General Edu-
cational D e velopment Test
at two schools during the next
few weeks.
The GED Test will be given
at Booker T. Washington High
School at 5:30 p.m,, December
11, 12, and 13, 1967. The Test
will be given at Tech High
school at 5:30 p.m., January
8, 9, and 10, 1968. This battery
consists of five sub-tests. One
test will be administered on the
first night and two each
additional nights. It is neces-
sary that each candidate be
present all three nights.
Persons 17 years of age or
older are eligible to take the
Test, but only those 21 and over
can take it for an equivalen-
cy diploma. The Test is ad-
ministered to people under 21
for c I a ssification purposes
only t o d etermine grade
placement in night school.
There is a fee of $4.00 —
which will be applied to night year.
over 21 should have oise of
three things: birth certificate
driver's license or voter's
registration card. Veterans
are requested to bring their
discharge or separation
papers.
Persons who might find
it more convenient to take the
Test during the day may
come to the Board of Edu-
cation, 2597 Avery, Room 114,
where the GED Test is given
every week Monday through
Thursday from 8:45 a.m.
to 5:p.m.
school tuition for those who
complete the Test and wish
to attend night classes. Per-
sons 21 years of age and under
must bring a birth certificate
for identification, and those
Memphian Leader
Of Vassar Choir
Miss Phyllis Atwater, daugh-
ter of Rev. and Mrs. Jeff
D. Atwater of 2441 Rozelle st.,
Memphis, has been elected
'chairman of the choir of
Vassar college at Pough-
keepsie, N.Y.
Presently a senior, Miss
Atwater was secretary of her
class during her sophomore
She is a graduate of Manassa
High school and entered Vassar
on a scholarship from the
Memphis Vassar Club. She is
centering her studies in mathe-
matics.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State I
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
TO  1





NINE CONVENIENT TWHEE =RYE
DEL FARM FOOD To LIMIT
STORES
• Laurelwood Center
• National at Jackson
• Quince at Sea Isle
• Macon at Welk Station
• Getweli at BC/MR
e Chelsea at Thomas
• Northgote Shopping Cit.
• Southland Mall
McLemore at Neptune
Save Del Farm cash register tapes
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1967
ONE IS 'MISS LeMOYNE'
— Yes, one of these coeds
is the new "Miss LeMoyde
College," but the name of
the winner will be kept a
secret until the night of
the Coronation Ball at the
Rainbow Terrace. The ball
is scheduled for Dec. 22.
The "Miss LeMoyne" elec-
tion held on campus last
Friday bumped into first
BIRTHDAY PARTY — Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Cox en-
tertained their daughter,
Gayle Elizabeth, at a birth-
day party on Dec. 2, when
she was nine years old, and
she is seen here in white
dress behind the cake.
Among her young friends
at the • party were Wanda
Woodruff, Cassandra Mil.
or, Sylvia Lomax, Mary
Sue Betts, Diane Ingram
Gail Childers, Jerilyn Lo-
mas, Judith Williams, M
ria Smith, Sheila Robinson,
Lisa Surges s, Theres ),
Betts, Fannie Rucker, Mo-
na Butler, Carolyn Mc-
('lain, Maxine McClain,
AT
BEASLEY • JONES •
RAGLAND
WE PLACE A CUSHION UNDER
YOUR FOOT
THEN PUT THE SHOE BOUNDS
AROUND
When you wont perfect Comfort in
shoe wear, visit the shoe deport-
ment at Beasley. Jones- Ragland
CLOTHING STORE.
Leo King, who has been satisfying
customers for years, is doing his
best to keep Beasley . Jones. Rag-
land customer's satisfied. His var-
iety of famous brand shoes, like
Stacy Adorns, Allen & Edmonds and
Wright Arch Preserver Shoos,have
made Beasley . Jones - Ragland:




which are being conducted
this week and that accounts
for the long wait. Front.
left to right: Evelyn
Pamela Lomax, Georgia
Harper, John Childers, Av.
is Burford, Curtis Tinsley,
Eric Holmes, Lish Bur-
gess, Gregory Weathers,
Christopher Cox, Melba
Williams, Keith Cox, An-
drea Buford and Cheryl
Brooks. Helping Mrs. Cox
BEASLEY - RAGLAND
DEFENDE
Woods, Joy L. Miller and
Martha N. Hill. Top, left
to right: Eva Brittenum
and Lizzie L. Luckey.
Hooks Bros. Photo)
entertain the children were
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Mts.
Grace Williams, Gaylt
cousin, Miss Elois J. Fr,.
zier, at whose house the
party was given; and
Gayle's brothers, Chris,





Couple Wed Fantastic Story 'College To Close Open Housing
In Ceremony Will Appear Doors For Yule delegation of whites shouting
At St. Andrew
The rectnt marriage of Miss
Lucille Towler to Walter M.
Sykes has been announced
by his father, Samy Sykes.
The wedding took place on
Thanksgiving Day at the St.
Andrew AME church at 867 S.
Parkway east, with the pastor,
Rev. E. M. Martin, officiating.
A ceremony was held in honor
of the couple on Saturday, Nov.
25.The bride is the daughter of
the late Mr. June Fowler and
Mrs. Mollie Fowler of Atlanta
She is employed as a teacher at
the St. Andrew Church kinder-
garten.
The groom is also the son
of the late Mrs. Dodie M. Sykes




The A. B. Hill School will
present its annual play, "Look-
ing For Santa Claus." on Mon-
day, Dec. 18, in the school audi-
torium. beginning at 7:30 p.m.
The public is invited. Frank




ran off with a ape, and in the ,
midst of the hairy denizens of
the forests, she romps in the
nude, Conchita is pregnant
and scientists await the histori-
cal moment that will reveal
whether she will produce a
half-ape, half-human baby.
Also, in the January SEPIA
you will find THE HIPPIES
ARE GOING THATAWAY The
'love' movement is on its way
out! The hippie rebellion
against society has turned out
to be little more than a bunch
of bums who like to live in
filth, take psychedelic trips,
smoke pot, indulge in love-ins,
narcotics, crime and murder.
Also inclUded are "African
Fashions for The Holidays,"
that will tickle the fancy of
women who are fashion con-
scious. They may delve through
a full color section of bold,
beautiful prints made into
'peeking' pajamas. mini-dresse
and elegant evening gowns:
you will be shocked but
enlightened by the article,
-The Poor Pay More," and
you will learn how not to be





LeMoyne College begins its
Christmas vacation period this
weekend and will be closed
down through Jan. 1. Mean-
while, students are struggling
through first semester final
exams this week, _
President and Mrs. Hollis
F. Price will hold their annual
Christmas breakfast for facul-
ty and staff members Saturday
morning of this week
PROOF • STIlzHT •iiiiiJCzt BOOM ONIMIY • I.W. WARM *STUBS CO. LOVISVILLE. a L
DETROIT, MICH. — While a
"Wallace for President" stood
outside and threatened to cir-
culate repeal referendum peti-
tions, the Detroit Common
Council last week by a 4 to 2
vote passed an open occupan-
cy housing ordinace.
moderate remedy
for a major problem. Nothing
prevents selling to anybody
except on race, color or nation-
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your hat till next year.
The elks will all wonder whet you've been up to with that sty
smile and carefree. deck-the-halls spirit. But only you and
Union Planters need know till gift-giving time Christmas morning.
Suppose you join our Christmas Club now for only $5.00 a week.
Next November, we'll present you with a check for $250, right
when you need it most, to wrap up a really Merry Chnstmas.
Of course, you can make your goal any amount you like from
$25 to $500. The point is to decide one Club plan now and
stay with it. More Mae 12,000 fellow members joined
Union Planters Christmas Club last year. They'll tell you It's
the easiest way to save for holiday expenses, and that's why
it's the most popular club in town.
Allnion PlantersNATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
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Dirksen Housing Foe
In his critical appraisal of Sen.1
Everett M. Dirksen, Clarence Mitchell,'
Washington director of the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of Col-
ored People, showed much restraint in
the assessment of the senator's male-
volent acts especially in matters in
which the interests of the Negro people
are involved.
The selection of Weston as the site
of the world's biggest atom smasher
shocked many people not only in Wash-1
ington but New York and Chicago as
well. Dirksen worked night and day for I
consummation of the deal. That was
ronsistent with a perverted social phi-
losophy which he pursues relentlessly
whenever the issue of housing comes to
he fore. He has said more than once in
his characteristic rumbling tone o f
voice that integrated housing was
_Bone in his throat.
During the hearings in Washington
before the Joint Atomic Energy Com-
mittee, he pledged that he would try to
help settle the open occupancy problem l
in Illinois. He did nothing of the sort. Hel
has remained an implacable foe of free-
dom of residence.
He opposed with all the rhetoric at!
his command the civil rights bill which
passed the House and now pending in
the Senate. The bill would make it pos-
sible to give life sentences for civil rights'
murders such as the ones committed
three year ago in Mississippi and Ala-
bama.
He fought this bill in committee and
has threatened to continue his opposi-
tion on the Senate floor. His price for
support, according to Mitchell, is "the
inclusion of anti-labor amendment and
denial of federal protection to colored
persons who exercise their rights to
serve or attend desegregated public
schools."
a There is need for a thorough job of
debunking on Dirksen. Too long has he
been allowed to parade as a liberal. He
should be reduced to his proper stature.
He is nothing but a conniving reaction-
ary, a Negro hater who should be de-
nounced and exposed.
African Art
A new awakening in African art is
iroing on in many of our nation's major
cities. It is a kind of renaissance that is
much overdue in this country. For Afri-
can art took a leap forward simultane--
Dusly with the decolonization of those
states that were under British, Belgian
And French rules. But the resurgence
was only in Europe and in Africa itself.
This month the African Studies
renter of the University of California at
los Angeles published the first issue of
'Its new quarterly magazine, "African
Arts-Art D'Afrique.” While in New
York, the Museum of Modern Art held
a reception in honor of the African Stud-
4es Center and hung a special exhibit
lif African paintings.
111.
' Last month, "Art of the Congo" —
a show of objects from the Musee Royal
de l'Afrique Centrale, Tervueren, Bel-
gium — began its extensive tour of one
Canadian and five United States mu-
seums. At the moment it is at the Walk-
er Art Center in Minneapolis where it
is attracting large crowds.
An exhibition of the "Arts of Af-
rica-Young and Old," opened at Tufts
University in Medford, Mass., last No-
vember 19. It introduced to the Ameri-
can audience the work of talented young
boys of Southern Rhodesia in the con-
text of the traditional arts of West Af-
rica.
As a sequel to the displays of Af-
rican arts, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York has proposed to stage
a large exhibition of next October call-
ed, "Harlem on My Mind."
The project is described asi an "ex-
hibition of Harlem's rich and varied 60-
year history as the cultural capital
Black America." An impressive num-
ber of African artists and their work
are gaining recognition in American
versities and independent museums. West
African art seems to dominate the scene.
The artists of West Africa appear not
to have been influenced by their con-
tacts with the European.
Sec. Weaver And Slums
That organized labor can have a
stake in the physical rehabilitation of
the slums was brought out with in-
cisive logic by Sec. Robert C. Weaver
of the U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development in his Miami speech
before the AFL-CIO Building and Con-
struction Trades Department.
: Dr. Weaver, a Harvard trained
economist and housing expert, urged
Labor to follow the example provided
by the life insurance industry which is
committed to make heavy investments
In the slums as a measure of their sense
ecf social responsibility to a segment of
society that is struggling to be in the
main stream.
"There is no better potential for
enlightened self-interest and social
of
service," said Dr. Weaver, "than in-
vestment in programs that generate
construction-programs that return an
attractive interest and are secure as
any portfolio that can be designed."
As a leading advocate of the social
concept of public housing as an indi-
spensable attribute of a free society,
Dr. Weaver has never failed to stress
the need for broad support for one of
the main pillars in the democratic struc-
ture.
Organized labor would be wise to
accept his prescription especially in an
area where the unions have failed to
assume and assert constructive leader-
ship.




Closing The Job Gap
Do you know how much an average family of four needs
to maintain a moderate living standard? According to the U. S.
Bureau of l.abor Statistics, the family must earn or have an an-
nual of 9.191 if they live in an urban area.
The figure is higher for some cities like New York
($10,195). and slightly lower for others. But any way you slice
it, it's a lot of money, far beyond the reach of many Americans.
Only about one out of ten Negro families earns that much,
and many can do it only because a hieber proportion of wives
and mothers work. Despite this, Negro families with two or
more jobholders still earned less than the average white family
with one working member.
These figures don't mean fancy living. A "moderate"
living standard doesn't allow much room for luxuries. But it is
still a far cry from a survival living standard. This is about
$3,300 for an urban family of four.
Yet even this very low income is beyond the reach of
many Negro families. About two out of every five earn less,
and live in poverty. The reason for this is that Negro workers
tend to be concentrated in the lowest-paying jobs and they are
most likely to become unemployed.
The ;igures for Negro unemployment are rising, and they
now steno at 8.8 percent more than half that for white workers.
Some ghetto neighborhoods susffer unemployment to a degree
not reflected in the official figures. Up to half the working
population in these areas is miemployed.
_These figures are disgraceful. No country
such widespread poverty, least of all the richest





The job gap is also a racial gap — it exists because of
discrimination. Nothing else can explain the terrible gap in
the income figures and in the unemployment figures. Negroes
have persistently been thrust to the bottom of the economic
ladder, and the figures prove it.
Government, industry, and labor will have to join in
efforts to end this situation. During the Depression, when the
whole country suffered from poverty and unemployment, mas-
sive public works project were started to put men to work. We
can do no less for today's minorities who suffer economic de-
pression on an even wider scale.
In addition to job-creating projects which put people to
work on socially useful programs, government can offer in-
centives to private industry to relocate in the many states and
cities offer tax breaks to companies which relocate in their
areas. The same inducements could be offered to firms which
agree to hire and train the poor and which build in the ghetto.
Industry will have to do a lot to hire Negroes. They will
have to abandon some of the tests they use which are geared
for middle class whites and which work against Negroes, and
replace them with more realistic standards which will measure
the potential of a man to do the job.
Some companies report hiring anyone, no matter what
their past records show. And the result has been a motivated)
competent work staff which surpassed their wildest dreams.
U. S. industry has spent a lot of time and energy to exclude
Negroes from all but the most menial jobs. It is time for them
to spend at least as much energy on recruiting, hiring, and
training Negroes for all available jobs.
Many labor unions will have to stop discriminating too.
People are always shocked when I tell them that white dropouts
earn more than Negro high school graduates. That is because
Negroes often cannot get into high paying crafts because of
discrimiLation.
I A Pointof View
ASTRONAUT DIES
; The sudden and tragic death
of America's first Negro a:tro-
naut Major Robert H. Law-
rence Jr., carries a terrific
message.
Major Lawrence had ''ar-
rived" at the point where he
could move beyond the point
of being a Negro "first". He
v,as ready in the fullest sense
of the word.
He had been a brilliant stu-
dent in college. He was the
holder of a Doctor of Philoso-
phy degree in a difficult field
of chemistry.
He had more than 2,500 hours
of pilot flying time in the
He was physically fit enOZ
to pass the exacting dem7a;
to qualify as an astronaut. He
was among the select few to
work in the most "far out"
area of modern living., space
flight. He was obviously a Ne-
gro...dark-brown in color, with
a wide nose and thick lips,
...a Negro. He was married to
a Negro woman, the father
of an 8-year old son. He was
plowing back into the Negro
race something that the group
needs so desperately,., some-
thing that we might call "Ne-
gro-ness."
By •'Negroness" reference
is being made here to that
attitude...thnt state of mind
and spirit that makes a man
stand up and be counted on the
basis of ability and quality of
personality, so that color of
the skin or texture of the hair
does not make him apologize
for being on the scene.
"Negro-ness" makes a black,
brown, or beige man or woman
forget the idea of trying to
"escape" from his racial iden-
tity.
It makes him unwilling to do
like Sammy Davis Jr., Pearl
Bailey, and other Negro in.
dividual greats and near-greats,
who, as soon as they achieve
distinction. prestig e, and
wealth, are ready, wilting, and
anxious to stop being Negroes.
They seem over-anxious to
take their exceptional talents.
intellects, and money away
from the Negro and carry it
to the white majority that
doesn't need it. True, they
throw a few crumbs of re-
membrance back to their
Negro background in the form
of life memberships in the
NAACP, and in the form of
verbal mutterings of concern
for the black masses from
which they have "escaped"
(or so they think).
But the fact remains, they
are deserters. They left their
folk. They failed to bring back
and hand' back to the Negro
the thing the Negro needs
most., the talented, intelligent,
and successful.
Their day is coming...the day
elf retribution. And despite all
such arguments as a man has
a personal right to his own
fulfillment, let's remember the
record .great races and na-
tions are mede on the dedi-
cated self-sacrifice of their
great leaders. Not the leaders
NATIONAL
By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON When Cliff Alexander, who admittedly has
one of the toughest jobs in this man's town with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, leads his group into
New York in January for a series of White Collar hearings, one
of the industries that will be examined will be the communica-
tions industry. In New York, as throughout the Nation, this in-
dustry, especially television, has been reluctant to hire Negro
announcers, particularty newsmen. None of the three networks
has a iegular on camera national Negro reporter. NBC has
Bill Matney and Bob Teague, but they are on camera infre-
quently. ABC has Mal Goode, who covers the U. N. and is
seen in the New York area. Westinghouse has attempted to
form what is known as Broadcast Skills Bank. the brainchild of
George Norford, one-time NBC-TV producer, and husband of
Thomasina Norford, one of the black cabineteers during Harry
Truman's days. Outside of the rock 'n roll stations, beamed at
all-Negro audiences, where the white station owners are clean-
ing up while paying their staff members low salaries, Negroes
are not found in the radio industry either. These and other facts
will certainly surfaced when the Commission goes fishing in
good ole New Lark.
WHO'S WHERE: Chuck Stone has quit his post with the
D. C. black power group to devote his time and energy toward
the writing of a book on the Negro in politics. He has a sub-
stantial advance from a top publisher and hopes to have it
completed before the electioneering of 1968 . . Bill Alexander
and his pretty wife are seeing Europe, including London, Paris
and Rome. before returning here in three weeks . . . Shirley
Kyles, one time Afro-reporter, has now moved to a swank Con-
necticut avenue apartment. Now employed as a community re-
lations apecialist with the National Capital Planning Commis-
sion, Shirley came to D. C. from Detroit where she held a simi-
liar post . . , The reason John Britton, Chicago newsmen quit
the Civil Rights Commission so soon after arriving, to tour the
country tape recording The Movement for the Ford Foundation,
he grew weary of the inactivity of the federal establishment .
Danny Day, the HUD info officer, escorted a group of newsmen
on a six-day jaunt across the nation to examine some of the
worst urban ghettos that will be renovated with the Demon-
stration Cities grants of HUD . . . Wayne Phillips, Day's chief,
is looking for news talent for his public affairs staff.
FROM THE WIRELESS: Look for Merle McCurdy, the
U. S. Attorney on leave from Ohio to serve as General Counsel
of the President's Commission an Civil Disorders, to land one
of the District Court judgeships in D. C. McCurdy has been
under consideration for a spot back in his homestate, but can't
get the nod from Sen. Shephen Young . . Louis Martin who
just completed his nationwide tour of the Brother (we told you
about in here a couple of columns ago) is confident that LBJ
has more than 80 per cent of the vote of the Negro registered
voter. Jack Robinson, the baseball star, disputes this. Jackie
feels that if Rockefeller is the Gop nominee, the Republicans
would get 3.5 per cent of the Brother's vote, which, Jackie see
would be unough to claim the White House. But, when you tell
Jatiiie that Rocky says he ain't running, Jack replies: "Oh
yeah???" . . . Prognosticators are saying privately that while
Sen. McCarthy is threatening LBJ, his good old bipartisan
crony, Everett Dirksen would be in real trouble in Illinois If
It weren't for the fate that he is favorite with the Man in the
White House.
INSIDE STUFF: Folks won't talk. But there have been
some high level secret sessions going on with the view of push-
ing Whitney Young into the Congressional race for the post
that Adam Powell holds. Young will dispute this. But some of
his intimates say that Young would like to he a congressman,
As others might ask, who wouldn't? . . . Folks up Connecticut
way say that Senator Abraham Ribicoff is in trouble. The poli-
tical oddsmakers are counting Pennsylvania's Joe Clark out
and Ohio's French Lausche will have to beat John Gilligan, a
former congressman, for the Democratic nomination . A
white youth Paul D. White,-19, who pleaded guilty to setting fire
to a Negro home in Laurel Grove, a Negro section in Maryland,
was senterced to ten years in prison . . After 131 bus holdups
on Baltimore busses this year, the city is assigning uniformed
and plainclothes officers to ride the lines • . . The membership
in the Indian Club, an exclusive country club in Glenmont, Md.,
which lat.t week admitted three Negroes — Carl Rowan, syndi-
cated columnist; U. S. District Judge Aubrey Robinson and
Charles S. Ireland, Md., is predominantly Jewish.
FRAYED EDGES: One of the veterans on Capital Hill is
Elmer Henderson, associate counsel to Bill Dawscn's Committee
on Government Operations. It was Henderson's suit in the 59's
against one of the reilroads which led to eliminatingg the
drawing of a curtain in a dining car around Negro diner to
isolate him from whites. It started the legal assault on inter-
state travel which finally embraced waiting rooms, bus stops
etc. We rite this to let the Black Power neophtes know that
the Brother has been in the civil rights fight long before yes-
terday . . . Delanas Escoe, newsman turned lawyer turned
government payroller, is now an aide to Phil 7,eidman, general
ennwl for the Small Business Administration . . . When Ihe
Willow Grove Baptist Church of Norfolk. Va., missed $3729 of
',funds for its poverty battle, the governing body swore out a
warrant charging its former pastor the Rev. J. Terry Wingate
with embezzlement. Rev. Wingate resigned last August after a
dispute with the congregation . . . H. Naylor Fitzhugh. the
Pepsi-Cola veep, couldn't accept his scroll and pen at the
Sengstatke Publications conference last weekend. He was in
Lott Angeles with the president of the company counseling on
company matters.
his intellectual brilliance, his
achievements, his personal life,
identified with his own people.
The Negroes of America owe
the memory of this young man
a lasting monument in the ar-
chives of their group memory.
who only look hack to take
the bows.
The thing for which Major
Lawrence, first Negro astro-
naut, should be longest re-
membered, is that he remain-
ed a Negro. He kept his youth,
• of, a
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Redding's Body, Widow
Heading To Macon, Ga.
By DAVE POTTER
The body of blues star Otis
Redding, accompanied by the
performer's bereaved widow,
Mrs. Zelma Redding. was en
route to Macon, Ga. yesterday.
And a Madison, Wis. search-
ing party desperately probed
the icy waters of Lake Monona
for the bodies of three remain-
ing victims of the Sunday 'dim!
CVI1S BACKED BY BAR-
KAYS —Here Otis Redding
backed by The Bar-Kays
demonstrate the great form
that made their names and
the Memphis Sound one.
OTIS AND RUFUS — seen
here is "The King Of The
Memphis Sound", Otis Red-
ding, standing with his per-
sonal friend, WDIA discdoc•
crash which snuffed out the
lives of Redding and six other
members ! of his traveling
I troupe.
Four bodies, including that
of Redding were recovered
Sunday and Monday.
Still missing are the bodies
of Ronnie Caldwell, 19, Carl
Cunningham, 18 and Phiden
'Jones 19. all of Memphis.
To the extreme left is Ben
Cauley who managed to stay
afloat until a police boat
rescued him. 4Photo by
Mark Stansbury)
! key, Rufus Thomas. 0th
1 Redding's untimely death
put the music industry into
a state of shock. (Photo
By Mark Stansbury)
ns de the church Mrs.
"There are several macabre 
ther knew Maj. Robert Henry
ironies in the death of Otis 
Lawrence."
Redding," Abrams said via Sgt. Garvin will leave this
long distance telephone. "itt 
week for duty in Vietnam
was well known that Otis' idolt 
Hs four sons, including Joe
will accompany their mother
was Sam Cooke — who also
died a violent death. Otis' lat-
est single on the Volt label is
'Shake,' an original Sam Cooke
tune. Otis died on Dec. 10;
Sam Cooke died on Dec. 11
(1964).
"And, if one looks into it,
there are several more ironies
surrounding Otis' death,"
Abrams continued.
"After the success of Otis
and C a rla Thomas' Volt
album — 'King and Queen' it
was decided to cut another
album. featuring just Carla
Thomas. It was recorded last
summer in Washington and was
to be called "Queen — Alone.'
It was scheduled to be released
in early January."
Most striking, Abrams con-
tinued, was a line extracted
from the lyric of one of Red-
ding's Dist unreleased songs. It
goes:
rence was seated next to Lt.
Col. Robert T. Herres. 34, one
of the three Air Force officers
who in June joined the flight
crew roster for the Air Force
Manned Orbital Laboratory
program along with Maj. Law-
rence.
The other two astronauts
who were selected for the
MOL with Lawrence, Maj.
Donald H. Peterson, and Maj.
James A. Abramson, also re-
mained with the family
throughout the services.
To the right of Mrs. Law-
rence sat her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. Henry Cress; the astro-
naut's mother, Mrs. Gwendolyn
Duncan, and Maj. Peterson,
Maj. Lawrence's sister, Bar-
bara, was seated next to his
son, Tracey, 8, and near the
Air Force officer's father,
Robert Lawrence, Sr.
The Air Force was officially
represented by Maj. Gen.
Joseph Bleymaier, Los Angeles,
deputy director of the MOL;
and Maj. Gen. James T.
Stewart, vice-director of the
MOL program, Washington,,
D.C. office.
"I've roamed 2.000 miles ,
l• Other astronauts present in-from Georgia, never to go
eluded Maj. James Taylor,back home again."
Redding's plane plunged into
the lake hours after his revue
closed a one-nigbter in Cleve-
land's Leo's Casino. The en-
tourage was headed for Madi- The funeral euoigv was de-
livered by Unitarian minister,
the Rev. Ben Richardson.
son, to play another one-night
engagement in a new night-
Earlier, the bodies of Mathes
Kelly, 17 and Jimmy King, 18,
both of Memphis, and Richard
Fraser, 26, Redding's white
pilot, were found.
were hampered because the
Searchers said their efforts Astronaut s
wreckage of Redding's twin-
engined Beechcraft was buried
in is feet of silt on the lake's
bottom at a point about two
miles from shore.
Ben Cauley, 20, trumpeter
with the ill-fated "Bar-Kays"
instrumental group was the on-
ly survivor. Yesterday, Cauley
checked out of Madison's Meth-
odist Hospital, presumably to
return to Macon.
Detroit-based publicist Al
Abrams said no funeral ar-
rangements were made and
those wishing to send sympathy
messages to the singer's family










Chicago paid final tribute
yesterday to Maj. Roberty Hen-
ry Lawrence, Jr., 31, during
rites at First Unitarian Church, ment of a person
5650 S. Woodlawn ave., and ,'Maj. Lawrence must have
later at Graceland Memorial come to grips while very
Cemetery. ence, who was a native Chi.
The military services beganl cagoan. One of them. Joseph
at n a.m. as an honor guard!Garvin. Jr. 10, seemed parti-
'carried the flag-draped coffird edissid moved by the ceremo-
with its edges whipped by the dies.
wind into the church. Friends
began arriving at the church The youngster. who is the son
I of Army Sgt. Joseph Garvin,at 10 a.m.
Ia childhood buddy of Maj. Lawr-
As the coffin was being car-'ence, tugged at his father's
Tied up the church steps, al sleeve and asked, "Were you
By BETTY WASHINGTON nurtured that dream through
"a sense of spirituality, a sense
of learning, and a sense of
the development of character"
necessary in the full "develop.
ilitar guard snapped to really his good friend Daddy?, The'"'attention and saluted. Then, before his father could
answer. Joe said, am sorry
bara. walked behind the casket!' 
never got to know him. But
! am happy that we are here.
with her head bowed. Now I can tell all my new
r friends in Korea that my fa-  Law 
Maj. Lawrence's widow. Bar-
Navy Lt. Robert Crippen, Maj.
Albert Crews, Navy Lt, Jim
Findley, and Maj. Henry Harts-
field.
family's desire that all memo-
rial gifts be sent to a scholar-
ship fund being established at
Bradley University in Peoria
for Negro students studying!
columnist, reported that Red- chemistry. M a j. Lawrence!
!ding had placed an order for .earned his B.S. degree in!
!a 12-place airplane, costing chemistry at Bradley. Richard-
.$75.000 and was preparing to !son also expressed the family's
'build a $40,000 airstrip on his gratitude "to the number of
I300-acre Big 0 Ranch near people throughout the world,
Macon. who have sent messages of
- — condolence."
club — the Factory. Approximately 500 mourners
A native of Dawson, Gad listened as Rev. Richardson
Redding was eulogized Monday I said, "for a little while he
by both Vice President Hubert !made our world more fair."
H. Huinphrey and singer Are-!
Rev. Richardson told of thetha Franklin — who made a '
million-plus selling record of
his original tune — "Respect."
Before his death Major
Robinson, a New York gossip






The wife and mother of the
nation's first Negro astronaut'
wept quietly as the eulogy was!
bring read. Lt. Col. Herres
held Mrs. Lawrence's hand
tightly.
Richardson asked, "What is
the measure of a man — al
young man who by his living I
and his death" laid a pattern
of "distinction, inspiration, and
character?"
He said Maj. Lawrence had
been born to parents who had
given to him "the dream" of
what he might become, and




Senior and junior Y-Teens
of the Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA, heard a very intrigu
ing, interesting, and exciting
discussion on Africa at their
Annual World Fellowship Oh
servance.
Mrs. Andrewnetta Hawkin,
Jones, who spent four year,
in Africa, highlighted the
Y-Teens, Oriental Tea. She
spoke about people in various
places of Africa, and especially
her close association with the
YWCA in Zambia.
The slides she showed added
to Om vivid talk she pre-
sented. and she wore modern
African attire worn by Mrs.
Jones.
Adding color to the event
also, were the Y-Teens wear.
ing Oriental costumes, a skit
by Manassas Y-Teens, Hawaii
Dance from Walker Y-Teens,
t beautiful solos by Y-Teens






to Korea where they will live 
!s 
NI
idle Garvin is away.
Another child, a little girl
turned to her mother at the!
the money that the fairy left Of Thchapel and asked, "May I send
me for my tooth to the scholar- 1
ship fund for Alas Lawrence?"
The mother bent to kiss her
and said, "Yes."
A relative of Maj. Lawrence,
describing her feelings as the
funeral limousine passed out of
the cemetery, said, felt
that there was some tribute in
those final moments. The day
had been so dreary. We were
driving away from the chapel
when all of a sudden the
!clouds 'moved aside and the
I sun came streaming down over
!everything and everybody.
"Then a bell in a near-by
church tower began to ring. It
was 1 o'clock. That gave me
courage. It made me feel that
somehow we were being told
to have faith. I felt that per-
haps there was some symbol-
ism there for all of us. And I




uation of the British pound to
82.40 followed in quick suc-
cession by similar action in 16
other countries, pressages a
shift to the decimal system of
currency. Already, one " of the
countries dev a luting—Baha-
mas has set Dec. 31, as the
date for its changover. Among
others devaluting are Jamaica,




, Uganda, Tanzania, Nigeria and
Ghana.
Page 7
urses Come To The Aid
e Mallory Knights
This year "Club 24," a group As evidence of the need, Mal-
of practical nurses, donated,:ory Knights director, Harry
$50. to the Mallory Knights'
Charitable Organization. 
L. Strong, displayed a letter
Because of their L.P.M. sta-[asking for immediate help. The
tus, the members believe that writer of the letter said, "I am
they have close contact and eight months pregnant and the
.mother of two small children.
,My husband is in a mental
'hospital and I am living tem-
porarily with a friend who is a
widow with nine children of her
own Contributions can help
many needy families have
food and clothing this Christ-
mas. Gifts can be left at the
intimate knowledge of chari-
table needs. Each year the
club gives liberally to worthy
organization.
Mrs. Dorothy Taylor, presi-
dent of Club 24, said "after
much deliberation and contact
with the Mallory Knights,
we are convinced tha:, they are
doing an outstanding job with Mallory Knights booth, Main
their available resources and and Beale; or you can send
that they deserve our support. them directly to the Mallory
We are also planning a Spring Knights Christmas Fund, 280




Our Customers A-re The Most
Important People In The World . . .
And We Try To Treat You That way.
Come In And Try Our
---Red Carpet Service.
Open 7 A.M. ti! 12:00 Midnite
Mechanic On Duty
7:00 A.M. til 12:00 Midnite
942-9224
















Hot Dog Buns B's 25C
HAMBURGER BUNS 12's 24
White
Sandwich















Bread 1 1 4 -Lb. 22C
Bread 1 -lb. 15C
Bread 11/4-1.b. 23C
•
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I Bertha Shields Bride Of Lessie C. Cole, Jr.
First Baptist Church Broal
'Street was the setting on Sun-
day afternoon, Dec. 3, for the
wedding of Miss Bertha Lenita
Shields to Lessie C. Cole, Jr.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Shields
of Memphis, and the groom
the son of Mr. :.ad Mrs. Lessie
C. Cole, Sr., of Fort Worth,
Texas.
Officiating at the ceremony
was the pastor, Rev. H. C.
Cherry.
The bride was dressed in a
long white gown of organza,
featuring Alencon lace ap-
pliques on the front and border-
ing hemline. A detachable Wat-
teau train of English net was
appliqued with matching lace
motifs and extended into chapel
And then there was due time length.
Her elbovv -length illusion veilgiven the trip to Detroit whcih
"Failure — The men who premiere trip to Europe last roast beef, au gratin potatoes, several of them will make to hung 
from a headpiece of peau
try to do something and summer. Guests wore pants french beans, green salad, attend the Detroit's Chapter 
de sole and lace petals edged
fail are infinitely better and brought their own pillows hot rolls and coffee and Charity Ball December 27. 
with seed pearls.
than those who try to do for the party held at Dot's on bridge winners were rewarded Getting s p ecial attention 
ipaTheenmiaid of honor was Miss
nothing and succeed." — Ortie Drive. with fragrant b a t h oils and were the contestants for "Miss 
rth 
Shode. Bridesmaids
• • • Co-Ette of 1968" and they are were Miss Lillian E. Martin,
Judy Johnson, Lynn J o n e s, Miss Maxine Owens and Miss
Verna McKinney and Deborah FreYa Bacote. They wore floor.
Other femmes making the Northcross. 
length gowns of peacock chif-
gathering were Vera Steven- Other Co - Ettes enjoying 'fon, which 
featured short
son, Bertha Dillard, Reo Jack- Gwen's hospitality and satiat.!sleeves, scoop necklines, and
son, Wilma Campbell, Jessie nig themselves on ham, pota- Venise lace at the Empire
Nathaniel J a ckson, Turner Presley, C h e s tine Cowan, to s a lad, congealed fruitwaist
Gilmore, Pedro Suarez, Harold Mary Robertson, Fannie West! salad, hot rolls, fruit punch, Joe Blair
Wilson, H o ward Robinson, and Eleanor Currie. Groomsmenlice cream and cake were Pam
Fred S c h akelford, Dorsey And Saturday night Ann Starks, Chairman- of the Jr. Per, J. B.
West and Charles Flowers. Gibson entertained the YADS Board of Directors, Beverly Richardson.
CLUB M E E TINGS With at her mother's home in Miss Deidre 
Richardson was
Xmas Flavor . . . .There was Longview. Carol Jamison who
extra excitement when the commutes from Nashville for
and dollars for shoes for Rubaiyats met Friday n i g h t the monthly meetings flew in
children which the Council with Betty Payne and Mary from Cleveland this time where
members will distribute in time Rhodes as co-hostesses at she had attended a 
meeting.
for the Yuletide. Betty's home on Millard Road She's working for the State
The press of duty we've just — they drew the lucky name for
been named to the Board of the gift certificate they were
Directors of the Council and raffling off. Bernice Brown
the enjoyment of the social
with the members caused us
to forego the party given by
Lloyd Jones
Christmas Festivities have
gotten an early start and so it
was when the Catholic Hu- party at the Sheraton-Motor
man Relations Council met Inn. Members of the group who
Friday in Murelian Hall of gave the scintillating affair
Christian Brothers College. are Thaddeus Horne, President,
After the business session
which the president Lee Win-
field conducted the members
gathered for refreshments and
caroling led by the Brothers
with their guitars. The holiday
season was much in evidence





And then Saturday night
we came up missing at the





was the lucky winner of the
$25.00 gift certificate to the
store of her choice. Money
Dot Evans, Valria Jo Bridges raised on the raffle will help
and Rose Cooper Owen where keep the bus rolling for the




Our own latiel is your assurance of dependable quality





Deluxe pocket size solid
state model with big radio
sound brings in far away
stations loud and clear.
Complete with loop handle,
impact case.
EXCELlfrSolid State 7 Transistor
Radio Phono
Modern design compact with the fea-
tures of expensive combinations! You
get instant sound, inexpensive opera-
tion anywhere. whether you're playing
33% or. 45 rpm records or the radio.
Even an earphone jack for private
listening! Cover goes on in a snap for
lightweight carrying. Grand gift for
your teenagers or students away at







Solid state radio that goes
on the minute you switch
the dial, gives good recep-
tion, fine tone. Slim com-
pact style for bedside table
or desk. U.L. approved.




Great little slim table model
wakes you at the set time,
thanks to its built-in Tele-
chron rnoveent clock! The
radio is solid state transis-





Mon & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30
9 NO. MAIN STREET
Adult Basic Education at Geol.- son, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
gia Avenue School on Tuesday E. W. Williamson was hostess
and Thursday nights. to that group of young localites
Rubaiyts att end ing the Sunday in their home on Mel-
meeting were Peggy Brewer, rose Cove.
Lorene Buford, Anne Curtis, The family room in the good
Lavoma De Ber ry, Helen looking home was the center of
Green. Erdine Hall, Mose the activities, they're busy as
Yvonne Hooks, Mary Hudson, bees working on their Charity
Clara Parker, Maxine Shipp,
Beverly Smith, Mattie Taylor,
Gloria Ward and Jewel Walker.
Jean Yarbrough feted the
Las Fabuloses Bridgers Satur-
day night at her home on
Foster. Filling in for an absent
member was Joyce Johnson.
Paiates were satisfied with
co ognes. Uoming in br prizes
were Warliese Horne. Ada
Jackson and Vera Clark.
you remember and Tennessee
State University. Marie Ward
was graciously receiving con-
gratulations on her husband
Daniel's appointment to the
Airport Commission.
Also feasting on ham, aspara-
gus casserole, congealed fruit
salad, hot rolls and coffee
were Kathryn Terrell, Char-
lotte Polk, Rose Brown, Marion
!Holly, and Gerri James. These
Ball which w,11 be Friday
December 22, in Bruce Hall,
the traditional place for their
UNCF and what could be
more fitting with LeMoyne be-
ing a member of the United
Negro Colleges.
Steinberg, Melba Sarto, Sharon
Lewis, Marilyn Carter, Marsha flower girl, and Carl Rowlett
and Karen Chandler, Lynn Cur- ringbearer.
rie, Faronette Randolph, Deb- The bride is a graduate of
bie Harris. Charllotte Bynum, Lester High school and Tus-
Janice F r a zier, Georgette kegee Institute of Alabama. She
Robinson, Camille McChriston,
Janet McFerren, Cassandra
Hunt, Joyce Parker, Wendy
Corley, and Kathy Williamson.
Linda Hargraves, and Shirley
Peace former Co-Ettes and
now Advisors to the group 
of Tuskegee Institute and is a
draftsman for Maney Engi-
were also in attendance as neering
well as yours truly, the Spoon- 
company of Fort Worth
Texas, where he and his bride
sor. will live.
Don't forget the Rhomania 
Contest sponsored by the mem-
bers of Sigma Gamma Rho
!girls are planning to start play- SororityFriday night December 'Lumbie Goodwin, daughter of
15 at 8 p.m. in Bruce Hall of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Goodwin,
Lealoyne College. Julia Dillon, daughter of Mr.
One of these young girls and Mrs. Provine Thomas,
Teresa Armour, daughter of
Mrs. Mary L. Armour, Shirley
Miller, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Miller, Anita Lig-
gins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Wilson. Jr., Shelia
Nance, daughter of Mrs. Lillian
Nance, Marcia K. Washington,
daughter of Mrs. Claudia Haw-




Deborah Flagg, daughter of
mas gifts and some gifts they Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Flagg,
were, gorgeous lounging wear,!Cleopatra Ward, daughter of
sweaters, jewelry and other 141r. and Mrs. Earlie Ward,
fabulous et ceteras. 1Linda Rodgers, daughter of
Gathering around the Xmas Mrs. Vera Rogers, Morristeen
tree in Julia pretty home were •Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Ezelle Park, Euralia Fletcher,, Mrs. Clarence S. Jones, Sr.,
Shirley Johnson, Wilhelmein Peggy Ann Taylor, daughter of
Thompson, Hattie House, Thel-
ma Miller, Hazel Lee, Mollie
Franklin, Lucy Jackson Ethel
Isabel and yours truly special
guest.
And then Sunday our "Miss
Co-Ette" Gwendolyn William-
ing bridge come the New Year.
And Julia Woodard hosted
the PATS last Monday night
so they could exchange Christ-
Anita Merriweather, daughter
of Mrs. Frances Merriweather,
Johnice Parker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker,
Lula McKissack, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee McKissack,




fashion specialists in sires




sizes 42 to 48
easy<are pajamas of
washable, drip-dry nylon
tricot . . . delicate self•
embroidery adorns the
collar . . . lovely gift
choice at a tiny price
. . . choose light blue or
pink.
MAIL ORDERS: Add 50c





JIDOWNTOWN • 64 SO MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE • 1902 UNION • 274-2065
WHITEHAYEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 351-0064
sift wrapped
FREE




  NEW 
3 Bedroom Group=s99"
No down payment, Just '5" per month.
Other group '199-299 '399-'499
STOKER FURNITURE DISCOUNT
1174 So Bellevue Ph 948 1631
is now employed as a register-
ed nurse in the area of psychia-
try at Memphis Veterans Hos-
pital.
Mr. Cole is also a graduate
of Mrs. Dorothy Hardy or
Patricia Ann Gleese, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gleese
will be crowned "Miss Rho-
mania". Proceeds from the
program will benefit the




Two Christmas program •
will be conducted by LeMOYnc
College students this Friday
evening, Dec. 15.
The College Choir, under di-
rection of John Whittaker, will
render its annual program,
4 to 5 p.m., in Second Con-
gregational Church, and the
Student Christian Fellowship
will conduct its party for needy
children in the community,
5 to 7 p.m., in the Student
Center.
A Christmas outing for needy
children has been scheduled
for Saturday.
MR. And MRS. LESSIR COLE JR.
Turns on any party
Smirnoff really dazzles your guests. With gleaming Screwdrivers
and Bloody Marys. Merrier Mules and modder Martinis.
So when you're out holiday gift hunting, why guess
the right whiskey? You already know the right vodka.
ml SMIRNOFF Mull: Sournorf or ice. Juice of 14. lime Fill Mute mug or Vass with 7-0D,
•
1 leaves you breathless
VODKA





...sm.. awe 14 North Main Street






100% HUMAN HAIR 1195
HAND MADE L4
Hand Made Wigs 49"
Long Falls
(HAIR LON) 1095
* COME ON DOWN"-.





















Teacher And Musician To Be Married Jan. 6
Miss Glenda Faye Grear
and James Mitchell will ex-
change vows at the Rock of
Ages Baptist church on Satur-
day, Jan. 6, 1968.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Bessie GreJr and the late
Mr. Jerry Grear. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mit-
chell, Sr., of 1594 Hamilton
at
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Booker T. •Washington High
'
school, where she was a
:Majorette with the senior'
band, president of the hostess
club, the Jacques Society and
a member of the Teen Town
Singers of WDIA.
She is a graduate also of
Arkansas AM&N college,
where she received the bache-
lor of science degree in ele-
mentary education. She also
what a sly
way it would be




CAA:AD:AN *hiSAi—A BLEND OF SELECTED *PISA:ES SIX trARS OLD 868 PROOF.
SEAGRAM DISTIIIIRS COMPANY_ NV C GIFT MIIIIPPUIAT 50 (VISA CHARGE.
attended Memphis State Uni-
versity, where she received a
master's degree in administra-
tion. She is at present a fourth
grade teacher at Leath Ele-
mentary school.
A member of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Miss Grear is
president of the G.G. Society,
GLENDA FAYE GEAR
HOEHN HAS GOT IT:
IWO BEST PLACES TO GET








Mr. Mitchell is a graduate
of Melrose High school. He ,
studied composition at the
Candell Conservatory at Berke-
ley, Calif., and East Contra-
costa Junior College.
At present he travels and
records with his brother,
Willie Mitchell, and is re-
cording for London. MGM.
Atlantic, Chess, Capitol, Decca,
Back Beat and Monumental
Recording Companies
Mr. Mitchell has played with




The regular meeting of the,
'Booker T. Washington High
School PTA will be held in the
school auditorium on Monday, ,
Dec. 18. at 3:30 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Rev. J. M. Lawson, pastor of
Centenary Methodist church.
The theme will be "Searchlight
to Better Understanding."
All parents, teachers and in-
terested persons are asked to
be present. Door prizes will be
given.
Mrs. Edna H Webb is presi-
dent of the PTA, and J. D.
Springer principal.
Minister Will Claim
A Bride In Georgia
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Thomas,
of Fitzgerald, Ga., have an- 1
nounced the engagement ofI
their daughter, Miss Gladysi
Marie Thomas. to the Rev..
! Hickman M. Johnson of Mem-
phis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hickman Johnson.
The bride-elect is a senior
at Fort Valley State College,
Fort Valley, Ga., where she is
majoring in music.
She is president of the Bap-
tist Student Union, a member
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority..
,the college choir, and is listed J
in "Who's Who Among Students
jin American Colleges and Uni-
versities."
GLADYS MARIE THOMAS
'presently chaplain at Tougaloo
Christian College, Tougaloo,
Miss.
Miss Thomas is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Irene Jones
of Madison, Ga., and the late
Mr. and Mrs Albert Thomas
of Fitzgerald, Ga.
Mr. Johnson is the grandson
of Fred Johnson and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Baskerville
of Memphis.
The future bridegroom is a
graduate of Lester High school
and holds degrees from Tennes-
see A&I State university in
Nashville and the Interdenomi-
national Theological Seminary
in Atlanta.
He is a member of Theta
Phi Honor Society, Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., and is
The wedding will take place




An easy way to compartment
-ou bathroom to permit mul-
tiple use of facilities is to in-
stall a shower stall door be-
tween the tub and toilet and
the washbasin. While you're at
it, suggests the Tile Council
of America. have new ceramic
tile of modern design and co
lor installed. The Council notes
that a new rubber base tdhe-
sive now available permits the
setting of tile over tile, elimi-
nating the need to first remove
old tiles from the walls and
floor
GORILLA GIRL
Conchito motes with on ape!









A full color layout of bold,








WIGS Regular Price 549 to $I SOHoliday Price $12 to 8120
iatifi 20% to 50% off




SE STOCK NOT INCLUDED
-WeelP1MMERMIMMA 
7$111 Emblem Denoting Membership
la $4,. Dienr-md Ocrencil of America
Shows We Adhere to the Highest
Stendaris in Ow OffoeiAg
of Diem:refs.
You fon Order by Mail on Approval
All diamond Illustrations
Pilloried Is shove delta
Spectacular Sale
at All Perel & Lowenstein Stores
1/2 CARAT
Diamond Solitaires
In 6 of Today's Most Preferred Styles For Her
A dear old favorite with sweet, young romantics • . . scintillating soli-
taires of heirloom quality chosen from our superb collection. Each one
a full I/2 carat mounted in precious I4-Kt. white or yellow gold. Men's
styles also available at comparable savings.
Your Choice At One Special Price
$188
Larger Diamonds Specially Priced
• 1 Carat $388 • 21/2 Carat ...$1595
• 1/2 Carat $688 • 3 Carat $1995
• 2 Caret $1095 • 4 Carat ....$2795
Prices shown above are tor exact wetter' mentioned. Should the
diamond you select be slightly larger or smaller, of course the
Price will vary accordingly.
Up to 24 Months to Pav
5 MEMPHIS STORES:
• Downtown at 144 South Main Street
• Southland Mall • Poplar Plaza
• Lamar-Airways • Northgate
OTHER STORES IN: Jackson, Tenn.: Mayfield, Ky.; Helena, Ark.;
• Jonesboro, Ark.; Corinth, Miss.; Grenada, Miss.; Greenville, Miss.
I. ••• • -•• • Or •-••• •• S. —••• • •
't









ing the opposition against Le-
Moyne at home Thursday night
3ATURDAY. DECEMBER 16, 1967
LL litt/ N BLITZES FISK 
the first time last season with
ble figures. William Hayes led Afte
r holding small leads most
Mad Magicians have really
been making the strings burn
woml. Tuskegee and Fisk were
victimized last week by the of-
fensive minded Purole Wave.
.:erry Johnson's charges scored
in big spurts as they halted
Tuskegee just when It ap-
peared the Alabamians were
getting up a good head of
steam
LeMoyne held on for the
107-98 victory. The Magicians
had eight players to score
with six of them firing in bou-
The hot shooting LeMoyne the followed
1 of the first half LeMoyne be. the Hues wi
nning a thriller at
parade with 19,
by Jackie Robinson with 18,








CBC Thursday Night 
.
CBC and LeMoyne played for p
ter 12, and Willie Taylor 11. Hitting from all angles weal.i home games. Leondist Brown.
Tuskegee triumph with deadly'
dormer Carver eager, is scor-
s u p p o r t from Meggett and! . ' . HOUSTON, Tex. — 
There Moynites will not play at home trailed by Meggett, 27; Todd,
freshmen Carter and Jeff Alex. gett
ing 22 in the Lambuth vic- were 88 players picked from; again until Jan. 8.
ander. These expert marksmen teerY• the time Houston s e I e c t e if 
121; Carter, 14; Alexander, 13,
L.` eondist The Hawk) Brown, ' and Hayes and Taylor, II) each.
enabled LeMoyne to go into BOBBY SMITH RETURNS Georg
e Webster on the first former local high school star.] Fisk's scoring punch was pro-
Memphis 
of the college draft until will be the Bu__,
San Diego picked Dick Post , and eNonlen1
tyman f dv‘u,actekdins b. y26. Stephens, 33, andState returns to rho
Mid-South Coliseum next Wed- should reccesiv
on the fourth and someone on hes_
nesday against Tulsa after be; ip from Joe Leuschke, 
Frank 
ing soundly trounced by the 
the Charger ..staff. asked in- Roziati_,r,
credulously. 
s Terry Thomas and
Bradley Braves 80-52 itDaveDant. Beban
There will be no fear in the 
linois. This will mark the 
beginnings — Webster as onere-
4:of the most prized catches in
turn of Bobby Smith who is
. the draft and Post as one of,
Robinson, the sophomore sell- 
the ma in cog in the Tulsa
sation from Hamilton, led the 
atliack and the first appearancel 
the sleepers — both rookies.
LeMoyne attack with 34 points, 
here this season of a 
Missouri1have made vital contributions
The lean forward has a 30 point valley' 
Conference team. Smith'to 
teams that were not expect-
average on the home floor. Le- is a 
junior who joined the ed 
to be doing as well as
Moyne has a 3-2 record with v Hurricanes 
after graduating t
hey' have in the American
both losses coming on the road'; 
League h. season,
to Lincoln and Rust. After de- i rose the 6-5
from Melrose in 1965. At Mel- 1
jumping jack was 
And both players have made
feating Rust in their opening' a top 
those contributions while mak-
game the Mad Lads scored 
all-around athlete.
ling personal adjustments, Web-
111 in the defeat to the Bear.]
cats. the 
Volunteer Classic in Knox- position after being a 
Tulsa took a 4-0 record into Ister learning the linebacking
rover-
yule this weekend. Tulsa drew back at Michigan State wh
ile
At the rate LeMoyne is scor- Army in the first round and Post came
 out of the -Univer-
ing, the first small colleges' is favored to meet the Ten- sity of 
Houston a flanker can-
statistical report should show nessee-Illinois winner in the didate and 
then was switched
the Magicians on or near the finals. If it were not for the to a runn
ing bac kspot.
top. LeMoyne carried a 115 slush fund scandal that hit "Being 
a roverback in col-
point home court average into Illinois and deprived Rich lege I 
was sort of a corner-
this week's action. Alabama Jones of his eligibility another l back 
mostly," W e b s t e r ex-
State was scheduled to invade duel between Smith and JonesIplain
s. "Now I am tied down
on Monday of this week with , could have shaped up in the!at one 
specific spot with ape-
Christian Brothers, victors over tourney. cific -
assignments."
hearts and minds of LeMoyne]
Coach Jerry Johnson's
charges who proved last Friday]
night that they are ready and
able. The Magicians eased the
minds of doubting Thomases
when they faked and shot their
way to a 136-100 victory over
a highly touted Fisk University
outfit before a crowd that pack-
ed the Bruce Hall court.
, The win over Fisk gave
LeMoyne a 2-0 standing in the
Southern Intercollegiate Athle-
tic Conference race and a sea-
sonal overall record of 3-2.
The Magicians starting five,
juniors Bill Hayes, Willie Tay-
).or, Bobby Todd and Bill Meg-
gett, and sophomore Jackie
IRobinson shone brightly as
they worked the ball into scor-
ing position, but challenging
;them for honors were four
record, extended congratula-
tions. This, despite the fact
Gary obviously lost his early-
season magic, then 'blew' his
last two engagements—against 
to break down discrimination."
freshmen, Herbert Carter and
John Blair from Alabama and
Jeff Alexander and LeRoy Le. _
Fiore from Mississippi.
Robinson was LeMoyne's
ace with 34 points 
NEW YORK CITY —
scoring
'Given
Alcorn Cage Pick In Southwest AC
GRAMBLING, La. — At a up to replace Dr.
Sunday Meeting to elect bas-.son who moved
ketball officials for 1967-68, the
Coaches participated in a se-
cret poll to name the 68 champ.
Last season Alcorn and Arkan-
sas A.M.&N. tied for the crown
while racing to three straight
gan to pull away near the end De La Salle on the CBC cam -
of the period. pus. This season. the two,
fives have booked home and fl 
wins on the Bruce Hall hard- Tuskegee salvaged some con- Bobby Todd who got 22 in thei
.solation as lanky forssard Mal-
lory Chesnut topped all scores
with 31.
Last Friday night another
packed house jammed the tight
confines of Bruce Hall to
watch LeMoyne wallop Fisk
134-101. Each year this game
draws a considerable amount
of local interest on account
of the long rivalry between the
ltwo schools and the large












intermission with a 56-45 bulge..
Early in the second half the
Magicians bombed the Nash-
ville quintet with another bar-
rage of field goals which left
nothing in doubt except how Thursday night in Peoria, 11: 
But despite their unparalleled
much the final margin would
be.
ma in doublefigures f CBC
ost Top
°ales
Harrison Willopened on the sixth against
to TennesseelHenderson State, at home; with
'Grambling also at borne on
the first against Stephen F.
Austin It was Jackson, Dec•
4, at home against Tougaloo;!
Prairie View faced East Tex- 1
after Grambling was forced to for the third straight year.,






Three Coaches saw Alcorn win-
ning, and two sharing the title
Grambling and Arkansas were
• • •
ed between semesters. McCroom replaced
There will be one new coach Alcorn opened 
the season. the nation's top All-America advocate of Black Power.
LeAloyne's sparkling Magi-I
:•izlis go against the Christian'
Brothers College Buccaneers
at 8, Thursday night on the!
Bruce Hall floor in what:
should be a corker The Le-
as on the first at home.
Southern was at home
against Xavier first, then the
Cats faced Dillard, on Satur-
day. Texas Southern was at
home on the second, against
Huston-Tilloston a n d Wiley
traveled to Dallas to partici-




; LOS ANGELES — Dinned'
"There's no place for that type
of thinking in sports." That
was the succinct statement of
famed track and field coach
Joe Yancey in answer to the
question of his opinion of young
Negro athletes who have urged
a boycott of the 1968 Olympic
Games on racial grounds.
Adding his voice to the chorus
of former Olympic stars who
are against such actions, Yan-
cey said that no -useful pur-
pose can be served" by those
who don't want to compete, al-
though they may be qualified.
. "I hate to think of immature
and youthful Lew Alcindor as
a spokesman for Negroes," said
the man who's recognized
around the world as an authority
on track and field operations.
"He's still wet behind the ears
when it comes to racial matters,
served the honor more than 
"We have entirely too many
Gary did. 
Negro spokesmen who can't fit
There was some anxiety in 
the role they've tailored for
the Big Ten, too, in favor of 
themselves. This is our country
Purdue's brilliant Leroy Keyes 
although a lot may be wrong
—a sure-fire artist in any foot- 
with it, it's still our land.
ball competition. "The way to correct any 
in.
Neither star begrudged the 
justices or racial wrongs is to
selection of Beban and, on the
ately after UCLA's Gary Beban
was voted winner of the Heis-
mann trophy, last week, there
was a sign of despair among
thousands who believed 0. J.
(Orange Juice) Simpson, the
Southern Calif. U. comet de-
USC and Syracuse.
The public relations depart-
ment of UCLA named Gary the
Heismann trophy winner ap-
parent, in early September. It
all meanings of the term, had
the proud Gary been overlook-
ed.
:rai Robert F. Kennedy in 1964. Simpson was the obviously
Unwise
battle from within, not from
without. I've been in this battle
myself for the past 30 years
and I think I can speak with
candor and expertise on how
Alcindor is the 71 Harlemite
who's attending UCLA college
on the West CoLast and who's
spearheading the movement for
Ex-Memphia
at J ackson State where As- Dec. 4, against Mississippi In- Is Promote-sistant Paul Covington moves'dustrial at home. Arkansas ......Su, RS Mee PSLittIl tartlfil IT tut ;MOS Ott MR INSVUIR, Co rtneteat I.
l'Z"A't"I14trl4VAA.IC'Atr',lt'''Alg 'Nlir'Alt2WMCWAICAVWZ'I'Alt'A.VAVVIF I
ests
Charles G. Heyd as first as-
sistant on nee. 1 when Heyd
resigned to enter private law
practice.
A graduate also of Arkansas
ege t Pine Bluff, an important part in the 
g 
re-
A former Memphis man has Mr. McCroom received his surgence of Oklahoma's team.
'been appointed first assistant law degree in 1961 from Wes- The Look article cites him for
'United States Attorney for the ;tern Reserve University Law making the second and third
Gifts of Quality Southern District of Ohio, School in Cleveland. effort. In one play against
a
Cincinnati before joining thel
deserving star, since he was
Negro athletes to stay awaywould have been traumatic, in
from the games in Mexico City
next summer. The celebrated
young basketball star has been
in the limelight recently more
and more as a spokesman and
Why Not Give
WO COLOR TV/BLACK & WHITE TV/STEREO
/ . . . from ACE APPLIANCE CO
0 NO MONEY DOWN! FIRST PAYMENT ii 1
$ 





However, he has since hedgedcoaches say Keyes is No. 1,,
Collegiate U.S.A. on the "stay away" statement
he first made. In the past week
guard, is credited with
Liggins, a speedy 
deplaying]he has reportedly said, -I'll
wait until the time comes."
As founder of the Pioneer
Track & Field Club, Yancey
has turned out some of the best
tracktalent in America. Grad-
center, knocked down the tail- uates A' his team include Reg-
He is E. Winther McCroom,IU.S. Attorney's staff. I back after a fake and then
a graduate of Manassas HighI Mr. McCroom and his wife caught up with the actual ball 
gie Pearman, Eulace Pea-
school. He was first appointecliShirley ,are the parents of carrier as he tried to circle cock, Andy Stanfield, Tom
to the Assistant U.S. Attorney's I two children. end.
n Cincinnati
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FEATURES THE BEST IN COLOR TV PERFORMANCE
HANDCRAFTED
COLOR TV CHASSIS
titandwired with no printed
csrcuits and no productson





fatracts color from the incorn-


























for greater picture brightness
with redder reds. brighter
greens and more brsIliant
Service Everything We Sell"
OVITAI
SOLID-STATE STEREO
W.TR iY 5,4 STEREO FM Pap
The ECKHART • MOW
Soled State Arngirtrer synth outstanding Peak Music
Power. p. Solnl State FM AM/








IACIAPPLI.LIGATLINANCE CO. imb4 g
I s. SIMPLE
EAST  I WHITEHAVEN 1 - FRAYSER LAMAR 
ALL 4 Stores 2L Phone 331-45115 Phone 324-6116 Open 'Hi 9 p.m. IlY4 2 5 5 Hwy. 31 Se. 311S naming (Hwy. 31 N.)3431 Surnm•r Phone 396-099S 2374 Lamar each sight, gPhone 324-4406
mcmczatutmmegmrsoftwitutmoes trAf
AM&N coil
He was in private practice in Texas, Liggins bowled over the
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
To see Wail/lac 1968
elegance in action
It's as easy to own a CPuaalt tac
ts an' other car on the market ...
We appreciate your Business at
MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE. 526-8207
2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451




HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE
MADISON CADILLAC
OVER 50 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
Carey and many white track-
men woo learned the an of







Owen College cagers, now 2-1
in the Southern Intercollegiate
Conference, will be in Chat-
tanooga this Saturday night,
Dec. 16, to battle Chattanooga
City Junior College in a non-
conference game.
They went against Utica
Junior College Wednesday night
of this week at Utica, Miss.
After Saturday's contest, the
Owen aggregation will be idle
until Jan. 11 when they go
,against Shorter at Little Rock,
I Ark. First home game in the
new year will be against Mobile
State, Jan. 13, in the LeMoyne
College gym.
So far.this season, Owen has
defeated Utica. 119-95, and
Prentiss, 103-81. The - Memphian
bowed to Coahoma Junior Col-
lege from Clarksdale, 93-86.
In last Thursday night's
game with Prentiss, Gregory
Hill of Owen was high with
43, followed by Jerry Dover
and Marvin Green, 16 each.
HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should'
be sent in.
NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.

























WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. —
A California race relations ex-
pert has written the season's
second major novel based on
• the confession made by Nat
Turner, the Negro slave who
was hanged for leading an up-
rising against the white people
of Southhampton County, Vir-
ginia, in 1831.
The book is entitled "01'
Prophet Nat." Its author is
Daniel Panger, who is super-
vising consultant for the Fair
Employment Practice Com-
mission in Northern California.
Panger, who lives in San Fran-
cisco, has been with the FEPC
since that program was begun
seven years ago.
lege Placement Services, Inc.,
recently completed a four-day
study of the career counseling
and placement program at
Winston-Salem State College.
The team visited the college
at the request of President
Kenneth R. Williams in line
with that institution's interest
in upgrading the services it
offers to students, alumni
and the community.
The members of the Team
were: Mr. R. Dwight Forrester
(Chairman), Director of re-
cruitment, Veterans Adminis-
tration, Washington, D. C.; Mr.
William C. Gutman (Advisor),
"VILLA" . . . A new commun- transportation, at the club's ex-Cab driver, LeVonne Thompson
ity action club has been set by,pense, for six-year-old blind, the boy is now being transport-
group of young professional 'and fatherless Willie Bonner. ed. Members of the VILLA
wome n. The organizationThe child entered school for Club include, from left to right:
has named itself "VILLA". the first time on Dec. 6. His Mrs. Glenda Holmes, Mrs.
Their first project, indicating main problem had been getting Barbara McLeMore, and Miss --
the type of program they in- to and from school. With the Gwendolyn Johnson not shown.
tend to project, was to provide cooperation of United Taxi (McChrlston Photo)
College Placement, Inc.
At Winston-Salem St.
WINSTON—SALEM Director of Placement, Tern-
team of specialists from Col- pieUniversity, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Mr. Jack Ken-
nedy, Alumni Secretary and
Placement Officer, Grove City
College, Grove City, Pennsyl-
vania; Miss Drue E. Matthews,
Director, Vocational Planning
and Placement, Mount Holyoke
College, South Hadley,
Massachusetts and Dr. Philip
J. Winkfield, Director of Place-
ment, Fisk University, Nash-
ville Tennessee.
College Placement Services
is an educational advisory and
service organization offering its
assistance at no cost to
predominantly Negro and un-
derpriviliged c o 1 leges and
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defer -ler delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
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Our new bottle came out so pretty
we re gift-wrapping it for Christmck.
How come we changed our bottic
Because it looked like a lot of other Bourbon
bottles. Now our bottle's not like anybody
ekes. Our 3ourbon never was.
I. •
KENTUCKY STRAbsto kaiReoN wHISKEY. 86 PROOF THE OLD TAYLOR DISTiLLERY CO FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE. KPATUCKY
The Elegance of Enjoyment and Fine Foods during the Holiday
Season — Welcomes the General Public. Specializing in the
Very Best of Foods. Catering to Private Clubs, Parti•s and
Banquets. For Reservations CALL 948.9343
0 0
0 C. 0
universities. It is operating
with funds from a three-year,
$130,000 grant made by the
Ford Foundation. The gran was
brought about by the dra-
matic changes that have re-
cently taken place in tshe
number and variety of career
opportunities a vai lable to
college educated Negro youth.
These sudden developments
have found the predominantly
Negro colleges hard-pressed
to properly counsel and place
their graduates in the new
career fields. The mission
of is to 
aiColleged   
the



















MEMPHIS. LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-50141POPLAR At Mendennall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON




























SLICED CARROTS, SUCCOTASH, 
















MAXWELL HOUSE, FOLDER'S, CHASE 19c
& SANBORN, MARYLAND CLUB. Lb. Can
or
FRED MONTESI Lb. Can 11
(or 50c off any 10os. or larger Instant Coffee.)
With 'coupon and S5.60 additional purchase, •xcluding
value of coupon m•rchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also ercluded in careplianc• with state law).
On• coupon per family upon expires Wedn•sday, Noon,
Dec. 20. Anti-Tripezezeso excluded in coupon redemption.
•.(
MORTON'S FROZEN











As of Saturday morning you still have
7 days left. Still time to pick up a
very tasteful gift. The one whiskey more
people appreciate getting than any other.
Seagram's 7 Crown, The Sure One.
Decanter and gift trimmings are our treat.
There's no extra charge.
Just extra good whiskey.
Give Seagram's 7 Crown.
The Sure One.
olleagram Distillers Company, New York City. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits.
John Bolden
Gets Award
John Bolden Jr. a postal
worker, of 2905 Corry Rd. re-
cently received a Superior
Accomplishment Award from
the Post Office Dept.
The award said, "Mr. Bolden
is a willing, cheerful and dili-
gent worker. He completes his
assignments with efficiency and
dispatch and readily moves
to other duties as preceding
assignments are completed."
Mr. Bolden has been with
the Post Office for 17 years and
Is an outgoing mail handler.
He and his wife Helen have
four children — David Bolden,
a Marine; Mrs. Helen Bolden
Roberts, a nurse at St.
Joseph's hospitals; Mrs. John
Ethel Staples, a nurses' Aid
at Baptist Hospital, and Mrs. HOME FOR SALE
Marilyn Jean Bell, a telephone RALEIGH AREA
operator. Three bedrooms. wall to wall carpets,
one and a half bath, garage. fence In
After graduating from Ma- yard. all electric. For details call,
nass High School Mr. Bolden rra. peb..m.Huiltlh. 388-1146 
or go buy
attended Morgan State College. Late Model Kenmore Washer Excel-
He worked for North Carolina
Mutal Life Insurance Corn-
pany for a number of years,





Very attractive three bedrooms, two
baths, extra large living room, full
dining room, all electric kitchen.
symmetrical imported cabinets, enor-
mous den with an accouter bar, and









io -the whole Amily with
" a new PRIGIDAIRE *
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• Come touch the 75.1 gt. vegetable
Hydrator.
FREEZER 12-Ft. • Compere Frigidaire egg storage-19
Holds 416 Lbs• • "65:
169









• No Hand Itessvng




• Single Tow* Control
• Powerful 1-wray Super,
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14.4 ea 111. (elate sfewleird/
• Frigidaire 2-door mcda). has giant
I64-lb. site tero zone freezer clown
below.
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Agitator orient chant
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L L GATLIN R. G. KINKLE
We Service Everything We Sell'
WHITEHAVEN
4255 Hwy. 51 Se.
Plano 316-091S
FRAYSER




Phnom 324-4116 orow twmusso. %Wm"
Sen14111W.
IRO aft. RION iftelemell, 4 mom er Web.
enumna am* le vow arsaela-
• imono, moms end gimes cubes in bendy
door server (1K18tS 270)-all autornatacally
• 100% Preet-Proof -no front in 200-16. sue freezer
or fresh food section,
EV 450 t












• The oven* 71" ride. woe%
ever/ coOkiw) Hsed front
felt,* nusets to hot emeds.
• Ore big anti three 6"
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CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EABARRASSED







A WONDERFUL SEASONAL GIFT FOR
LOVE ONES AT HOME OR OVERSEAS





CITY  STATE ZIP  
This offer is NOT good for subscription renewals
MONEY FOR THE NEEDY
—The National Federation
of Motor Vehicle Employ-
ees Local 45, remenilwed
the Mallory Knights Charit-
able Organization when it
held a Pre-t'hristmas Dance
last Friday night at Club
Paradise, and a check for
$100 is presented to Harry
Strong, director of the orga-
nation by Roscoe Tyler, Lo-
cal 15's president. On front
row, from left, are Jack J.
Cooperwood, vice president;
secretary; Walter Franklin,
secretary of Local 54, and
Samuel Ford, treasurer. Os
back row are Erskin Casey,
Frank Sutton, Robert Car-
penter, Ramond Dillard,
Jahn Q. Young and Joe
Lave.
Getting music to sound right in a
studio is a matter of getting a
perfect balance of elements.,
eeThe same thing, I expect, applies
to getting a great gin.. .a perfect
balance of elements...dryness, flavor,
the works.That's what I find in
Gordon's Gin.,,
Roy Eaton, Composer, Pianist; Music Director Of Benton & Bowles, Inc., one a
the nation's largest advertising agencies; winner of Koscuszko Foundation,
first Chopin Award; international recitalist; recording artist for Mace RecordS.
Gordon's Gin, created in
London, England in 1769.
It's the biggest se/ter in England,
America, and the world.
PROM If 0 S. A 1111% IjflM71EITS MR INN EtEll. %PM ENESAS KY CM LW, MI, I. L
THAN'S
LOAN
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE





ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS





8% cpkg. 23 
BREAD Hogue & KnottBig I 1/24b. Sandwich Loaf
Baked in Memphis by Memphians
. . . rushed daily to your big
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'Miss Social Belle' Crowned At Chisca Plaza
IH
PROUD MOMENT — Ex-
periencing the thrill of a
lifetime is Miss Bridgette
TOP CONTESTANTS —
Miss Bridgette Jones, win-
ner of the "Miss Social
Belle" title, is seen here
Jones, as the crown of Miss Cheryl Fanion, last
"Miss Social Belle 1967.68" year's winner of the "Miss
is placed upon her head by Social Belle" title.
with the other two top con-
testants for the title. From
left are Miss Vicki Knight,
third place winner; Miss
ALL OF THE CONTESTANTS — The 11 young women who
`participated in the fourth annual "Miss Social Belle" con-
test are seen iere during the Coronation Ball on Dec. I.
Seated from left are Misses Vickie Knight, Bridgette Jones,




MISS SOCIAL BELLE 1967-68 — Seen here Bridgette Jones wearing regal robes in the
following her coronation in the fourth an- ballroom of the Chisca Plaza hotel.
nual "Miss Social Belle" contest is Miss
and Miss Patricia WINNERS AND PARENTS
second place win- — Standing behind the
young women they helped
order, are Misses Edna Atkins, Linda Harrell, Charlotte
Jean Woodruff, Deborah Ann Cooper, Lisa Massey, Debra
Simpson, Eloise Smith and Jesse Moseley.
(Hooks Brothers Photos)
"MISS CONGENIALITY"—Chosen by her fellow contestants
as the girl with the most winsome personality was Miss
Debra Simpson, who won the title of -Miss Congeniality,
1967-68."
push to victory are the left are Misses Vicki Knight, are Mr. and Mrs. Edward Alfred Clark. The Coro-
parents of the top three Hridgette Jones and Patricia Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus nation Ball was held on
contestants. Seated from Clark. Standing, from left, Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Friday night, Dec. 1.
9
6
WINNERS ALL — The top contestants in the Miss Social
Belie contest are seen here with two of the recently elected
tourvilmen. From left are Miss Vickie Knight, Rev. J. L.
•
Netters. Miss Bridgette Jones, Fred I.. Davis and Miss Pa.
tricia Clark.
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ON BEHALF OF THE CITIZENS OF MEMPHIS
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WE URGE EVERYONE
TO ATTEND AND TO SUPPORT THE
LIBERTY BOWL GAME
IN OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW STADIUM.
MAYOR
WILLIAM B. INGRAM
Commissioner T.E. Pete Sission
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Thousands Jam Church For Funeral Of Three
Earline Houston Gets
M.D. From UT At 22
Dr. Earline Houston. 22, re-
ceived her degree in medicine
Sunday during the commence-
ment exercises et the Uni-
versity Of Tennessee, Medical
Branch.
Miss Houston, who happens
to be the youngest in her
graduating class is the first
Negro woman to receive a
medical degree front the local
school of medicine.
She entered the first grade
at the age of four, completed
Manassas High school in
three years, graduated from
LeMoyne College with honors
in three years and was
awarded a medical degree in
three, a u s ual four-year
course.
Dr. Houston is described
by some of her friends as
"shy and quiet." One person
described her as a tall
graceful girl with physical
qualities of a high fashion
model.
Miss Houston, who denies
having an unusually high I.Q.,
posesses the power of concen-
YOUNG DOCTOR — Miss
Earline Houston became
"Dr." Houston last Sunday
afternoon when she grad-
uated at age 22 from the
University of Tennessee




The Job Corps has an-
nounced that there are 30
openings f o r young men
between the ages of 16 and
21, who want to learn a
trade and receive pay at the
same time.
While in training the young
men will be paid $80 a
month. Those who wish to do
so may send home $50 each
month to their families. That
amount will be matched by a
similar sum from the Job
Corps, giving the family a
total of $100 a month.
Persons who wish to further
their education in the Job
Corps should contact Mrs.
Opal Ragsdale at the MAP
South Manpower Division at
138 S. Fourth st
Applications will be re-
ceived on Jan. 2, 3, 1968, from
8:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. Mrs.
Ragsdale is in charge of Job
Corps recruiting.
tration.
"Whatever Earline sets her
mind on doing, she does it,
and does a darn good job of
it," said a former teacher.
An energetic person, Miss
Houston enjoys dancing and
listening to folk music. One
of her favorite singers is
Miriam Makeba. Che also
enjoys comic relief offered
by Bill Cosby.
She will begin her intern-
ship at John Gaston Hospital
for six months and continue
at a hospital in New York,
undecided as yet.
Dr. Houston plans to prac-
tice in Memphis, "because
-most of my friends are
here."
She resides at home with
her mother and father, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl J. Houston of
935 Leath St. and has three
younger sisters.
She is a former member of
Jacks and Jilts of America,
Inc., and is a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.I
est member of her class.
She completed the medical
course in three years in-
stead of four. Her parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Earl J.





Officers of the New Chicag
o
40th Ward Civic Club for 
next
year were elected when 
the
organization met on Tuesday
night, Dec. 12, in the au
di-
torium of the Chicago 
Park
Elementary School.
On hand to conduct the
election was Noah Bond, presi-
dent of the Shankman Circle
Civic Club.
Officers for 1918 are Mat-
thew Davis, president; Mrs.
L Price, first vice president;
J. Tools, second vice presi-
dent; Mrs. E. Davis, secre-
tary; Mrs. M. Hall, assis-
tant secretary; H. Pride,




Two of the club's officers
have been elected to positions
with the Bluff City and
Shelby County Council of
Civic Clubs. Matthew Davis
was elected first vice presi-
dent, and Mrs. L. Price
treasurer of the county-wide
organization.
Washington Butler, director
of the Memphis War on Pover-
ty Committee, will be guest





— Speaking to mourners
at funeral for three mem-
bers of the Bar-Kays held
jointly last Sunday after-
noon at the Clayborn Tem-
ple AME church is Jesse
THREE D. Springer. principal of
Booker T. Washington High
school where three youths
were students. In caskets
from left are Matthew
Kelly, Carl Cunningham
and Jimmy Lee King.
Seated behind Mr. Spring-
er on rostrum are Rev.
W. E. Ragsdale, pastor
of Emma nuel Baptist
church, and at right Elder
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of
Mississippi Blvd. Christ-
Navy To Set Up First
ROTC At Negro College
Secretary of Defense Hobert
S. McNamara announced this
week that a predominantly
Negro college in Texas has
been selected by the Navy
for establishment of a Naval






new ROTC unit will
operation at Prairie
A&M college, Prairie
Texas, in the fall of
1968. An initial enrollment
of 80 freshmen is planned.
Secretary McNamara said
die Navy decided to establish
the unit, the first expansion
in the NROTC program since
1946. in order to provide in-
creased oppo rtunities for
Negro college students to be-
come Navy officers.
The study which led to se-
lection of Prairie View in-
cluded all of the 103 pre-
dominantly N e gro colleges
and universities in the U.S.
The Navy selected Prairie
View because it appeared
to be best able successfully
to support an NROTC unit
by September 1968 and be-
cause of enthusiasm for the
program displayed by the
students, faculty and ad-
ministration of the college.
The Navy was assisted in
its study by an advisory group
of distinguished Negro edu-
cators composed of Dr. Pres-
ton Valien and Dr. Edward
Brice of the Department of
Health, Education and Wel-
fare, and Dr. Stephen J.
Wright. president of the United
Negro College Fund.
Prairie View, founded in
1876 as a land grant college,
is part of the Texas A&M
University system. Current
enrollment in the college,
which is located 46 miles
northwest of Houston, is 3,950.
The Army has had a ROTC
unit at Prairie View since
1942.
The Navy operates 52 other
NROTC units throughout the
country, plus a s pedal
program at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for
prospective engineering offi-
cers. Two separate programs
are administered in each unit.
The regular program is filled
each year by nationwide
competitive examination.
Applicants must pass the
Navy College Aptitude Test
given this year on December
9), must pass a rigid physical
examination, and must be
selected by state selection
committees. Successful appli-
cants must also gain ad-
mission to an NROTC college.
The Navy provides uniforms,
and pays tuition, the cost of
See Page 2
GETS NEW ASSIGNMENT
— Col. Daniel "Chappie"
James, Jr., U. S. Air
Force, left, visits Deputy
Secretary of Defense Paul
H. Nitre after a meeting
with newsmen at the Pen-
tagon last week. Col. James,
who was assigned in De-
cember 1996 to Uhon
Thai Air Base. Thailand,
as deputy commander for
operations, will become vice
commander of the Third
Tactical Wing, Eglin Air
Force Base, Fla. He will
report to his new duty
station in early January
1968. (Dept of Defense
Photo)
Ian church and former
principal of Booker T.
Washington High School,
who delivered the eulogy
before more than 3,000
mourners.
70 Persons Now Victims
In Homicides For 1967
Memphis will have one of
its highest years for homicide
since the Thirties, and the to-
tal jumped to 70 this week
as two women and a man were
added to the list for 1967.
Victim No. 68 was Mrs. Lil-
lian Harris, 43, of 1205 S. Main
St.. Apt. 4. She was killed on
Wednesday. Nov. 13, by Jimmy
Adams, 57, of 1138 Swans
Alley.
Victim No. 69 was Mrs.
' Elnora Toney of 750 S. Lauder-
dale, Apt. 8, who was shot
to death by L. C. Canada,
49, of 750 S. Lauderdale. apart-
ment unknown, while the two
were visiting at 1843 Valley
eerly last Saturday morning.
Victim No. 70 was Robert
Lee Black, 29, address un-
known, who was shot to death
early Saturday morning at
440 E. Trigg, Apt. 1. Charged
with the murder was Robert
Lee Durham, 33, of the Trigg
St. address.
Police were not sure how
many bullets struck Mrs. Har-
ris, but she had bullet wounds
In the right shoulder, right
hand and left shoulder.
Officers said Jimmy Adams
came to the home of Mrs.
Harris and asked her to re-
turn to him after a long separa-
tion, but that she refused. The
two had lived as man and
wife for some time before
they separated.
Looking on as Adams shot
the woman were her three
young children, Deborah Ann
Harris, 11; Tracey Harris,
seven, and Lawrence Harris,
six.
Adams has been charged
with murder.
Just why L. C. Canada de-
cided to kill Mrs. Toney, one
of his neighbors in the apart-
ment building at 750 S. Lauder-
dale st.. is a mystery.
The two had been drinking,
and had gone to 1843 Valley
to get a man to take them
home.
While they were waiting,
Canada pulled a .38 caliber
pistol from his pocket and
shot Mrs. Toney twice in the
chest, then fled.
Witnesses said there had
been no fight or argument be-
fore the shooting. Canada was
later arrested at 385 E. Dison.
He was scheduled to be
See Page 2
Husband Is Arrested
In Death Of Wife, 19
A 27-year-old husband, whose Thursday night and charged
wife was found shot to death
on a road near Germantown,
has been charged with murder
in the case and is being held
in Shelby County Jail this
week on bond of 16,000.
Lynwood Suggars, who lived
with his wife and mother-in-
law at 1489 Fairfax ave., is
charged with having shot Mrs.
Barbara James Suggars to
death on last Thursday and
leaving her body on Kirby
rd., close to a ditch that runs
near the Nonconnah Creek.
Her body was discovered by
Virgil L. Brandon of 3796
Germantown rd., who called
the Sheriffs Department. It
was estimated that she bad
been dead for two hours be-
fore her body was seen.
Officers in the Homicide
Division of the Shelby County
Sheriffs 1) e p artment said
Mrs. Suggars had a bullet in
the right side of her head.
She had also been struck on
the head with some heavy
object, they said. her front
teeth loosened, and her mouth
bruised.
Suggars was arrested late
with the murder of his wife.
He reportedly told officers that
he and his wife had been
arguing earlier in the day.
Officers refused to say whether
the husband had admitted the
slaying or not.
Mr. and Mrs. Suggars were
the parents of an 18-month
old girl, who is being kept
by the victim's mother, Mrs.
Lillie Fox of 1489 Fairfax.
When Suggars was slain
last Thursday. it becime the
sixth time that the family
had been involved in a violent
death within the past three
years.
In late part of 1965. Alfonso
Suggars, brother of Lyewood
Suggars, was arrested and
charged in the murder of
Joe Willie Spencer and Mrs.
Annie Belle Allen after the
two victims were found stab-
bed to death in a house in the
White Station area. He had
gone to the house to buy
some illegal whiskey at the
time He claimed the woman
threatened him with a shotgun
See Page '2
Three Bar-Kays Buried
Together In New Park
A steady downpour failed
to .prevent some 3,000 persons,
last Sunday afternoon from
packing CI a yborn Temple
AME church for the funeral
of three members of the Bar-
Kays, who were killed on Sun-
day, Dec. 10, as their twin-en-
gine crashed on a lake while
going down for a landing at
Madison, Wis.
Delivering the eulogy at the
funeral for Jimmy Lee King,
Jr.. leader of the Bar-Kays;
Carl Lee Cunningham, the
drummer, and Matthew Kelly,
the group's 16-year-old valet,
was Elder Blair T. Hunt, pas-
tor of Mississippi Blvd. Chris-
tian church and former princi-
pal of Booker T. Washington
High school, where most of
the players were students.
In remarks preceding the
eulogy, Washington's Princi-
pal Jesse D. Springer, told the
mourners, "We are witnessing
a phenomena of life, in which
the evening sun of their lives
has gone down while it is early
morning."
He praised the young men
for their cooperation with
school programs, and said
they always appeared on
school programs when possible,
and many times charged no
fee.
--TO -Members of the grieving
families, Mr. Springer added,
"God only loaned them to you,
and He claims His own when-
ever He wills. Thank Him for
the loan, even though it was
brief."
During the eulogy, Elder
Hunt likened the bereaved fami-
lies to Job, a character in the
Old Testament of the Bible,
whose children were killed
suddenly, and who answered in
his grief. "The Lord giveth,
and the Lord taketh. Blessed
be the name of the Lord."
He praised the victims for
their contributions to the miwc
world. end said that where. _r
the "soul sound" is heard
in the future, it will be a
reminder of the Bar-Kays. Eld-
er Hunt noted that most of
the audience was composed
of young people, and he ad.
monished them to "remember
your Creator in the days of
your youth."
Elder Hunt was t h e pastor
of Carl Cunningham. Also
participating on the funeral
program and giving the pray-
er and reading the scripture
was Rev. r'. E. • Ragsdale,
pastor of the Emmanuel
Baptist church, of which Jim-
my Lee King, Jr. was a mem-
ONE OF SURVIVORS —
Leaving the Joint funeral
service held for three mem-
bers of the Rar-Kays Combo
last Sunday afternoon at
Clayborn Temple AME
church is James Alexander,
one of the two survivors
of the organisation. Rea
ber.
Other participants on the
funeral program were an Ili.
Isemble conducted by Emerson
Able, Jr., of Manassas High
school, who played "When
'Day is Done;" the 11 Cantori-
um Singers who presented two
selections from "The Seven
Last Words;" Spencer Wig-
gins, a Stax Recording artist,
who sang "When I've Gene
the Last Mile of the Wm"
and Mrs. Estell Axton, of Stan
Records, who expressed sym.
pathy to the families.
Conducting the funerals joint.
ly were S. W. Qualls and Corn-
pany and the Southern Funeral
Home. Disc Jockeys from Ra.
dio Stations WLOK and WDIA
served as pallbearers. The
three musicians were later
;buried in adjoining graves in
Ithe New Park cemetery.
Jimmy Lee King was the
son of Rev. and Mrs. Jimmy
Lee King, Sr., and was born
in Memphis on June 8, 1949.
He attended Carnes Elementary
school and became interested in
music as a career while a
student of Emerson Able, Jr.,
at Manassas High school. He
later attended Booker T.
Washington High school.
He is survived by his parents,
four sisters and one brother.
Carl Cunningham was born
at Lyons, Miss.. on Sept. 30,
1948, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Cunningham. He was
a senior at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school at the time of
his death.
Aside from his parents, he
, is survived by nine brothers,
three sisters and a grand-
mother.
Matthew Kelly was the son
of Calvin Kelly, Sr., and the
late Mrs. Henrietta Kelly
and was born in Memphis on
March 30, 1951. He was a mem-
ber of Little Tiffany Baptist
church.
As the funeral for the three
was being conducted here last
Sunday, n e wscasters were
reporting that the body of
Phalon Jones, tenor saxophone
player for the ill-fated group,
had been recovered from icy
Lake Monona and was beinp
flown back to Memphis.
That left only the body
of Ronnie Cunningham, 18
year-old white orgirnst and stu-
dent at Central High school,
to be located in the lake at
Madison. The body of Richarc
Fraser, 26, of Warner-Robbins,
G a .. who was piloting the
plane owned by Otis Reddins
(See Page 2)
Conley, who was rescued
after the plane crashed
in the lake, did not at-
tend funeral. Mr. Alexan-
der was not on the twin-
engine plane that crashed
in Lake Monona ' near
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Two uniformed nurses attend widow ea OW
Redding during star's funeral services In
Macon, Ga. Some 4,50 persons attended the
dents are conimistimed is
the Naval Reserve or Marilee
I Corps Reserve and under pre-
seat Navy Depart inent polity
must serve on active duty
for a minnittun of three years
won vadualon.
funeral, sad a grasp of teeaagers mobbed
car carrying singing star James Brown.
Otis Redding Buried, Teens
Mob James Brown's Auto
MACON, Ga. — The body
of Otis Redding, "King of the
Memphis Sound" was buried
on his ranch while his widow
wailed and thousands of teen-
agers mobbed a rock 'n' roll
singer and his cortege.
Funeral services for the 26-
year-old "Big 0." whose rec•.
ords earned nearly $1 million!
this year before he died in a
plane crash, were held in this,
city's small Municipal Audi.I
An estimated 4,500 persons
jammed the auditorium, and
the dignitaries on the stage
behind Redding's coffin were
dwarfed by banks of flowers.
Outside. thousands more waited
wider gloomy skies. When the
flower-covered coffin was roll-
ed out, followed by Redding's
screaming widow, Zelma, the
crowd tensed.
When rock 'n' roller James
Brown, one of several famous
recording stars at the funeral,
emerged, pandemonium broke
out. Brown dived into his car,
which began to follow the
hearse. But howling youths
flung themselves onto the
vehicle, holding it back. Its
efforts to move produced only
rushed to her aid. . an icy lake near Madison,
Following the services, Red- Wisc.. on Dec. 10. Six mem-
ding's body was taken to his:hers of Redding's troupe also
"Big 0 Ranch" at Round Oak, were killed in the crash. One
IGa.. about 20 Milos from j person survived.
sobs of Simon, and her heels; Macon, for private burial.
beat a drumlike tattoo on the There were reports that Red-
hard basketball floor of the ding recently recorded more
auditorium. than 40 songs which had not
White clad nurses who were been released when his charter.
sprinkled through the crowd en plane carrying nirn and Ina
group to bookings crashed into
tBar-Kays
(Cautioned From Page 1)
Enterprises, was taken from
the water shortly after the
crash.
Funeral services for Otis
Redding, 26, of Macon. Ga.,
who was known internat-
ionally as "king of soul
music" and a proponent of
the Memphis Sound, were
held in Monday at Macon,
Ga., in the city's largest audi-
torium.
•
I The two surviving members
of the Bar-Kays are Ben
Cauley, the trumpet player,
who managed to get out of
spinning tit*" and elmids e't the plane after it crashed in subsistence allowance of
blue smoke. Police rushed in the lake and held on to an Per month during junior
tc remove the youths from the inflated seat until he was awIlkor Years. Contract
car, rescued: and James Alex-
Office workers leaned Out ander. bass violinist, who stay-
window, cheering the frenned ed in Memphis to take a test
teen-agers on. and who followed them on a
The hour-lon ser‘ ices were ,commercial plane because there
was not enough room in theconducted quietly. Recording
private plane for all of them.executives and politicians ex- 
i 
Pictures of the Bar-Kaysttolled the virtues of the Macon ,
were offered to mourners at!star who rocketed to Wiwi
, eon dollar each during the!after recording, "These Arms'
funeral at Clayborne Temple.;
of Mine," and never again
Standing as honor guards I
made a recording that sold less'
and acting as Ushers for the
than several hundred thousand
I funeral were members of!copies.
. the Booker T. Washington High!
Halfway through the cere- School ROTC and their sponsors.I
mony, while Joe Simon was Funeral services for Phalo&
singing an impassioned "Jesus Jones are tentatively set fori
Keep Me Near The Cross," ,Saturday. R.S. Lewis and!
Mrs. Redding broke dowp, Her Sons Funeral Home is in;
wails punctuated the amplified charge.
1967
Oh, holy. sacred Christmas! Let every heart
rejoice with the inspiratjon and blessings of






(Continued From Page 1)
textbooks, other fee:, of an
instructional nature, and •
subsistence allowance of Oa
per month. Students are per-
mitted to follow a wide range
of non-military curricula. Gra-
duates are commissioned en-
gigns in the Navy or second
lieutenants in the Marine
Corps.
The contract program ac-
cepts students who already
are enrolled in college, and
who apply directly to the
Commanding Officer of the
NROTC unit. The Nary pro-
vides uniforms and naval





(Continued From rage 1)
arraigned in City Court on
Monday on the murder charge.
but it was reset to Tuesday be-
cause his attorney was ill
and could not be present.
Robert Lee Black was killed
by a husband who had been
separated from his wife for
the past year, and who ef-
fected a reconciliation with her
only last Thursday.
Police said that during the
time that Robert Lee Dur-
ham was separated from his
wife, Mrs. Mary Fancies Dur-
ham, 2$1, of the Trigg st,
address, Black bad moved in
with his wardrobe and was
visiting at least three times •
week
Mrs. Durham reportedly told
Black that their romance was
ended and that he could come
by and pick up his clothes.
When he showed up early lad
Saturdilfy morning and the door
was not opened quickly enough
to satisfy him, he kicked it
open and was met with a
shotgun blast in the left chest
fired by the husband.
Bond for Durham was set
at $2,000 when he ap-
peared in City Court on Mon-
day morning.
Arrested
(Continued From Pap 1)
before he killed her and Spen-
cer with a butcher knife.
A young child ..vas found
In the house unharmed at
the time the two bodies were
discovered.
Suggars is now serving
life term in the state
penitentiary at Nashville for
the slayings.
In early 1966. tragedy struck
the family again when two of
Suggars' sisters were mur-
dered near Cordova by one of
the sister's husband before he
committed suicide.
The victims in that instance
were Mrs. Lillian Campbell,
Mrs. Connie Mae Newsom
and Clyde Campbell.
Mrs. Newsom, who lived
near Cordova, had gone to
St. Louis, Mo.,, aft having
received letters stating that
Campbell was mistreating her,
and had brought the woman






Specializing In Home Cooked Meals
Steaks - Chops - Seafoods
Barbecue - Breakfast
All Kinds of Drinks
Open 7 A.M. to 1 A.M.
°lagers
Mr. George Driver, Jr. Mrs. Celeste G. Williams
PH. 948-9192
The 72 hours of Christmas
That's how long Southern Bell's low Long Distance
Christmas rates will last. 72 full hours. Saturday, Sunday
and Christmas day. This means you can cell out-of-town
friends and family early and avoid the Christmas day
rush. And dialing your own Long Distance calls direct
will make holiday calling even more economical because
you get the low station-to-station rate.
So start celebrating early this year. On Saturday. And
have a merry Long Distance amisteeeel
Southern Ben
P.S. The NW loot sates a*, mar the New Year's weekead.
SOME ARE LIKE THAT
II
Now Daddy, as long as Santa Claus comes in
modern packages like that, who in the heck cares
about an old fashioned Christmas?
1967
We wish you all a
most Merry Holiday
and peace and joy.
RENVILLE
CITGO SERVICE STATION
1015 S. Bellevue .
Open 7 A.M. "til" 12P.M.
a
A SOFT LIGHT 1$
THE FOILING POR (3,1STOMINS
365
DAYS 1,4 A YEAR...
TRY OUT SERVICE. TODAY..
AND EVERY DAY WE'RE OPEN
EAMES ALWAYS WELCOME
SOFT WHISKIES, SCOTCHES, IMPORTED
WINES AND CORDIALS OUR
SPECIALITY
ASSORTED lIOUORS
















BE FQR REAL...1m ir Irgry
HAVE ii- WARM HEART
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Everyone at our house wishes you
a very Merry Christmas
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Complete With Big 
Bond!
The look is big,
bold and colorful
when you buckle on
this wild, wonderful
watch that's all snap,
..crackle, and pop! Swinging
styles and "pow" patterns
combine to make this the big-
gest, timeliest news of the fash-
ion season. Fashionable faces and
bold bands that are more than an
inch wide, with chow-cf: buckles.
• These up-to-the minute watches
feature Swiss precision move-
ments are electronically timed
and are anti magnetic. Choose
from Roman or Arabic numerals,
a s-uper selection of bands in
bright or dark vinyl patent, imi-





Pocket size lightweight goes
right along with you to foot-
ball games, on camping
trips, around the house!
Some gift!










wr ,tr el r Win trnolviesr- re
$14,450 Is Reported
For UNCF Campaign
The United Negro College
Fund campaign in the Mem-
phis area was over the $14,000
mark this week. The $2,865
reported last week pushed
the total to date to $14,450.71.
Big gift of the week was
$2,250 from J. Strickland
Co., manufacturers of Royal
Roddy, turned in $78. Schools
reporting were Weaver, $27
and Mitchell High, $51. This
division has accounted for
$674.20.
The City School Teachers
Division, under direction of
Charles J Patterson Jr.,
reported an additional $293
Crown cosmetics. (Hanley. $185; Lincoln Jr.
A final report of volunteer High, $11 for a total of $35:
workers is scheduled for Jan. Alcy, $7 for a total of $39;
two. Dunbar, $14 for a total of
General workers reporting
last week were Miss Naomi
Gordon, $144, and Howard
Sims, $100.
The County School Teachers
Division, headed by R. J.
$81.25; A. B. Hill, $30 for a
total of $881, and Orleans, 813
total of $881, and Orleans, 13
for a total of $103). This
division has reported a total
of $4,129.75.
Honor Students Cited
On Program At Douglass
The Douglass High School
chapter of the National Honor
Society presented the first in
a series of honor programs on
Friday, Dec. 8, in the school
auditorium.
Presiding at the program
was Miss Irene Tall, president
of the chapter. The program
was entitled "The Academic
Elite."
Appearing as guest speaker
was Daniel Ward, principal of
Grant Elementary school and
a former member of the Doug-
lass High school faculty.
He took his subject from a
magazine article which was
entitled: "Four Charges For
Young People."
Solos for the program were
presented by Barry Ward and
TRENTON
NEWS-
Mrs. Sam Burl of Bronx.
N. Y., visited with her mother
in-law and brother-in-law, Mrs.
Martha Burl and J. B. Burl,
and their families in Milan
recently.
Mrs. Lendora Steward is a
patient in Gibson General hos-
pital. Mrs. Daisy Larry has
been readmitted there.
Mr. James Ramsey, one of
Gibson County's outstanding
citizens, farmer an landowne-
er, died suddenly last week.
His funeral was held at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Oliver Adams, one of the
twins of Mr. and Mrs. Rubin
Adams, a very young man,
died in the Gibson Hospital aft-
er an illness of several months.
The funeral was held last
Sunday at the Friendship
Grove Baptist church.
[ Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cole
, and their two children came
here from Danville, Ill., for
• the funeral of Oliver Adams.
All eligible ladies and girls
are invited to join the Amen -
Victor Edwards. Miss Olivia
Thomas recited the poem,
"Two Kinds of People."
Honor students were intro-
duced by Miss Shirley Williams
and included Walter Williams
of the 11-2 homeroom, the only
one on the Principal's List.
Honor students for the sec-
ond marking period are Doro-
thy 'Crawford, Brenda Stepter,
Beverly Wortham, Marvin Hor-
ton, Freida Jordan, Shirley
Johnson, Mae Crutcher, Jo Ann
Guy, Rose Marie Thompson,
Willie Bonds, Joyce Butler,
Irene Tall, Olivia Thomas,
Delois Jones, Phillip Brown,
Janice Crawford, Dwight Hud-
son, Hazel Duncan, Patricia
Dunlap and Sidney Horton.
During concluding remarks,
Melvin Conley, principal of the
school, requested that more
students join Walter Williams




The Christmas spirit pre-
vailed on the LeMoyne campus
this past weekend as the col-
lege ended its first semester
and moved into the holiday
season.
The college choir's annual
concert at 4 p.m. Friday was
followed by a spaghetti supper
in the Student Center. Special
guests were families of the
community invited by the Stu-
dent Christian Fellowship.
President and Mrs. Hollis
F. Price hosted their annual
breakfast Saturday morning
for LeMoyne faculty and staff
can Legion Auxiliary No. 200 members, and this was follow. 
atTrenton, Tenn. ed by a party given for the
For more information, call college's Upward Bound stu-
' 835-9943. dents.
AT
BEASLEY - JONES -
RAGLAND
WE PLACE A CUSHION UNDER
YOUR FOOT
THEN PUT THE SHOE BOUNDS
AROUND
When you want perfect Comfort in
shoe wear, visit tho shoe depart-
ment at Beasley. Janes - Ragland
CLOTHING STORE.
Leo King, who has been satisfying
customers for years, is doing his
beet to keep Beasley -Jones - Rag-
land customer's eatisf ied. His var-
iety of famous brand shoes, like
Stacy Adams, Allen & Edmonds and
Wright Arch Pr•server Shoes,hnve
mod* Beasley - Jones' - Ragland:
number 1, in shoes & clothing.
99 So. Mail






CLUB GIVES $50 TO UNCF
— The Southside Men's
Club, composed of 13 male
members and headed by
James Mitchner, voted
unanimously to prese-nt $50
to the current United Ne-
gro College Fund campaign.
Writing the check (center)
is Edward Steward, finan-
cial secretary of the club,
and looking on are Tazell
Twelve Madams' Tea
Attended By Students
The Twelve Maams' Schol-
arship Club held their annual
tea recently at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jack-
son of 1371 Vcdlentine.
Many distinguished guests
were on hand to enjoy the
beautiful and delicious delica-
cies. All the colors of autumn
were r e presented on the
table setting.
The main purpose of the
club is to help boys and girls
further their education.
Miss Sylvia Thomas, a stu-
dent at Memphis State, was
present to thank the club
for the scholarship she re-
ceived last year. Miss Lou
Ella Jackson, a student at
Memphis S t ate University,
also thanked the club for
her scholarship.
Other persons present who
expressed their thanks to the
club for their help were Miss
Mareta Neils, who is teaching
in the city school system
and Miss Ethel Lee Wilson,
a student at Tennessee State
University in Nashville.
A twenty-pound turkey was
given away as first prize along
with several attendance prizes.
All proceeds from affairs
given by the club go for
scholarship.
The club members are:
Mrs. L. E. Jackson, president;
Mrs. Allie L. Hinton, vice
president; Mrs. F lorence
Chrysler, s e c retry; Mrs.
Sallie C. Walton. business
manager and treasurer; Mrs.
Florine Johnson, Mrs. Edna
Harne and Mrs. Cassie Talley.
Brooks (left), sergeant at
arms, and William Burk,
vice president. Mr. Brooks
has been chief custodian




Dr. Guy To Lead
Baptist School
Another Year
The Baptist Industrial Col-
lege• and Seminary of Hernan-
do, Miss., has re-elected Dr.
Charles W. Guy to serve as
president of the school for
the year 1968.
The action was taken during
a recent meeting of the school -a
board of directors.
The college is co-educational
and gives free scholarships to
all students who attend.
The school will give Christ-
mas baskets to the needy on
Saturday, Dec. 23.
The holiday vacation at the
school will end with classes
[starting on Wednesday, 4a. 3.
Nonfat dry milk makes a
smooth and fine foam that is
acceptable for whipped cream
or uncooked meringue. Com-
bine and whip '72 cup ice water
and 1/2 cup dry milk. Add 2
tablespoons lemon juice and
continue whipping until stiff.




Not a Loan Company
No Co-Signers or Security Needed
KEEP A GOOD CREDIT RATING.
• IF YOU OWE P., PAY AS LOW AS






2902-100 NO. MAIN BLDG.
Free Parking
Don't surprise anyone.
Surprises are fun. -
But not in a bottle of whiskey.
So while our gift-wrap and decanter
are different this Christmas,
our whiskey isn't. It's still the
whiskey more people give and get
and prefer. Because it never surprises
anyone. Except people who've never
tried it. And they find it surprisingly
good.
Decanter and gift wrappings are our treat;
you pay nothing extra. Merry Christmas!
Give Seagram's 7 Crown/The Sure One.
hh.
Seagram Distillers Company, New York City. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirit&
Page 4
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CHURCH WOMAN HON-
ORED — During a recent
Interdenominational F e 1-
lowship Hour at St. John
Baptist church, Mrs. Wal-
ter Brooks, president of
the Women's Department
of the Tennessee Regular
Baptist Convention, was
honored for her contribu-
tions to the organization,
and a number of local po-
litical leaders were pre-
ent. On front row, from
St. Andrew AME Notre
Sponsors Boys
St. Andrew AME Church at
Parkway and Mississippi was
among the first to respond to
a plea from the Abe Scharff
branch of the YMCA for spon-
sors for YMCA memberships
for 700 boys.
The church has forwarded
a check for $14.00, which will
provide memberships for two.
boys.
Rev. E. M. Martin is pastor




Cecelia A. Patterson, daughter,
of Mrs. Lucille H. Patterson
of 769 Alaska st., Memphis
is a member of the 40 voice
Saint Mary college chorus
which presented a concert of
Christmas music at the school
on Dec. 14.
Miss Patterson is a fresh-
man at Saint .Mary, and a...1967
graduate of Father Bertrand
High School in Memphis.
At the beginning of the school
year, the student was selected
secretary of the freshman
dass,
left, are Mrs. Br oo k S.
Frank Kilpatrick, Council-
man-elect W. 1. McAdam,
City Court Judge Bernie
Weinman and Mrs. Nettie
B. Rogers,coordinator
for the meeting. Standing,
Dame Students
Recruiting Negroes
A student committee on Mi-
nority Enrollment at the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame is haid
at work trying to increase the
minority group population at the
famotls Catholic university.
Heading the committee is a
20-year-old junior from Wash-
ington, D. C., Don Wycliffe.
"Competition for the best
minority group students is in-
tense." Mr. -Wycliffe said.
"There is. in fact, some evi-
dence of resentment by those
who feel they are bought
by admissions people who
breeze through inner city
schools waving full rides."
The Notre Dame group is
one of the few student organiza-
tions active in recruitment of
minority group members. "One
high school senior who had
been approached by several
universities came to Notre
Dame because it was the only
place where the invitation
came from students," Wycliffe
said.
Mr. Wycliffe estimated the
number of Negroes at Notre;
Dame at around 50 tout of
an undergraduate enrollment
of 6.200i, but pointed out
that evidence of his commit-
tee's work can be seen in the
fact that more than half of
  NEW 
3 Bedroom Group,s99"
No down payment, Just 55" per month.
Other group '199-$299 5399-$499
STOKER FURNITURE DISCOUNT
1174 So. Bellevue Ph. 948-1631
--- ---
ip•sesnewsomanweemsamssommeomm
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC U.
E CAR WASH $ 25•J.• .
.Effective November 2 9 1 966 . III
8 A.M.-6 P.M.us I
is Sal of Son %I 25 Monday mU• sai Optio II AM to 6 PM
• Um (loon 6 AM to 2 I m thru m
w Friday aU
: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :E
a 3100 Summer at Baltic ll
Obill1•110•111111111111•11.111111•••1111111111•111111•11111fir
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(May the Christmas message"bring contentment and joy, andmay your house be blessed /
B H S CUSTOM TAILORS
248 Vance Ave. 527-9320
these are in , the freshman
class.
Mailing lists of college-quali-
I tied Negroes compiled by na-
tional testing organizations are
used by the Committee, but
emphasis is on personal con-
tact with individual students
I and counselors.
Efforts this year are being
concentrated on reaching both
Catholic a n d non-Catholics
among Negro and Spanish-sur-
name high school seniors in
Birmingham. Chicago, Detroit,
Houston, Washington D.C., San
Antoino. Phoenix, and Denver.
William B. Ingram, Jr.,
Walter Brooks, Tracy Rain-
ey, 0. Z. Evers and Coon-








presented the choirs in the
annual Christmas Cantata on
last Sunday evening in a pro-
gram beginning at 7:30.
Following the musical pro-
gram, refreshments were serv-
ed during a fellowship meet.
Mrs. Louise Chandler is
hresident of the club. Rev.




The Soft Light Feeling of Courtpsy
is practiced daily when you shoppe
win us 
Ihr this time of year we are taking











That you will enjoy
some still in warranty
67-PONTIAC CATA11NA-4Door Hardtop Factory Air.
Automatic. Low Milave Save. Save. Save
67-CAMERO-Loaded-Save Save.
67-IMPALA CAPRICE-Fully Eouipped .Save Save
UNION CHEVROLET
2200 Lamar
.14 de Place "
 •
Sengstacke Publications
WASHINGTON — The na-
tions's top Negro business lead-
ers were challenged on their
responsibilty to their fellow-
man and the future over the
weekend by both President
Johnson and Vice President :F
Humphrey here.
The nation's chief executives I
spoke to the all day business
conference sponsored by Sens.
stacke Publications here in the
Washington Hilton Hotel.
New Fellows of the Chicago
Daily Defender Round Table of
Commerce were inducted at a
black tie banquet ceremony as
a climax to the day of intense
discussions.
The President received the
Fellows in the cabinet room Of
the White House where he talk-
ed frankly and openly for an
hour in an off-the-record seas-
sion. Vice President Humphrey,
who was unable to be present
greeted the assembled con-
ference in an eight minute
taped message.
The conference used as its
theme "Economic Development
—A Thrust for Identity." It
beard speaker after speaker
develop the thesis that the
creation and development of
entrepreneurs in the ghetto
communities of this country
sv,'d help in the alleviation of
suffering.
George Harris, president of
the National Insurance Associa-
tion and also of the Chicago
Metropolitan Assurance Co..
id th t ffl t
cluevement must be increas-
 Negroes msa a a uen eg
"re-integrate" with their less
fortunate brothers.
"That identity must not wait
until the shootings start and
the burnings begin — when so
many of us suddenly become
soul brothers," he declared.
John P. Murchison, president
of a Washington real estate
firm, told the group that the
time is ripe for providing
"workable means for the adap-
club of tation of the entrepreneurial
Temple dynamics to evolve growth
ideology." Murchison said that
it is not enough to "improve
the opportunities of the poor;
their needs and aspirations for
Top Business Leaders
Oil and Refining Co.; Brimmeri
Burrell, Lloyd M. Cook, Chica-
go manager-planner, Union
/Carbide Corp; J. . Edghill, New
dent, Pepsi-Cola Co., Joseph
Mutual Insurance Co.; James
E. Hunt, St. Louis president,
Employees Loan Co.; and Levi
Jackson, Detroit manager,
Personnel service, Ford Motor
Co.
From be Washington Bureau
ed
John H. Sengsta eke,, editor
and president of the sponsoring
group of 12 newspapers, which
ncludes the Chicago Daily De-
ender group and the New Pitts-
burgh Courier chain, said the
roup was brought together to
inspire and encourage growth
development as one answer to
the crisis of the hour.
Others participating included
Andrew F. Brimmer. governor
of the Federal Reserve Board;
Alexander Allen, regional direc-
tor of the Urban League; Dr.
Wilner White of Howard Uni-
versity; Ira Bach, Chicago
Dwelling Association; Berkeley
G. Burrell, president, National
Negro Business League; I. Kil-
lian, regional manager, Humble
Oil Co.; Herman T. Smith
Baltimore Super Jet Foods,
Inc.; James E. Hurt, president
Central City Foods and Philip
Zeidman. Small Business Ad-
ministration.
Speaking at the Round Table
banquet, Herbert V. Prochnow.
president of the First National
Bank of Chicago, went into
history to develop the theme
of "Not What You Are, But
Who You Are." He said from
the Round Table may emanate I
the seeds of a better tomorrow
for all.
Twenty-three Fellows were
inducted by Sengstacke and
given the engraved scrolls and
lapel pins, symbols of member-
ship. They included: James S.











Also Melvin D. Jefferson, De
troit, uty
and Barber W.
Johnson, Chiesgo, pre4 Al
Johnson Oldsmobile;
Johnson, president, Los Ange-
les, Golden State Mutual In-
surance Co.; Cyrus E. Johnson,
• Chicago, rata supervisor, 1111-
nois Bell Telephone Co.; Murch-
ison, Henry G. Parks, Balti-
more, president, H. G. Parks,
'Inc.James 0. Minton, direc-
tor, special markets, TWA;
Moses J. Proffitt. Chicago,
board chairman, Seaway Na-





Dr. Holli% F. Price. President




DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES
• Laur•Iwood Center
• National at Jackson
• Quinc• at Sao Isle
• Macon at Wells Station
• G•twiell at Barron
• Ch•lsoo at Thomas
• Nor•hgat• Shopp,nsp Cr,.
• Southland Mall
McLemore at Neptune
Save Oct Farm cash register tapes


















18/22 LB. AVG. 2 7°
ARMOUR OR MORRELL FULLY COOKED




NAVEL ORANGES Doz. 49e
PILLSBURY BATTER
CAKE MIX 19-07.Pkg.
TOP TASTE BROWN 'N SERVE
ROLLS 12-Ct.Pkg.
FALSTAFF 12.01. CANS 6-PAK













OR YOUR FAVORITE 6-Btl.








With coupon and purchase el $5.00 or more
excluding Beer. Tobacco. Fresh Milk. Ice Cream
and Ice Milk. Limit one  per customer.
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- Thousands at.
An estimated crowd of 3,04*
attended funeral services for,
Mathew Kelly, Jimmy Lee King
and Carl Cunningham, the vic-
tims of a plane crash in Wis-
consis, 1.elly was the valet
of Otis Redding and King and
Cunningham were members
of the Bar-Kays recording
group. ( Photo by Continental)
Church Of First Born
To Hold Congress Here
The annual Religious Con-
gress of the Church of the
First Born, Inc., will be
held in Memphis from Tues-
day, Dec. 26, through Sunday,
Dec. 31 at the local church
located at 119 Greenlaw in
North Memphis.
The Congress will begin
with Woman's Day on Dec.
26, with Mother M. L. Green,
national supervisor of the
City Beautiful
Feted At YWCA
Members of the 25th Ward
City Beautiful Commission met
with Mrs. Ruth Reeves for a
party at the Sarah Brown
Branch of the YWCA on
Wednesday, Dec. 13, and
she served a delicious repast.
Gifts were exchanged, and
the contents of the bank di-
vided. Everyone left with
Christmas spirit and Christ-
mas money.
Mrs. M. L. Adams and Mrs.
Clifton Smith are commission-
ers.
IN SOUTH DAKOTA — Air-
man ElliNu N. Cathey, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Elihu
Cathey of 1049 Hamilton
St., Memphis, has completed
basic training at Lackland
AS'S, Tex., and has been
assigned as a food service
specialist with a unit of
the Strategic Air Command
at Ellsworth AFB., S. D.





POINTE A LA HACHE, Va.
—(NPI)— Old segregationist:,
never the. They just fade
away, while continuing to rule
the roost.
If they're like Leander H.
Perez. 76, they formally resign,
but keep the political power in
the family.
Perez retired as president of
the Plaquemines parish (coun-
ty) commission council—but he
was still in there pulling the
strings.
His son, Chalin 0. Perez, 44,
was "elected" commission coun-
cil president to replace him.
And that left the elder Perez as
much in power as ever.
The 76-year-old segregationist
has been the parish's ruler for
48 years.
Excommunicated by the Ro-
man Catholic church in 1962 for
abstructing the opening of a
desegregated parochial school,
he continued to fight school in-







Zelma Charles Wyche has be-
come the first black man to
be nominated by the Democra-
tic party in this century to
the position of police chief.
Wyche, who won a special
primary election after running
on a platform of "Crime Pre-
vention Instead of Crime Cure,"
will face a Republican opponent
on Feb 6. 1968, in the general
se, election
I's; He and his wife, the former
Miss Myrthle Lee Washington,
have two children.
Women's Depa rtment, in
charge. Other observance will
be:
National R e scue Mission
Day, Dec. 27, with Mother
L. B. Ross, president, presid-
ing.
Sunday School Day, Dec.
28. with Mrs. J. M. Johnson
presiding.
National Youth and Educa-
tional Day, Dec. 29, with
Dr. R. J. W. S. Anthony HI,
national president in charge
Public Relations Day, Dec.
-we ;•••• 4, reser
DEFENDER rage e
Clark College President Heads Special Task Force
WASHINGTON — Dr. Vivian
W. Henderson, president of
Clark College, Atlanta, Ga.
has been named chairman of
a special task forre formed
to assess the need for ex-
panding training in private ,
industry and to recommend
ways that the Federal
Government can promote and
assist in the development of
such training prIgrams.
Secretary of Labor Willard
and Secretary of Commerce
Alexander B. Trowbridge
jointly: announced Dr Hender-
Employ Disadvantaged
WASHINGTON -- Nearly There are currently
•
5,000 disadvantaged persons,
— mostly Negroes — have been
trained and placed in jobs
through a "self-help program i
launched almost 1 years agol
by a Philadelphia minister. '
The program is the Op-
portunities Industrialization and
the founder is the Rev. Leon
Nearly 20.000 residents of
city ghettos have entered the
9 major centers and, in
addition to those already
placed in jobs. 4,500 others
are curr ently undergoing
training.
Still others have been refer-
red to appropriate agencies for
power activities throughout
the country.
Philadelphia, the first of the
centers, is the largest. In 3-1/2
years of operation, 3,600 per-
O, with Dr. Anthony presid-
sons have been placed in jobs,
S
tug. Invited to speak is Mayor 
with per cent of them land-
William B . I ngram, Jr., ing jobs 
in their skill areas.
with Elder Blair T. Hunt as —
the alternate.
T. S. Green Day, Dec. 31,
will include Sunday school,
the official morning message,
and the afternoon services
to be broadcast at •,) p.m.
on Radio Station WLOK.
Dr. T. S. Green is senior
bishop of the church.
f
special assistance, accepted
immediate e m ployment or
dropped out of the program.
The OIC program is covered
in depth in a U.S. Department
of Labor monograph, fourth




WE greet you at Christmas with warmest
good wishes for a Yule filled with
good will and the (pirit of this Holy time.
VICTORY FUNERAL HOME
845 t.archalneil 323-2636
President, Mrs. Doreatha E. D•Walt
Vice President, Mrs. Bessie Edwards
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persons enro lied in the
Philadelphia p r ograrn and











son's appointment and estab-
lishment of task force.
The Task Force on Oc-
cupational Training in Indust:,
composed of 17 members from
business, labor, agriculture
sod the g eneral public,
was created by the two Cabinet
Officers in response to a direc-
tive by President Johnson in
his 1967 Manpower Report.
The first meeting of the
task force was held last week
at the Labor Department.
Issues expected t9 be con-
sidered by the body include:
— Is there a need to increase
significantly or change the
focus or scope of occupational
training i n i ndustry? —
What should be the primary
role of industry in the total
occupational training effort
of the Nation? — What
should be the responsibilities of




try in its training
Special study will be givenitask force. and Lloyd Feld-
and recommendation made man. L a b or Department's
Manpower Administration, is
assistant executive secretary.
indus- Labor Statistics, is serving Opportunity and Bureau







your hat till next year.
The folks wilt a9 wonder what you've been up to with that sly
smile and carefree, deck-the-halls spirit. But only you and
Union Planters need know till gift-giving time Christmas morning.
Suppose you join our Christmas Club now for only $5.00 a week.
Next November, well present you with a check for $250, right
when you need it most, to wrap up a really Merry Christmas.
Of course, you can make your goal any amount you like from
$25 to $500. The point is to decide on a Club plan now and
stay with it. More than 12,000 fellow members joined
Union Planters Christmas Club last year. They'll tell you it's
the easiest way to save for holiday expenses, and that's why
its the most popular club in town.
AUnion PlantersNATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
Member Federal DePottil Insurance COT r3:
regarding specific policies or
programs through which the
Federal G o v eminent may fhe Departments of Labor
assist industry in its training and Commerce have assisted
efforts. 
Among the members of the, 
In organizing the Task Force
t 
by an inter-agency committee
ask force is Walter Davis, 
education director of the AFL- 
consisting of representatives
from the Departments of Ag-
CIO, W a shington. D.C. riculture, Defense, Treasury,




The brightest light of the Christmas
Season is the opportunity to express
our thanks for your confidence and
loyalty and to wish each of you the
many joys of a Merry, Merry
Christmas.
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
VJ LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Durham, N. C.
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The Changing South
The vigor with which the Johnson
Administration has pushed civil rights
measures created a new climate of hope
that unabbreviated citizenship for the
American black man would not wait for
the millenium. Civil rights attorneys
were thus encouraged in their efforts
to adjust the scales of Southern justice.
They insisted in law suits and case
appeals that Southern jury panels be
composed of a true cross section of the
public. The crusade has been complex,
but has not stirred a great amount of
public interest. The campaign, however,
is having its effect on the mentality and
social conscience of the people below the
Mason and Dixon Line.
The dramatic conviction of seven
white Mississippians on conspiracy
charges growing out of the Philadelphia,
Miss., civil rights slaying cases and the
vigorous manner in which the Justice
Department sought the culprits in the
"nightrider" murders of Viola Liuzzo
and Lemuel Penn have brought fear to
the heart of the South for the first
time.
White terrorists can no longer
strike out at Negroes and their white
sympathizers with the hitherto firm
conviction that they will never be con-
victed by a white jury no matter what
the nature of the evidence against them.
This change in attitude is induced by a
belief shared by most segregationists
that violence hurts rather than helps
their cause and, furthermore, hinders
the efforts of their home towns in at-
tracting Northern industry.
Indeed, the change can be traced
directly to the relentless campaign fear-
lessly waged by civil rights-oriented at-
torneys representing the American Civ-
il Liberties Union, the Lawyers Con-
stitutional Defense Committee, the Le-
gal Defense and Education Fund of the
NAACP, and the Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights Under Law, known as
the "President's Committee."
Prior to the lawyers' campaign
even the federal courts in many South-
ern districts rarely called in a Negro —
or for that matter a white woman — for
jury service. Now the climate has
changed as a result of litigation and ju-
dicial review. The federal courts are in-
sisting on fair proportions of Negroes
and women on jury panels. They take
the position that token representation
of Negroes called for jury service is not
compatible with the population ratio
and hense unfair and injudicious.
But beyond and above the success
of the drive for liberalization of South-
ern courts and juries, there is a deep
psychological self examination which is
causing a transformation, though yet
sebtle, unheralded, in the mood and at-
titude of the Southern segregationist.
He is beginning to see the race is-
sue in its proper perspective. This is
due in part to the influence of some
Northern industrialists who refuse to
establish their plants in Southern com-
munities where the Civil War is still
being fought. When the racial issue is
translated in terms of economic surviv-
al, the segregationst will hardly ex-
change his pocketbook or bankroll for
preservation of social mores that can no
longer be defended on the basis of logic
or science. Viewed from this perspec-
tive, progress in race relations in Dixie
is inescapable and its space will be has-
tened by the march of events on the civil
rights front.
Private Developer Bias
The highly controversial question
of residential segregation which bobs up
with spirited frequency, appears to be
on the road to a definitive settlement.
The Supreme Court will soon announce
a decision on whether it is legal for pri-
vate real estate developers to refuse to
sell property in a community project to
Negroes.
It is a test case initiated by a resi-
dent of St. Louis against the operators
of Paddock Woods Development in North
St. Louis who turned down his bid to
become a buyer in the project.
Last June, the 8th U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals rejected the St. Louis
litigant's request for $10,`000 in dam-
ages and an order requiring the Pad-
dock Woods developers to sell to hirh,
but the Supreme Court accepted his ap-
peal. The Justice Department, eager to
have the matter come to a final deter-
mination, urged the higli court to grant
him a review.
"Few issues tendered to this court
in recent years are more vital in their
pactical consequences than the legality
of this practice," the government said in
requesting the court to hear the case.
Attorneys for the appellant cited
both the Constitution and an 1866 Re-
construction era law as the basis for
their client's claim that the refusal to
sell him property was illegal.
In the past the court has emphati-
cally prohibited states from discriminat-
ing in any area on the basis of race. In
the St. Louis case, a major question was
whether the state involved itself by lic-
ensing, zoning and other regulatory
activities in the development of the
housing project at issue.
A settlement of this question may
clear the air about the constitutionality
of segregated housing.
LBJ Raps Business
At the swearing-in of Howard
Samuels, a multimillionaire plastics
businessman, as undersecretary of com-
merce, President Johnson took the oc-
casion to challenge American business
to help wipe out the shame of alum
America and to give jobs to the "forgot-
ten labor force" — half a million hard
core unemployed.
He criticized business for lack of
commitment to the slum problems which
haw reached the dimensions of a as-
tional crisis. The President said the
government needs help in meeting
squarely the issues that weigh so heav-
ily on 'America's conscience.
Last month he asked Commerce
Secretary Alexander Trowbridge to seek
the help of businessmen in hiring or!
training for unemployed "castoff'
Americans." Of 500 of the nation's larg-
est firms contacted for help, 23 said!
they would, 29 said they would not, and ,.you HAVE
85 said they were interested.
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EiimiPation by Starvation . . . ?
*LANDLORDS PM!). AS
McNAMARA STATES lePARADE
UNDER THE POMPOSITY OF
RACIAL SUPERIORITY *MO
DENY HOUSiNG TO NEW THE
COLOR OF WHOSE BLOOD,
WHEN THEY SHED /Tø/ THE
DEFENSE OF ASIA,ISALL THE
SAME SHADE,* BUT IVHD WHEN
THEY RETURN HOME,FIND
TWAT THE*COLOR Of THEW
SKIN' THAT MAT T ER S.
'THE NEGRO SERVICENAN 445
BEEN LOYAL AND RESPON -
SIBLE TO HIS COtINTRy- SAID
McNAMARA,*BUT THE PEOPLE
IN NIS COUNTRY HAVE FAILED










Whea one receives a telephone call at 6:30 in the morning
and a newsman asks him a question, one can be forgiven for
making a statement based on snap judgment. This is what I
did when television sportscaster Howard Cossell phones to ask






reaction was this: I was opposed to it.
Later in the day, however, I began to give
the matter some careful thought and I got hold
of the clips from the media which told of the
boycott movement. Afeter doing this, I was not
not so certain the proposed boycott was a bad
idea. I decided it is something the American
public ought to — at least — look at. We ought
to sek objectively to examine what is behind
this suggested boycott.
I couldn't help being impressed by some of
the statements made by track star Tommie
a senior at San Jose State College in California. Smith
holds or shares nine world records. This gifted young
man has been quoted as saying he would give his right arm to
become an Olympic winner. Today he says he would give it all
up, give up his life if necessary, if he could change racial con-
ditions in America and destroy the exploitation of the Negro
athlete. I've got to honor a young mar with an attitude like
this.
I just hope that no one is exploiting Smith and other ath-
letic stars like Lou Alcindor who have agreed in go along with
the boycott. If the leadership shaping up this boycott is a
sound and sincere leadership, then perhaps, a boycott would
be a powerful aid.
Smith's coach at San Jose. Lloyd "Bud" Winter, who de-
clared he was appalled at the idea of a boycott by Negro ath-
letes, admitted that "maybe boycotting the Olympic Games is
one of the few remaining peaceful methods of pricking the
public's consience to act immediately for racial equality."
Ray I limp of the New York Athletic Club evidently doesn't
share this vie*, His reaction was "all I know is that I have
Ralph Boston's application and he's been around for a long
time."
Maybe that i; our problem. Maybe we, Negro athletes have
"been around" too long, accepting inequities and indignities
and goire; along with the worn-out promises about how things
are going to get better. If this is the way the youngsters feel,
believe me. i can sympathize with their point of view. Malcolm
X, the late and brilliant leader, once pointed out to me, during
the course of a Gbeate that:
"Jackie, in days to come, your son and my son will not be
willing to settle for things we are willing to settle for."
I am certain that this is correct and this is the way it
should be .Ther,! are just a few things that bether me I'd
hate to see the Smiths and Alcindors out there leading with their
chins and ending up, alone, not getting the support of their fel-
low athletes.
It strikes me it's going to be awfully hard to really organ-
ize Negro athletes in this cause when it has been impossible in
the past to get them to boycott one specific club which dis-
criminates against their race. Also, I can't help thinking that
one of the reasons the boycott idea sprung up originally was
because of the scratching of the Cassius Clay crown. If it hadn't
been for the Olympics, Clay might have remained an unknown.
I just hope that this beautiful cause doesn't end up a lost
cause. That's why, although I honor the brave young men IA ho
have begun it, I have mixed emotions. (ANP Feature).
NATIONAL
By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — The District's Commissioner-Mayor 
Wal-
ter E. Washington has been a newspaperman's dream 
since
assuming the command of the District government six 
weeks
ago. He has been getting plenty of publicity and has been 
do-
ing everything to get an image of an aggressive leader. 
His
latest involvement was the settlement of a threatened teacher's
strike. Called by the White House to get the Board of Educa-
tion into action. Washingtou went to s§ork on a problem ever
which be had no jurisdiction. With the school board reluctant
to call a session, Washington rounded up a quorum of mem-
Ivers and through gentle and persistent persuasion got them
to meet with the Teacher's Union officials and hammer out
a pact averting a strike at the ninth hour. There is ne ques-
tion that the white House Is more than pleased at the activities
of Mayor Washington. There are reports that he is headed for
bigger things in the Administration because of his adroit lead-
ership. Insiders are speculating that if Bob Weaver can't get
things moving any better at HUD, Washington, a housing spe-
cialist, could become his replacement. The inside talk is that
there may still be wounds from the strained relationship be-
tween LBJ and RHW going back to pre-HUD days.
DUST FROM TYPEWRITER KEYS: American Airlines,
,which enjoys a good image among the Negro troveler, has the
most Negro pilots. There are nine. United and Eastern have
several each, while Pan-American is being nudged to hire more
Negro pilots by Negro fliers. A former member of the 99th
Pursuit Squadron, retired from the Air Force, has been waging
this one-man crusade to get the airlines to employ more Broth-
ers. Charles Hall, the Negro flying ace of World War H, cred-
ited with be'ng the first Negro to shoot down a German plane,
is a member of the Federal Aeronautics Association Mainte-
nance Analysis Center Team in Oklahoma City. MAC analyzes
and predicts trends that affect avaition safety . . Dick Hatch-
er, the ma,or-elect of Gary, hasn't helped his image by his
failing to keep scheduled appointments. He failed to keep an
,announced engagement to attend the inaugural ball for Carl
B. Stokes in Cleveland and stood up the Sengstacke Publica-
tions seminar in D. C. recently. He has made all white spon-
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS 
,sored programs, however . . • The most shocking news in the
!District is the indictment for fraud of Dolphin Thompson. and
There's something brewinglwife, the public relations consultant and one-time operator of
among the Negro teachers of a news service.
the United States. In last
week's issue of "Education
News," a new biweekly
news magazine for school
folk, it was pointed out that 
such organizations as the 
on their 
practice of evicting tenants for complaining about
"Black Teachers Conference 
the lack of heat in their aparttments Members of the,
are aiming at influencing Ne- Federal Establishment winced as the National Negro Bust+
gro teachers, parents, and ness Leagu,-'s Berkeley Burrell told it "like it is" about the
children to "think black." Small Business Administration's attitude toward Negro busi•
Mrs. Grace Boggs. of Detroit, nessmen . . Tim Jenkins, once employed as a special as-
chairman of the sistant to former EEOC Commissioner Richard Graham is
Teachers Con- now heading a group of poverty consultants called MATCH.
The group writes proposals for poverty grants from both
federal and private sources. It's the only Brother group in
D. C. engaged in this business . . . Ohio's congressional dis•
tricts were overturned by the U. S. Appeals Court through
the legal efforts of Atty. Louis Stokes, brother of -the Cleve-
land Mayor. The districts so gerrymandered the Cleveland
area that the Negro vote was split four ways. So, when the
state legislature is called into special session to construct
new boundaries for the congressional districts it is possible
that one of tee districts will be structured to enable the elec-
tion of a Negro to Congress from Cleveland, That Negro












Only a few short years
ago, t h e majority Negro
opinion about education coin-
cided with the United States
Supreme Court's decision, that
separate schools were in-
herently inferior, and that
there was no such thing as
"separate but equal."
Now come Negro teachers,
in key cities over the na-
tion . . .pressing for separa-
tion as teachers of Negro
youth. The Black Teachers
Conference is becoming en-
trenched in key cities over
the nation.
Incidentally, it is
.to note that last
1 Memphis, a teamfessional educators
iing the National
Association were
for two days to
the effectiveness of
phis Educational Association
They were invited to do the
evaluation by the local group
• . . which is composed of
Negro a n d w hite school
teachers in Memphis . . . some
five or six thousand strong.
The NEA team visited local
schools, conferred with offi-
cers of the Memphis Edu-
cational Association, studied
the organizational set-up, and
held several group meetings
with representatives and facul-
rather ironical to
see Negro school teachers
pressing for separate identity
as teachers just at the time
that "integrated" faculties,











ty representatives of the
various local -schools. At one'
of the meetings more than
,200 local teachers met with
the team
At a later closed-door meet-
ing with the Memphis Edu-
cation Association officer 5,
the Negro members of the
NEA team, who was the
team chairman . said he
noted that in the meeting
with the 200 faculty repre-
sentatives. the Negro teachers.
;tended to group themselves,
ion' to themselves. In other
words, the Negro teachers
"segregated" themselves, and vel0Pment.
did not generally disperse One of those 'to each his
Ithemselves among the other own" situa tions, wherein
teachers. water seeks its own level . . .
The chairman wanted to
know why this situation ob-
,tained and what plans the
'Memphis Education Associa-
SOJP 'N SANDWICH TAWK: Daily columnist Bill Rasp-
berry ha.; gotten into hot water by his defense of white slum-
lords at a time when the District of Columbia is cracking down
NOTES OFF A FRAYED CUFF: Ed Sylvester. who heads
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the agency that
enforces the fsir employment clause of federal contracts, has
moved his 5taff to the Labor Department headquarters. Prior
to that move, Sylvester has shuttled between the Labor
Dept. an,: a building at 1800 G Str., N. W. to carry out his
myarid of duties . . . Among those nearing retirement from
government — joining aforementioned Booker T. McGraw
at HUD and Jim Evans at the Pentagon — is George Holland
at Veteran's Administration . Dr. E. B. Henderson, who
bas written several books on the Negro in sports and who
Is a retired physical educatton instructor, is residing in Tus-
kegee, Ala. He yet owns valuable property in Falls Church,
Va.. a suburb of Wash  Off to Paris for a vacation and
to join his pretty French wife is USIA's Fletcher Martin a
former Ch.cago and Louisville newsman . . . Bob Kitchen,
ranking Negro employed in AID, is one of the top advisors
to Ambassador Goldberg at the U. N . . . What transpired
behind the scenes that caused Jim Nabrit to change his mind
and stay on at Howard? Does it mean that the Howard big-
gies feel they have the black power addicts licked?
THISA 'ND THATAN: Negroes who live in Montgomery
County, Maryland are afraid that the reversal in t h e
Open Housing law will lead to a referendum on the subject.
Some of those paying close attention to the issue, like Howard
Webb who lives therein, are feverishy working to overcome
a vote . . . Dick Gregory, who is literally wasting away as
he continues his fast against the Vietnam war, added another
star to his halo ,when he told newsmen here recently that he
is not with those kats supporting the Viet Cone over the
United States. "I'm against all war," says Dick who is down
to 126 pounds . . . Claude Murphy, ,he ex-con who recently
married the rich white widow, was in town last week telling
about his trip to Vietnam with the Bob Hope Xmas troupe
. . . Howard university professor Noddle Taylor, the atom
smasher) is back from Chicago where he joined other scien-
tists in celebrating the 25th anniversary of the success at
the University' of Chicago. Dr. Taylor was one of the few
Negroes working in the highly secretive effort during World
War II . . . Civil rights activists who urged "black" toyless
Christmas instead of the traditional celebrations to protest
something or other, just didn't reckon with the competition
of women's vanity and children's desires.
that Negro teachers knew
each other personally, like:
the white teachers knew each
other that most of the
ilion had to counter-act, an Negro teachers had never
personally known a white
teacher i n t he Memphis
system . and that they
were naturally rather shy
about projecting themselves
In the merged organization,




One of the Negro mem-
bers of the NBA's Execu-
tive Corn mit*e sought to
answer the chairman. He
aid the Negro teachers were
simply following a behavior
pattern that has long been But the NEA team chair
habitual among Negroes. man was not satisfied with
At most big gatherings, like :the answers given. He indi-,
a big league baseball game rated this in his closing
or other athletic event . . . report. In fact, he indicated
Negro spectators seem to;more than he said.
spot each other deliberatelyj It is getting to be a widely
to MINUTES To COMPLETE THE TT... and automatically make for recognized fact that the Ne-i
PNO 3 MINUTES TO PROTEST YOUR FAILIN SCO each other s vicinity He gro school teacher, rePOI-G RE
•
book-learned Negroes in
the nation, have not met
the requirements of leaders.
ship in this day of the
Negro groping for identity.
Most Negro school teachers
are accused of having atti-
tudes whiter and more prej-
udice than white teachers
in their treatment of the
disadvantaged black kids
they teach
, The Negro teachers im-
press . the kids as "lamp-
black ;white folk." As a re-
sult the youngsters and their
parents despise them as sym-
bols of the black middle
class that traditionally seeks
to "escape" from the ranks
of Negroes.
Seems like it's high time
jfor Negro teachers in the
IUnited States to "wake up"
and get with the current
proceedings . . . which are
"thoughts black."
S.




THE FRIENDLY SIX —
Five members of the Friend
ly Six Social club are
seen here just before leav-
ing the home of Mrs. Ida
Mae Burchfield for Western
State Hospital to present
gifts for more than 100
persons, and .Mrs. Eulz
LITTLEJOHN TAXI SERVICE
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Burchfield cheeks one of
the boxes while kneeling
in front. Others standing
from left are Mrs. Annie
• a ••• ••••••a -a a 44
DEFENDER .
Bell Williams, Mrs. Al-
manda Washington, Mrs.





Members of the Friendly Six
Social club made their annual
viait to patients at the Western
State hospital recently and
provided cheer for more than
100 persons there.
The chairman of this year's
project was Mrs. Ida Mae
Burchfield of 503 Clankler at.
Other officers of the club
are Mrs. Elvirna Lewis of
3010 Crystal, and Mrs. Evelyn
Brown, 306 Scott St.
In the gift boxes which the
patients received were toilet
articles, clothing, jewelr y,




ty and staff of LeMoyne con-
tributed 54.604 this fall to var-I
ions agencies through the col-
lege's Consolidated Charities. i
Of this arndunt, $2,968 was
earmarked for the United Ne-
gro College Fund campaign and
$879 for Shelby United Neigh-
hors.
11 Of Nation's Poorest
Counties In Tennessee
Eleven of the poorest 100
counties in the United States
are in Tennessee. according to
a special report issued recently
by the Southern Regional
Council on the subject, "Public
Assistance: To What End?"
The counties with their re-
spective rankings are :Fayette,
2: Hancock, 8; Jackson, 33;
Clay, 37; Haywood, 52: John-
-on. 54: Lauderdale, 64 Clai-
borne 73; Hardeman, 84; Lakel
.2. and Fentress, 96.
The median family incomes
range from $1,363 in Fayette
iCounty to $1,942 in Fentress,
;with a median of $1,784.
The median percentage of
- - —
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
t8 ii • strra
Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894)
He made all our lives
a little sweeter.
Norbert Rillieux began life on a plan-
tation near New Orleans. He was a bright
child and eager to learn. So his father,
anxious that the boy receive a good ed-
ucation, sent him to Paris.
Rillieux quickly lived up to all expec-
tations. He published several papers on
the steam engine and its economy and
was soon an instructor at one of the fin-
est Paris academies.
His education and training behind him,
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
put his talents to use.
In the early 1840's sugar was manufac-
tured by a slow, primitive method known
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an
expensive luxury that only a few could
afford.
One day, Rillieux ran his fingers
through a small bowl of coarse, brown
sugar, and felt sure that something could
be done to make it better and cheaper.
So he set to work.
By 1846 he had developed a process
that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
grade of sugar at about half the cost. The
Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
C:oban and Mexican sugar refineries and
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most fa-
mous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
Several years later Rillieux returned to
France, only to find Europeans com-
pletely disinterested in his new sugar
process. So, he turned to archeology and
spent ten yearsdeciphering hieroglyphics.
Eventually, Europe realized the value
of the Rillieux sugar process, and adopted
it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
Rillieux again ttr-r to engineering; this
time applying process to the sugar
beet. Results: ugar production costs
were cut in half.
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
Eli Whitney did for cotton. We may take
his invention for granted now, but each
teaspoon of sugar that goes into our cup
of coffee should remind us of this ingen-
ious Ametican.
OLD TAYLOR 4.
F.NTUCK Y SIR 'UHT (10! p Rot; .
KENTUCKY staAicd-if 800IRON Kf.1.86 P100i Tft OtAYIOR D,S1111fRY CO ,F1ANKFORT& tOUISYILLE
Would you like to own this handsome sculptured 'bust of Norbert Rillieux? !t's 8" tall, mode of
antique bronze cost stone, and carries the complete Rillieux story. It costs $5.00 (which is what it
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865, Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
!unemployment was 3.8. Un-
'employ ment percentages
ranged from 2.5 to 8A.
The percentage of families
iliving in rural farm locations
had a wide range of 52.2 per
:cent with a median of 54.8
per cent.
In the poorer counties, the
percentage of families with
incomes of less than $3.000
had a range of only 12.1 per
cent and a median of 69.2 per
cent.
Of the 100 poorest counties,
; 97 are located in Southern
states.
The three non-southern eoun-





; Detective E. E. Redditt, a!
member of the Memphis Po- 1
lice Department's Community
Relations Division, was the
guest speaker to seventh and
eighth grade students at Carnes
Elementary school on Monday.
Dec. 11. He spoke on citizen-
ship and community relations.
He was asked by one student.
"What chance does a person
have of getting a good job
after having finished college
if she or he has a police rec-
ord?"
Detective Redditt replied.
"It would be extremely hard
no matter how prepared you
are, because most jobs require
clean records. In many in-
stances you will not be con-
sidered for job placement be-
cause you have a record.
"Therefore, I say, stay clean.
because it is hard enough to,
!get a job without a police re-
cord." he added. .
He answered numerous ques-t
tions during the visit. He wasl
invited to the school by Mrs.
Gertrude Scruggs, guidance
, counselor at Carnes.
We wish you all
the gift of joy
this Christmas.
HOOKS BROS. STUDIO
221 L ind•rl Av•rwir.
5274052
See Holiday Home Lighting Displays the
Modern Way
TWINKIELAND TOURS
Nightly Dec. 18 - 11 and Dec. 16 - 19
Adults I" 'Children 50'
For information and reservations
Call 523 2521
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Once again, it is that time of the year when family
and friends exchange the good wishes that fill their hearts.
Page 7
As we ioin in the rejoicing of the season, may we take this
opportunity to thank you and yours for your patronage ...






"Silver Bells. Silver Bells, ,
it's Christmas time in the
city."
That refrain and all the!
happy hustle and bustle pre-I
parations for the Holiday Sea-
sons have just about satiated
us. And during this season,
that is for the past nine
years. all our thoughts and
energies have been directed
toward the Memphis Co-Ettes'
Charity Ball which is a must
for teenagers. However, this
year we've had mixed emo-
tions about the ball and we





said, the ball which
the United Negro
College F u nd, for which
the Memphis Co-Ettes, has
raised $6.5.50.00 is for teen-
agers; it's a teen-age affair
all around, they run the
show.
The girls wear their prettiest
gowns and are escorted by
handsome lads clad in tails.
,The presentation of the money
Ito the UNCF is made by the
girls; Bruce Hall is filled
with teenagers and some
privileged adults who look
'forward to the ball. The
music is also provided by
teenagers.
And that's what we want
MR. and MRS
Thomas was a teenager and
sang at one of the Co-ette's
Ball in the Old Commons of,
LeMoy ne College where the
ibills started and traditionally
are still held on the campus.
And last year we had a group
of dynamic teenagers — The
Bar-Kays."
It's really about the Bar-
Kays that we want to talk.
We thought that as you make
your happy plans for Christ-
mas you too might want
to pay tribute to these fine
youngsters, P h a Ion Jones,
Carl C un ningham, Ronnie
Caldwell and Matthew Kelly,
who were skyrocketing to
fame b e fort their tragic
deaths. As we went about
Friday evening with Gwen-
dolyn Williamson, "Miss Co-
'
DEFENDER
is the gentle healer of all
wounds. It won't come all at
once, but keep at it and you'll
be able to make it.
And then as we talked with:
people who knew the Bar-
Kays so intimately, we of
course had to talk with Harry
Winfield bandmaster at Por-
Ette, taking flowers to the
families of the boys from the
Co-Ettes, we were deeply ,
impressed with the thought
that the contributions these
boys were making to the
music world were indeed
blessings to their families.
Each family is so proud of
its son and rightly so. They
were very fine young gentle-
men, and as we talked with
the families and felt the love
and respect they had for their
to talk about. The music. sons, we know why every-
We remember when Carla -body else held them in such
 high esteem — they all came
JOHN IL MITCHELL
Mitchell-Boyd Nuptials
Miss Bessie Boyd became
the bride of John Henry
Mitchel in a private double-
ring ceremony at the bride's
borne with Rev. C. J. Reed
officiating.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce N.
Boyd, Sr. and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Mitchell.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a short-
empire waist dress and match-
ing coat of white brocade.
Her headpiece was a white
satin how and she carried
a white purple-tipped orchid
The bride's two attendants
were her sister, Miss Gwen
fiolyn Boyd and best friend
Mrs. Clifford Stockton.
A reception was held a
Union Protective Life In
,surance Co . im mediatel)
Ifollowing the ceremonies.
; Several parties were given
.in honor of the new bride
land a pre-wedding showe
,was given her by some o
her close friends at the horn
'of Mrs. Lois Stockton.
from good homes where they
were taught the love and res-
pect which they radiated.
Be proud, Mrs. Cunning-
ham that your youngest son
feels the responsibility to
carry on and plans to one
day beat a drum with those
silver dr um sticks. Calvin
Kelly, Jr., you have every
right to proud that your
younger brother was a Bar
Kay and that he felt the to-
getherness of the group so
deeply.
Mrs. C a 'dwell, was so
pleased over the letter she
received from a matron at
LeMoyne College which com-
plimented the group's be-
havior. There was a catch
in her voice as she showed
us Ronnie's psychedelic room
whicti he'd recently decorated
with speakers in the cedar
chest, a string of lights across
the ceiling of the room.
varied musical pictures and
signs around the walls, a
television antenna atop a
trumpet behind the door, and
of course his record player,
and then the piano in the
living room and his organ
Is in his mother's room.
Mrs. Caldwell said her
son had many offers from
other groups but that he
loved the Bar-Kays and said
he would always be one. and
.told the oligr groups he
en
• the Bar Kays didn't have a
gig.
• We thought it a very warm
gesture on the part of Rev.
would lay th them
g requesting a joint funeral.
t And Mrs. Jones, who as she
- said was mother, father. sister
• and brother to her son Phalon,
in time you'll be able to have
that saxophone in the house
again. In the tradition of
r show business which your
I , young son had accepted for
e his life's mission, "the show
must go on." Remember time
ter Jr. High, who gave the
boys their start. Harry and
his mother felt a love so deep
for the boys almost as if
they were members of their
own family. Harry recalls
the many times they were atl
his house practicing, polishing'
his car so they could ride with
the top down and just there,
talking and planning. He
remembers one night when
they were planning and one
of them handed him a note
with the name of the group
. . the Bar-Kays.
And when he asked them
if they meant "Bar-Keys"
which went along with musi-
cal language they answered
no, they were Bar-Kays, and
so they were.
He remembers the time
they all piled in his car and
they decided to go to Nash-
ville to be heard at some
of the recording stations.
Mind you, they were going
on their own, no invitation.
They just felt it was time
that they should be heard.
In Nashville they tramped
from studio to studio without
being heard. So they decided
to make a tape which no-
body wanted to hear either.
After spending a hot day
tramping around to no avail,
Jimmie suggested that they
go swimming and they did.
However, on the way back
to Memphis, they decided
they'd play anyway so they
got out on the expressway
played their instruments and
made pictures of themselves.
This is the sort of relation-
ship they had with their
mentor and which they main-
tained until the end. Success
and mat-; trips were fast
coming to the youngsters,
however, it had not gone to
their heads and to tell you
just what wonderful boys
they were, they had not for-
gotten their bandmaster and
had made arrangements with
their re co rding company,
STAX, that he would be put
on the payroll as of this
coming January and benefit
along with them from their
talents.
'7491111W,..
Turns on any party
Smirnoff really dazzles your guests.VAth gleaming Screwdrivers
and Bloody Marys. Merrier Mules and modder Martinis.
So when you're out holiday gift hunting, why veils
the right whiskey? You already know the right vodka.
1141 paatiore tautit: &Amen ows• Men of 14 lione MI et PM *Oh 7I
leaves You breathless
ODKA
.110 100 PROOF. onvni.LECI FROM GRAIN, STE PIERRE SkHRHOFF FLS '(DIV. Of HEUSLEIN). HARTFORD. COHN
We thought you'd like to
know some of these thoughts
Airman Will Marry
Student In Louisiana
Ronald B. Green of Memphis
will be wed to Miss Victoria
Ann Johnson of Shreveport,
Louisiana on Sunday, Decem-
ber 24, 1967 in Shreveport.
Miss Johnson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. John-
sen of Shreveport.
Mr. Green is the son of
Mrs. Grace D. Brown, 1052
Neptune St., Memphis and L.
V. Green of Mobile, Alabama.
The prospective bride attends
Texas Women's University in
Denton, Texas where she is
a junior majoring in art ed.
LAW FOR TODAY
ucation and studio,
The future bridegroom was
graduated from Hamilton High
School, and has studied for
two years at Memphis State
University.
He is presently serving in
the U. S. Air Force at Barks
dale Air Force Base, Shreve-
port, La. After completing re-
quirements in the Air Force
:he plans to resume his studies
at Memphis State University.
The couple will return to




Q. I heard its illegal to walk cars
down a highway. Can this be?
A. Yes, and it can be al
• violation of one of two new
laws.
' One provides that no pedes-
trian under the influence of
:intoxicatin liquors may be
,on any highway. Perhaps be-
cause drunken pedestrians can
'easily become drunken drivers
as soon as they locate their
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1967
The other new law requires
pedestrians to walk on the
left paved portion of the high-
way, if there is no sidewalk.
Both the law and common
sense require you to step off
the road to the left if a car
approachesm
If there are sidewalks, you
may not walk on the road ex-
cept at crosswalks. Even sober
Makes sense, too.
MISS ANITA E. CURRY
LeMoyne Senior Wins
about this outstanding group •
of youngsters. Youngsters who
were on their way and had
not forgotten from whence
they came, youngsters with
plans for homes for their
families, y o ungsters ready
for life, carving their notches
in the nuisical world.
In memory of these very
fine examples of youth the
Memphis C h a pter Co-Ette
Club, Inc., is establishing a
Bar-Kay Memorial Fund which
will provide musical instru-
ments for talented musical
junior high students who
might otherwise not he able  which will 
' Miss Anita E. Curry of 966-A
Porter. a 21-year-old senior
and honor student at LeMoyne,
is the winner of the college's
'Miss UNCF' contest.
She reported $688.51 in a
campus contest in which five
other coeds competed. The six
contestants raised a total of
$1,257.45 for the current Unit-
ed Negro College Fund Cam-
paign
Miss Curry will represent
LeMoyne in the National Miss
il be
Phalon Jones, Sr., Rev. and
Mrs. J. L. King, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly C u nningham, Calvin
Kelly, Sr., Mrs. Marjorie B.
Caldwell and Harry Cald-
well, your sons have left
the world a wonderful happy
legacy, think about the many
many youngsters who will
be inspired by them and be
happy to hear their music,
for it is written "make a
I joyful sound unto the Lord."
The . Bar-Kays made joyful
sounds and in doing so, they
made others happy.
Ben Cauley and Jimmy
Alexander, you have a won-
derful heritage. We're sure
you'll carry on.
to afford an instrument :UNCF Pageant
I staged in Chicago next Feb-
Mrs. Willie Mae Jones,Iruary during the annual con-
vention of the National Alum-
ni Councils of UNCF. She also sixth.
May 1967the igie al *Chigoe
In Aims so pier hams iris"
kg I. yes ang years costotment,
we ad the irfs el Ate season
LYNDA, FLORAL CO
257 Se. Maio St. 515-3184
F'
will appear in the 'Miss Le-
Moyne' Coronation Ball sche-
duled for the Rainbow Terrace
this Friday night, Dec. 22.
A sociology major who hopes
to enter graduate school next
fall, Miss Curry is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
Curry.
Others competing in the
'Miss UNCF' contest were
Miss Freda Garner. a junior,
secor -I place; Miss Anita Ste-
wart. a freshman, third place;
Miss Phyllis K. Jackson. sopho-
more, fourth; Miss Frankie
Rogers, freshman, fifth, and
Miss Rebecca Hill, senor,
MISS VICTORIA JOHNSON
downtown • anion aye.
southland mall
fashion specialists in sires




sizes 11% te 281A
hi-bulk Orlon acrylic knit
with bonded acetate fricot
lining . . . youthful slim
lines with clever button
closing at the shoulder line
. choose' winter white or
navy.
MAIL ORDRES: Add SOn postage
plus 4% tax for Tenn. delivery.
SHOP SOUTHLAND MALL
EVERY MITE 'TIL 9 P.M.
gift wrappea FREE
n211._
jDOWNTOWN • 64 SOUTH MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE. • 1192 UNION • 274.2065
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* COME ON DOWN*
SEE US FOR EXPERT $350
STYLING
The guest of honor was
Sgt. George M. Jackson USAF
and son of Mrs. McCoy. Sgt.
Jackson will be leaving for
Vietnam on Jan. 9. 1988
••••• v•-ap• ar ir or ragmen.' 01P-
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1967
91P-111"1.-1P4V• vor- -2 • . a .114—‘• 4/ •rir•iip•ar••••••0
DEFENDER
Rembrandt Social Club WAVE Home
Holds Chritmas Party on
The Rembrandt Social Club
held its annual Christmas
party at the home of Mrs.
Mildred J. McCoy of 745 S. 
Johnson. M r a n d M
John Lewis Rhodes, Mrs.Parkway East. The house Johnnie La Grone, Mrs. Bettywas tastefully decorated for 1Davis, Miss Sylvia Albritten,the Christmas Season. 'Willie C. Cole, Whittier Seng.
attache, Jr., Edward J. Harris,
and Ronald Thomas.
The hostess received many
compliments on the tasty
menu, which included Hors
E. Burrow, ( club president
Mrs. Rosie Hill, Mrs Annie
Hogan. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Some of the guest who Doeuvres, baked Virginia Ham,
took part in the festive cranberry sauce, potato salad.





Miss Sandra Gale Alexander,
daughter of Mrs. Leslie Alex-
ander of 899 Ferry Court, it,
home on 14 day leave after
having completed 10 weeks oi
basic training at Recruit Train.
ing Command ( Women) United
States Naval Training Center,
Bainbridge, Md.






YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
To see Wade/hie Ai 1968
elegance in action
Wait/lac
As any other car on the market .
We appreciate your Business at
as easy to own a
MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.. 526-8207
2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451
.,4=praw_4t".9






HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE
MADISON CADILLAC
OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
Pep 9
The young WAVE was grad-
uated from the training center
SANDRA ALEXANDER
Friday, Dec. 1.
While there she received in-
struction in Naval orientation,
Naval history, citizenship and
current events, naval ships,
aircraft and armament, navy
jobs and training, self improve-
ment, first aid, physical train-
ing and military drill.
Following her furlough w ith
members of her family, she
will be assigned to the Great
, Lakes Training Center in Illi-
nois for hospital corps train-
ing.
A graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School, she
entered service on Sept. 21.
1967.















A Happy New Year.
504 LONGVIEW 947-3035






























12-14 Lb. Avg. Lb. 455
18 Lb. & Up



















14 to 16 Lb.
SHANK 1/1
WHOLE












i999 lackAn (Laniar & Airways)
(Southfate .) (Poplar Plaza "c?f,P1' .)
(Union & Cooper ) (Lamar & Pendleton)
(Park & 6etweH (Summer & Highland
Mclemore-Bellevue ) (N Watkins )
- ONE IS NEAR YOU!
0•411, • .110,.
4. a. s-t..t t, w
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1967
▪ Plair Recital
200 Kids At A Party Conce
ntration -
 its
The Y-Gents, a group of .play will begin the second On Economics regia,r monthly session re•
and Gra-Y boys at the week in January and will end
Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA. along with Morris, Jen-
fans, Jr.. physical • director,
will be the hosts at a yuletide
party -to be given on Friday,





MONTGOMERY. Ala — Dr.
Martin Luther King, speaking
from the pulpit where he
launched his nonviolent civil
rights movement in 1955 with a
bus boycott, told a Negro con-
gregation the time has come
to concentrate on economics.
"We must move to a new
level now and grapple with
the economic problems facing
Negroes in this nation," King
said at the 90th anniversary
celebration of the Dexter Ave-
nue Baptist Church.
Near where King spoke, the
Ku Klux Klan held a "mass
rally", but only about 45 robed
klansmen attended.
Police stood on every street
corner, but there were no
Incidents.
King told the congregation
the Johnson Administration
lacked the courage to admit
the United States made a
terrible mistake in Vietnam. tive Board of the State Federa-' • • k •
r m semes- . 
of another Monday night of Jobe, 
Nashville.Coach Ben' Sereki as with 28 points and
tion will meet recently in Hum-, study) that will be 
underwaythis defeat came on the heels Fis in jter program (independent)
bolt, Tenn. 
who played his high Leondist Brown's 23 sparked
last week when Johnson's school and college ball inithe CBC attack. William 
Hayes
, Mrs. Zanna Ward local presi• . charges succumbed to Ala- Nashville at Pearl High schoolland Willie Taylor 
had 28 re-
'dent; Miss Freddie Jones. state bama State. 120-10D. Fisk. stated after the LeMoyne i bounds between 
them, but
versity of New York a 91-901
lsecretary, Miss Frances Tharpe. Even in d e f e a t, the Le- victory that his boys had notiCBC had three players 
who
upset victory over Boston Col-
;art chairman and Mrs. A. L. lege Sunday. ,Moynites gave their audience gotten over t
he loss, the Hor- had 10 or more rebounds who
Higgins, memorial chairman, nets' lone setback in six
attended the meeting. games. So when the race-








  S lZE 49°
with a tournament.
Among the members of the
Y-Gents are Carleton Lark, ;
Jim Smith, Derron Williams,'
Freddie Coleman. Bethoria
Walls. Fred Thomas, John Foa-;
Some 200 boys and girls ter, Henry Collins, Charles1
from various communities in; Hancock, Roaeue Bennett,
the city have been invited. The', Michael Parker, James Laws
party will begin with an in-' and Charles Coleman.
door swim period, and will he A number of businesses have
followed by dancing, food, and been asked to contribute sup-
games in the gymnasium. ;plies for the party, and sev-
The Gra-Y and Hi-Y boys;eral have responded favorably.
are currently in competition Mr Jenkins said he would
with other basketball teams , like for some meat packing
in the city, firm to donate enough hot dogs
The YMCA teams have play- for the affair.
ed against teams from Chicago. Boys and girls who would
Park Elementary school, the like to attend the party should
Pine Hill and Gaston Park contact the Hi-Y and Gra-Y
Community centers, the Mt. clubs i n t heir respective
Vernon Baptist church, two schools.
Memphis boys' clubs, and the Scoutmasters may get invi-
Adams' Hawks. aations for their troops by call-
The annual Abe Scharff Hi-king the Abe Scharff branch of
Y and Gra-Y basketball league) the YMCA.
Basketball Schedule SPORTS HORIZON
▪ Lelia Walker Clubhouse in
M Womens' Club met at the ough For Magicians more and enjoying it less1after averaging just shy ofLeMoyne 
College is scoring'l
;battle with LeMoyne, had
ante st 
his
365 Bpou eins opewrniaga m
average before last week'sThe City Fede
ration of Color 
SCORING GOES ON
100 points in two last con-
cently with the president
Mrs. Z-na R. Lard presiding.
j Plans were made for the
second annual recital of its
Competitive Scholarship and
1 There is nothing soft about
;LeNice ne's basketball schedule,
1as has been proven up to this
1point, and the going will get
tougher for the Magicians when
Charity I lied. they begin ticking off their
Mrs. Hattie Harrison of the 1968 dates.
Lulu C. Byas Service club will They'll get the ball rolling the month.
serve as program chairman and again Jan. 6 at Montgomery Five games are booked for
Miss Birdie Lenoir, president against Alabama State, andlBruce Hall in February. Le-
of the Time Charity Fund. then rush back home for allifoyne will host Midwestern,
The president appointed a:Jan. 8 engagement in Bruce Feb. 3; Lane, Feb. 6; Fort
Legislative Committee, compos-;Hall with Dillard from New Valley, Feb. 9; Knoxville
,
Feb. 12, and close the seasoned of Mrs. Mary Lou Taylor,"Orleans.
president of the Leath Social' Then comes a long and hard with T
ougaloo, Feb. 17, follow-
Service Club as chairman and,road grind. Jerry Johnson and ing a Feb. 16 tussle with,
one member from all eighteens LeMoyne charges 
will be Fisk at Nashville.
at Lane in Jackson. Jan. 9; LeMoyne is now 2-1 in theclubs as members.
the Tougaloo in Mississippi. Jan. Southern Intercollegiate Athle-The Committee will study
il; Dillard in New Orleans,issues of our local state and
Jan. 12; Alabama A & Mnational governments and ad-
at Normal. Jan. 15: Knox-
vise the members of the corn-
ville in East ennessee. Jan.munity along civic lines. 16, and Clark at Atlanta, JIM.
Through this committee the
erence race, u
overall.
Last week was not a happy
one for the Magicians and their
followers. The LeMoynites bow-
Federation will endorse future 
, 18 ed to Christian Brothers Col-
candidates for various offices 
The team can afford thisilege, 109-96, last Thursday
long absence from campus night before a packed Bruce
The Tennessee State Execu-;; b • • Hall of 1,500 or better. And
during the month of JanuarY•Itests only to be defeated by
The Magicians will m e et.fastbreaking Alabama State,
CBC at CBC in a return1120.103,
engagement, Jan. 20. and then 
and dropping another
Broth-
tackle Alabama A & M, Jan. 
fray, 109-96 to Christian 
26, and Clark, Jan.. 29, 
both,crs College before an over
in Bruce Hall, to close out 
fiow Bruce Hall crowd of
about 1,500.
In football the offense can
blame the defense when the
opposition runs wild: how-
ever, on the hardwood the
offense is the defense each
time the ball changes hands.
U the Magicians, now 3-4
on the season, continue at
their present pace, they will
be recorded as one of the
most unusual collegiate quin-
tets ever. The fans seem to
SH
The store that cares...about you!
SUPER RIGHT
GRADE -A fru nn,




1/4 Pork Lei.. lb. 59r. .,.( 0 Semi Boneless WholeHAM or Half
•411111111118.
Lb.690
Jane Parker Baked Foods'
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SHOP YOUR FRIENDLY A 1 P
423 N. Cleveland 1500 S. Lauderdale
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. DEC. 23.
The game was sent into some exciting moments. Capt.
overtime when Carmine Cal- Bill Meggett, the gentlem
an
from New York. is without
a doubt one of the better ball
handlers in the nation and
a youngster with beautiful
Upset Boston !second half for an 81-81 tie. motions and an accurate eye.; It was the nationally-ranked
BOSTON — (UPI) — Johnifirst loss in four games this
Warren sank two foul shots in season.
the final 20 seconds of over- The Eagles
time to give St. John's Um-the Redmen 40
C vonetti when Redmen scored








be e n joying the pro-type
scoring of Lealoyne, but loyal'
Purple Wave rooters are con-
cerned about the regularity!
the opposition is topping the
century mark.
Alabama State came to town
smarting under an upset to
run up their dargest score
in four years, that -the only
way to break a press is to
score against it."
The Buccaneers, not a ta-
lent rich outfit, had Lealdovne
pretty well figured out with
only LeMoyne's pesky Bill
aleggett presenting anything
in the way of a problem for
the South Parkway crew. The
uncanny ball handler from
New York led al scorers
with 29 pointi despite attempts
to harass the dimunitive play-
maker by the CBC defense
Coach Doll scouted LeMoyne
on two occasions which pro-
bably explains the easy man-
ner in which the Bucs handled
the Magicians' press. The
biggest LeMoyne threat came
in the second half when the
big CBC bulge was closed to
88-86.
CBC didn't lost its poise,
and moved out from LeMoyne
to win going away. George
were starters. •
Fans got a chance to see a
rarely seen five point play
starting game against LeMoyne in the first half, Jackie Robin-
they displayed lightning-like son was fouled in the act of
quickness while scoring easy shooting an unsuccessful goal.
lay-ups on the fastbreak He hit on both free throws
When the Magicians managed and on a technical foul
to slow the visitors down, it which was called also. The
was Willie Scott who bombed throw-in was made to Robin-
LeMoyne from the outside son who hit the cords for the
with just about everything two pointer.
he threw toward the goal. The flashy sophomore was
Scott hit 10 of 13 field goal held to just four more points
mg defensively and they ap- attempts 
in the first half after hitting at a 25 points
peard a bit baffled for a while 
when CBC tied them up 
an finished a hot night with per game clip in four other
;
with whopping 47 points. Scott home games. The Magicians
a tight press. It must be 
; 
was one of the nation's top return to action January 8,
remembered too that LeMovne 
;was well scouted by C 
point producers last season, taking on 'Barna State at
BC. thranked in e top ten among; Montgomery. CBC meets Lane
As the old year bows out, small c o lieges. Teammate; for the 
first time at De La
the Magicians hold victories Danny Crenshaw's 37 total, Salle on 
January ,s.
over Rust (105-89), Tuskegee 1 with the 47 pumped in by,' FORMER
 PREPSTERS STAR
(107-98) and Fisk (136-100). Scott for 84 tallies was un-; Ricky Ro
be rson, Bobby
They have lost to Alabama officially the best two player Smith and Jim 
Johnson, big
iState (120-103), CBC (109-96), performance in M em phis names in prep lea
gue circles
1Rust at Holly Springs (120-111) cage history. in this area a few years a
go,
and Lincoln at Jefferson City BUCS SHOW SCORING FORM;are still getting raves current-
(145-96). I CBC Coach Chet Doll said, ly with three of the country's
cage powers. Roberson, ex-
Mitchell Road star, was in-
strumental in leading Cin-
cinnati to a 58-56 overtime-
win over Kansas State in the
Sunflower Classic consolation
game last Saturday night.
The Bearcats, a Missouri
Valley opponent of Memphis
State, dropped a squeaker
to Kansas the night before.
Kansas attempted to recruit
Roberson when he was a
senior at Mitchell. Johnson,
one of the top scorers with
the Wisconsin Badgers, helped
the Big Ten team win the
Milwaukee Classic 70-62 over
Marquette.
Tulsa had rolled up five
consecutive wins before losing
to Tennessee last weekend
56-48 in the Volunteer Classic.
Much of the Hurricanes' early
success has been because
of the fine play of Bobby
Smith.
The former Melrose athlete
was picked on the all-tourney
team. He scored 16 in the
opening round win over Army
and I: against the Vols in the
finals. Smith was looking for-
ward to a homecoming this
week when Tulsa met MSU
at the Coliseum.
Much can be said too of a
LeMoyne freshman, Herbert
Carter, from Montgomery,
Ala. He is an ace long jump-
shot artist and must be reckon-
ed with as the season moves
on.
The Magicians are still lack-
Every one you light you like.
Viceroy's good taste-
never quits.




Miss Crystall Henderson. a
junior has won the title of
Miss Pre-Alumni on the camp-
us of Lane College.-Miss Mary
Campbell came in second in
the financial contest which
ended yesterday. Ranking third
was Miss Essie Yarbrough,
and Miss Joyce Wright came
fourth.
Miss Henderson will repre-
sent the Pre-Alumni Club at
the National Alumni Council
of UNCF colleges at the an-
nual meeting in Chicago. Illi-
nois, February 8-10, 1968 at
the Palmer House.
Mrs. Anna L. Cooke is ad-
visor to Pre-Alumni on camp-' 
`us and Miss Florine_Tousant




. A safety minded telephone
man is credited with using
lelectric lights on a Christmas
tree for the first time. Prior
to this wax candles were used
on trees. They gave a warm
but dangerous glow as their
, flames danced near the dry
boughs. To avoid this hazard,
the telephone employee solder-
'ed tiny switchboard lights
together and covered them
with colored paper — Thus
el•a Inc lights became a much
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CROWNING GLORY — These are from left to right seated,Standing from left to right
are members of the Sorette'sMrs. Alberta Brown, Mrs. Lee are Mrs. Lillian Smith, Mrs.
Beauticians Club and the Ester Mathis, Miss Darlene Pinkie Hale, Mrs. Coueice
models used in their Hair- Phillips, Mrs. Florence Phil. Exnm, Mrs. Dorothy Horhn,






As a result of the over-
whelming support given to
the Youth Fellowship Tea
sponsored b y t he Young
People's Department of St.
Stephen Baptist church on
Dec. 3, some seven or eight
children will be able to at-
teqd the national Baptist
Training Union Congress to
be held in Chattanooga this
summer.
Appreciation for the support
given the affair was expressed
this week by John L. Smith,
public relations chairman for
the group.
The tea and fashion show
was held at the Sheraton-
Peabody H o t el and was
attended by almost 1.006
people.
Models for the fashion show
were Mrs. Emma M. Pri-
mous, Miss Patricia May.
weather, Miss Anne Herron,
Miss Bobbie Jackson, Miss
Bargara Mull and Billy
Dickens. Mrs. Lillian P. Camp-
bell was narrator.
Music was rendered by
Noah Bond.
SCLC's Young Reveals '68 Chicago Park
Target City Tieup Plans
WASHINGTON — A top
official of the Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conferee&
says jail may be the safest
place in the nation's capital
next summer "if things con-
tinue the way Ory are going."
Rev. Andrew Young, SCLC
executive director. spoke Sun-
day night of possible traffic tie-
ing at Bethesda Naval Hospital failure."
simultaneously.
SCLC last month announced
Washington would be its target
city for 1968. Though he
emphasized the disruptions he
ties, Young left little doubt
about the kind of harassment
in store for the District of
Young said demonstrations
are necessary because the
Negro "has been locked out of
the American political sys-
tem.
"Thirty billion dollars is
available to murder people in
Vietnam," he said, but the
•• ups during rush hours on the Columbia next summer, antipoverty p r ogram "has who was known t
hroughout the
city's major bridges, sit-ins at - rural areas will be saying 'we world as one of Chicago's great
entertainers and humanitarian,
innounced Erwin Weiner, Gen-
eral Superintendent.
Cole was raised in Chicago,
—7— graduating from DuSa
ble High
School. He contributed the 
/
pro-
ceeds from many of his records
Buy U.S. Savings 
for the purchase *of athletic




department stores and en-
trances to government build-
ings, and hundreds of sick
children from the south arriv-
Page 11
55 Years In AME Ministry
, P. E. Merits Recognition
TRENTON, N.J. — A Testi- 1
monial Banquet will be given
Friday evening, Dec 8 in
the Hotel Hi)debrecht, to
honor Rev. H. Alan Garcia,
Presiding Elder of the Cam-
den Trenton District of the
New Jersey Annual Cordcrence
of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church.
This affair will honor a man
who has been a minister for
55 years, with 47 of those
years spent in the New Jersey
Annual Conference.
He was graduated from
Wilberforce University in Ohio
in 1912, and has the distinction
of being one of the only two
living graduates of that class.
Dr. J. D. Smith, Presiding
Elder emeritus of Bermuda
is the other graduate.
After graduation from Wilber-
force University, he married,
and he and his wife spent
two years in West Africa.
Upon his return to the United
States he was appointed pastor'
of Derrick Memorial Church,
New York City.
We d best be in the streets
raising a little hell," Young
said. "In a sense, the c i vil
rights movement has been a
Sorett s Beauticians Club
Holds Hairstyle Show
want ours," Young said. "Some
of them may die of starvation
this winter, so a Washington
jail is a place for them."
A capacity crowd was pre- lHair Style show were Mrs.
sent when the Sorette's Beau-iUla Bell Meely and Mrs.
Cl"!.presented its Hair!Josie M. Burden.
Style and Fashion Show Sun- The Fashion Sho w was
day evening December 3, 1967iielegantly and delightfully nar-
rated by Mrs. Mazie Gentry
222 Linden Ave. a representative of Queen'al
Blue and White, the club Way Fashion Lao, who wasi
colors, were dominant in the. quite stunning in her attire.
scheme of decor, along with The models for the fashion
Holly and Poinsettias which show presented an evening
added an air of Christmas of enchantment in their
to the occasion. • -endid presentation of ap-
The competiti e H4ir Style parel for all oecasions.
Show was narrated by Mrs.
We the Soren's Beautician'sCloueice Exum a Club ment-
al! Club would like to thank theber. Eleven hair style,
pthe current trend were •,re-1ublic and extend our grati-
seated. It was a treat for the lude to each participant in
audience to see these gla-*e Hir Style and Fashion
morous styles combed out so Show for 'their cooperation in
beautifully prr-nged on staee making our first effort possible
before them. The judges had and successful.
a difficult task in selecting the Mrs. Pinkie Hale, President,
winners. Mrs. Violet Beckwith, Secretary.
Three lucky beauticians1 —
were picked, as winners for
the hair styles they presented.
The first prize went to Mrs.
Rose Taylor of Rosie's Beauty
Shop, 1578 Alcy Road, her
model was Mrs. Florence
Phillips with an elegant hair
style in the latest trend,
styled to perfection featuring
black hair with honey blond
streaks. The second prize went
to Mrs. Dorothy Horhn of
Dorthy's Beauty Shop and
School, 2753 Park Ave. Her
model was Miss Darlene
Phillips featuring brown hair
with beige-blond streaks. The
third prize went to Mrs.
Mary Nobles of Pendleton
and Nobles Beauty Shop 2092,
East Person Ave.; her model
was Mrs. Lee Ester Mathis
wearing a mini cut with au-
burn highlights. Trophies were
awarded each of the winners.




LANSING — The costliest
mile of Detroit's $1 billion
freeway network — the Rouge
River Bridge — was opened
to traffic Tuesday.
The bridge Is part of 4.3
miles of the Fisher Freeway
that will be placed in use fol-
lowing dedication ceremonies
(at 2 p.m.) on the span.
It is the first section of the
$160 million Fisher Freeway
to be opened to traffic in Do-
trott and one of the most im-
portant links of 1-75 which ex-
tends from Sault Ste. Marie
to Florida.
The Rouge River Bridge —
an eight-land span over one of
America's busiest waterways
— was built at a cost of S28
million. It has been under con-
struction four years.
Total cost of the 4.3 miles of
freeway to be opened to traf-
fic, including the bridge, is
$50 million.
Bonds
The Board of Commission
ers of the Chicagt. Park Dis-
trict have named Park No. 270,
at 85th and South Parkway, as
Nathaniel A. Cole Tark after
the late singer, Nat "King" Cole
Cole Park is 4.6 acres. The
outdoor facilities include two
junior baseball fields, two soft-
ball diarnords, one multiple use





"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
Floor Cleaned & Waxed $5.00 up
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
• JIMMIE BEAIRD
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
or • JAMES HILL
274-4114
Other churches pastored by
Rev. Garcia include, Bethel,'
Buffalo, N.Y.; Bethel Morris-
town and Mt. Pisgah, Newark,
N.J. and Macedonia, Camden,
He is the father of three
children, Henry Albert, a
teacher at vii;ne”force Uni-
versity; Re/ Howard D.
Church, Woochuiy, N.J , and
Alan A., a coucert artist and





COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY 
THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
• "NICK" BONNETTE
• J. P. (JAY) GUIDI
• BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS ,
OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT lOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER
ANDREWS OLC:IIVIOBILE
850 POPLAR • PHONE 521 5531
Members of the Banquet
Committee are Bishop John D.
Bright, Sr., Reverend John
W. Johnson, acting Presiding
Elder of the Camden-Trenton
District; Rev. Vernon R.
Byrd, chairman, and Mrs.
Marian, co-chairman. Mrs.





MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Two
Milwaukee a r ea residents,
alarmed by their church's
participation in political acti-
vities, asked a Common Coun-
cil committee to revoke the
tax exempt status of religious
organizations engaging in poli-
tics, it was learned Tuesday.
John Doermer of Milwaukee
and Albert Vigil of Brookfield,
told the Judiciary-Legislation
Committee they were members
of the Southwestern Wisconsin
District of the Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod.
"Don't attack the entire
Missouri Synod because you
are mad at them," Ald.
Clarence Miller told the men
urging them to take their
complaint to the church.





didn't watch the clock!
OLD
CHARTER
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 66 PROOF • C1965, 010 CHARTER IHST. CO., 1J3U1S911.41., U.
9116intedi
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendennull)
MIDTOWN-1b20 MADISON
















































WIth coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Ere tidi
ng
volu• of coupon merchondis• (fresh milk products a
nd
tobacco all-. excluded in cranplienc• with etert• lesr)•
On• coupon per coolly. Coupon expire* W•dn•sday, Noon.




















For me, the most challenging




At the end of the run
there's one gin I enjoy
Gordon's London Dry
It's always crisp. Dry.
A jump ahead of any
gin I ever tried.,,
Kert Samples. International, Certified
Ski Instructor and winner of Gold Medal
awards for slalom and down hill races.
Samples has taught skiing at Hunter
Mountain, New York and Savoie, France.
•
Gordon's GlaCreated its torykrn.England irt 17I'.
k's the bsggest seller in England. America and the wtd




COLOR TV/BLACK & WHITE TV/STEREO
. . . from ACE APPLIANCE CO.,,
NO MONEY DOWN! FIRST PAYMENT
IN MARCH 168
gronw
Crafted ea flemdie Wawa
ate eiid Serderood Sewn
PORTABLE TV
The Srim lbw sorr,
Itiltald• TV ia Ti9M- $ 95
. weight moulded 2-
Wne Color cabinet
stavomie 1%41111C lop artry laceadle.
BIG 22"
CONSOLE TV
• 22.000 Vohs of P•ciorie Power
• C.•••••• "Pinwo-S•t" VHF Fie, Tuning
• UHF mid WO Spotlit* Diets
• 'Capacity-Myr Quality Coorponent•
• Exclusiw Autweatk nagelnA C,•tu t






























WITH FM/AM/STEM° FM KANO
That ECKHART. 'MOW
Sadd State Atabeher with earteeendleei Peek Mugs
FEATURES THE BEST IN COLOR ri PERFORMANCE Power. *is Sold state FM/AM/
o Stereo FM 
K-5'. Canter LA lid
HANDCRAFTED PATENTED COLOR SUNSHINE* COLOR 1V wan 
record slorago.
COLOR TV CHASSIS DEMODULATOR CIRCUITRY PICTURE TUdE
Pi NSW fAMtneffl OAP?
Handwired with epTi batacts color from theism/it- for greater picture brighsstne
threes and no • ire signal with peek plichtlos with redder reds. Welter
shortage/et de ekes! le for unsurpassed, true-us-i4a *teens and owe brilliant
ovestalllip odor hues. Murk







L. F. emus R. G. KINKLE
* I 
EAST. WHITEHAVEN  I FRAYSER LAMAR
3431 eine the r
Phone 3244406
4255 Hwy. 1 So.
Plione 396-0995
311$ Themes (Mory. Si P4.) 2574 lamer





SAILOR RETIRES — Stew-
ard First Class Roberto
E. Piniac, a resident of
• 7675 Keowa,Millington,
Tenn., is bid farewell by
Captain H. $l' Lloyd, Com-
manding Officer of Naval
Air Technical Training Cen-
ter. Pinlac retired Dec. I
after twenty-two years in
the Navy. (U.S. NAVY




Gibraltar Chapter No. 36 of
the Order of tfie Eastern Star
held its annual Christmas Par-
ty pn last Sunday night,
Dec. 17, at the Chisca Plaza
ballroom.
The party included a five-
course dinner for the members
and their guests.
Mrs. S. M. Love McKinney
is worthy matron, Calvin Casey





Dr. Phillip Joel!, Field Repre-
sentative for the National Ur-
ban League, met with repre-
sentatives of the Lane College
staff on yesterday to initiate
New Career Opportunities
program.
The NAO programs, design-
ed to attract students to non-
traditional fields, will take
place on 87 predominantly Ne-
gro college campuses during
the period of Feb. 15 through
29, 1968. At this time, keynote
speakers and recruiters will
be invited to talk with interest-
ed students. Meeting with Dr.
Joell was Dr. Herman Stone,
Jr., dean of instruction; G.
L. Thacker, in charge of place-
ment; Mrs. Anna L. Cooke,
executive secretary of Alumni
Affairs; Clarence Weaks, Stud-
ent Government Association
president; and Paul Barnes,
student representative.
The date was not decided on
for Lase at this initial meet-
ing; however, much enthusiasm




















CALL its BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED








BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUN: • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
ON ALL ARTICLES or vault j
176 1 1711 SEAl. STRUT SA 6.53094
MONEY LOANED
HOLIDAY SALE
AtaNHAIR Regular Price $411 to $ISOHoliday Price 612 f• $120
100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGLETS 20% to SO% off
100% HUMAN HAIR





ICKT1RS STOCK NOT INCLUDZIP
THE BARGAIN SHOP
150 Beale










ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges Chs Salo
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly-----
• HOGUE .8f KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS







BREAD Big Hogue & Knot+1 1/246. Sandwich Loaf 25c-
BROWN" iN SERVE ROLLS
Baked in Memphis by M•mphietss
. . rushed daily to your big
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Top U.S. Leaders At Sengstacke Conference
-
1
John H. Sengstacke, Editor and
Publisher of Sengstacke Publica-
tions, America's largest chain of
Negro newspapers, gave the open-
ing address which opened a 1 1 2
day conference in Washingon en-
titled "Economic Development — A
Thrust for Identity." The confer-
ence, sponsored by Sengstacke Pub-
Berkeley G. Burrell, president of
the National Negro Business
League, appeared at the confer-
ence as one of the guest speakers
lications Was coupled with the Dai-
ly Defender's Round Table of Com-
merce and was attended by some of
the nation's top business and civic
leaders. One of the high points of
the meeting Was a visit to President
Lyndon Baines Johnson at the
White House.
•
and also was installed as one of the
Daily Defender's Round Table of
Commerce inductees. Here Burrell
is shown during a morning session.
0\
James S. Avery (right), coordina-
tor of community relations, Hum-
ble Oil and Refining Co., New York,
received his Chicago Daily De-
fender Round Table of Commerce
Z. Johnson (right), rate supervis-
or of Illinois Bell Telephone Co., receives
his citation from Sengstacke. The Round
ION HILTON
citation from Publisher Seng-
stacke during induction ceremon-
ies at the Washington Hilton Ho-
tel.
Table Dinner climaxed a day-and-a-half
conference. Twenty three men were in-
ducted into the Round Table. •
Howard B. Woods, Editor-in-Chief of' Sengstacke Pub-
lications, addresses luncheon crowd during Sengstacke
businessmen's conference at the Washington Hilton Ho-
tel. During .this session the audience listened to a
speech from vice president Hubert H. Humphery.
George S. Harris, president, Chi-
cago Mutual Assurance Co., talks
to the conference crowd on th- role
•
oc Nest° lyokiness,
Philip Zeidman. general counsel
for t.te S:nr.11 Buiie; minIs-
tratior, -van one o: th vest
C,:•_-.ng the afierniion ses-
h.on. c the riet...o , •
"Franchising a-. r Meanr."
Wilner White of Howard Uni-
versity Was one of several presid-
ing speakers during the confer-
ence. White told the audience the
role of Howard in developing Ne-
gro businessmen.
Alexander Allen, eastern regional director of the Urban
League, Acts the tone of the Sengstacke business con-
ference with his views on the status of the ghetto to-
day. During' the session, a taped recording of St.
Louis' mayor A. J. Cervantes was heard.
Pd DEFENDER
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FINAL RITES FOR BAR-KtiltS
Mr. Caldwell, father of the Bar•Kay organist, Ronnie Caldwell, whose body at press
time had not been recovered from the crash site in Wiscon sin, represented his family at
the joint funeral,
FUNERAL HOME _ ATTEND ANT places a wreath of flowers
remains of Mathew Kelly, valet for the late Otis Redding.
on the bier containing the
GRIEF STRICKEN PARENTS— of Jimmy Lee King at the grave site.
BLUES SINGER TED TAYLOR was amoog the estimated
3,000 nourners. The bluesy styled gospel favorite "The
Last Mile of the Way" sung by Spencer Wiggins brought
tears to the eyes of the young and old present.
LAST FAREWELL — The family and friends of The Bar-Kays, the group that helped create the Memphis Sound, bid its deceased kin
last farewell.




Jones and the M. G.'s, popular recording group, who helped organize the Bar-Kays were
From left are Steve Cropper; Ilayela Ander ame, a record shop employee; Donald "Duck"
Jones (PHOTOS BY CONTINENTAL)
among the
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